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'NICKEL AND DIME' GROWTH ADDS UP IN PC SOFTWARE/24
VECTOR PROCESSING GIVES HYPERCUBE CRAY SPEEDS/30
rAete*

The only thing
small about it is
its size!
The RTP-650A is the only portable data recorder that
gives you bigger performance than a reel-to-reel.
'DC to 40kHz frequency response on 14 (or 21) channels — at a76.2cm/sec (30 ips) on Beta format video
cassette tape. Covers twice the IRliG WBG1 bandwidth on any of the other six tape speeds. VVBG1 is
selectable for an even better SN ratio,
•Superior vibration. resistance (tested in conformity
with MIL-STD-810C) plus acompact and lightweight
design give you awholly rew latitude of applications.
•FM, DR and PM recording — three modes in ail
A first for adesktop data recorder.
'Optionally available GP-IB' port lets you easily configure a computer-controlled data acquisition and processing system.
And it's easier to use than any other data recorder
'Bright easy-to-read menu style EL display provides
the window for easy access to the multimicroprocessor intelligence.
•Programmable settings for simpler operation
Even an unskilled operator can use it on site
Learn more about
the RTP-650A and its
many other excding
features. Write or
call:
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RTP-650A
VIDEO CASSETTE DATA RECORDER
Circle 900 on reader service card

LTD.

3-8, Toranomon 2-Come. Minato-ku, Tokyo
Phone: 03-502-3551
Caole: KYOWASTRAINGAGE TOKYO
Telex: 222-3854 KYOWAT J
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TWO FUNCTIONS
ONE CARD
1MByte memory ± 1floating point processor
on asingle board for your HP Series 200/300 computer.
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When you only have two slots—
like on your HP 216—or even afew
more slots as other HP 9000 computers do, you want the most capability in the least possible space.
Now, you can have afull megabyte
of memory plus an advanced floating point processor on asingle
card—the MF 300 from Infotek.
The MF 300 incorporates a
powerful floating point processor
(based on the Motorola 68881 processor) which significantly increases
the speed of transcendental functions as well as arithmetic operations for both BASIC and Pascal.
For math intensive applications
such as CAD, improvements in
speed of three to five times are

:

experienced by most
...,..e,
_
exceptional reliability
users. Some functions
with afull two-year warimprove by afactor of 30!
ranty. So give new life to
The same performance (without
your HP 216 or other 9000 comthe memory) is available in the
puter! Put maximum performnew FP 881 floating point procesance in asingle slot. Call Infotek
sor. Or you can choose the Infotek
Systems at (800) 227-0218, in CaliFP 210 floating point processor for
fornia (800) 523-1682, or (714) 956BASIC and Pascal. The FP 210
9300, 1400 North Baxter Street,
employs the National 32081 proces- Anaheim, California 92806-1201,
sor to increase real arithmetic
TELEX 182283.
speed as well as transcendentals.
And all floating point boards further enhance real math functions
when used with Infotek's BASIC
compilers.
A DIVISION OF AIS CORPORATION
As with all Infotek HP enhancement products, the floating point
processors demonstrate their

INFOTEK
SYSTEMS

SILICON SYSTEMS OFFERS
THE ONE-CHIP MODEM
THAT'S READY FOR DELIVERY NOW!

More Functions Integrated on a
Single Chip
The race to deliver atrue single chip
212A modem was won in November, 1985

interface with the 8048/8051 family of lowcost micro-controllers. Its high functionality,
low-power CMOS operation, and efficient
packaging facilitate design usage and

when Silicon Systems released samples of

increase system reliability.

its K212. The new SSI K212 is afull-featured,
1200 BPS modem in asingle 28-pin DIP.
It incorporates all the primary functions

Simplifies Modem Design
and Manufacturing

needed to construct amodem which

The one-chip K212 represents anew
level of integration for modem IC's, It pro-

exceeds Bell 212A performance
requirements.
Included on the single chip are complete
Bell 103 and 212A operating modes, acall
progress monitor, and oDTMF dialer. The
device also has an 8-bit parallel bus for the
control of modem functions and will directly

into specialized systems. Acomplete modem requires only the addition of the phone
line interface and acontrol microprocessor.
The K212 is ideal for use with any selfcontained or integral modem system that
incorporates adedicated microprocessor
for control and command interpretation.

vides functions on asingle chip which were
previously only possible using many sepa-

Pricing and Availability
The Silicon System K212 one-chip
modem is available from stock now. For
prices or more product information, contact
us today.

rate components. This new single-chip
modem simplifies designs for users who are
building intelligent modems, or who wish to

Silicon Systems, Telecom Products Division,
14351 Myford Road, Tustin, CA 92680

incorporate datacommunications capability

(714) 731-7110, Ext. 595.

shins

INNOVATORS IN
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INTEGRATION
Circle 73 For Career Information
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

NEW PRODUCTS

Newsletters

'Nickels and dimes' add up in PC software, 24
The days of the million-copy software best-seller may be over,
but the market is still growing. Developers are creating
products for specialized applications, integrating software for
sharing programs on-line, and applying artificial intelligence

Newsletter, 15
•Crystal will launch its
Smart Analog chips in two
months
•Apple to enhance
Macintosh but will not raise
the price
•Teledyne's MOS FET
driver will deliver apeak
current of 6A

Technology, 9
•Sony plays high-definition
movies off video disks...
• ... and shows them on a
$45,000 monitor
•Found: away to cut CRT
bulk without sacrificing
screen size
Electronics, 13
•Aerospace firms told to do
away with kickbacks ... or
else
•Will VAXmate cap DEC's
current spate of product
announcements?
•Now asecond-source deal
for bipolar arrays that's
'going to work'
Speech recognition, 16
IBM moves astep closer to
voice-driven typewriter
Company strategies, 17
Texas Instruments to beat
swords into plowshares

Vector processing boosts Hypercube speed, 30
By adding vector processors to its iPSC parallel computer,
Intel Corp. has boosted the speed by two orders of magnitude.
The company claims the new iPSGVX offers supercomputer
performance at one tenth the price of an equivalent Cray
PROBING THE NEWS
Is computer conferencing emerging as a tool? 41
With software on the way and networking companies showing
interest, new capital gives the interactive technique abig boost
Chip makers go all out to hike Japanese sales, 44
Trade negotiations haven't worked, say U. S. companies. So
the Americans, led by Fairchild, AMD, and Intel, are
increasing their presence in Japan to try to carve out abigger
share of the market
COVER

Personal computers, 18
Apple stirs up the Mexican
market for personal
computers

Image processing, 54
Imaging Technology's
processor beats real time

Publisher's letter, 5
Companies, 46
A 'new' Applicon is trying
hard to regain its prominence
in CAD/CAM
Bottom lines, 47
Prime Computer now expects
that its first-quarter earnings
will drop
Electronics index, 48
Employment in the industry
is still falling

IC testing, 21
High-level simulator spots
chip faults early
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Integrated circuits, 52
SGS's triple-process motor
driver chip is 98% efficient

Letters, 4

Semiconductors, 20
Just what HEMTs need: a
good driver

Business abroad, 22
Two giant chip makers
weigh into Europe's ASIC
market

Computers, 52
Wang says its minicomputer
outruns DEC's MicroVAX in
office applications

DEPARTMENTS

Displays, 18
•Army funding pays off in
thin-film electroluminescent
displays
•The Army wants acolor
EL display, too
•Will IBM's Convertible
laptop spark aftermarket in
liquid-crystal displays?

Instruments, 22
The instrument that
measures almost
everything

Logic arrays, 51
Fastest programmable logic
yet, from Monolithic
Memories, claims 10-ns
propagation delay

Tandem makes a good thing better, 34
Using an ECL gate array as abasic building block in its
mainframe-class transaction processor, the NonStop VLX,
Tandem Computers Inc. lopped 30% from the per-transaction
cost of its supermini predecessor and tripled reliability
Tandem's old design pays off in new markets, 39
The maker of fault-tolerant computers is ready for the highgrowth markets of the 1980s: distributed computing and
networking
Cover illustration by art director Fred Sklenar

People, 49
•Busy Portia Isaacson
starts two new companies
•Peter Chiasson finds a
good fit at midsized Alsys
•People on the move
Meetings, 60
Electronics week, 64
•Encore starts selling
multiprocessor systems
•rrr seeks approval for
air phone
3

LETTERS
More 'mundane' data
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To the editor: It was refreshing to see
"mundane matters" like alpha-particle
immunity in your recent issue [Electronics, Feb. 17, 1986, P. 15]. I'm sure
many readers are interested in seeing
more than access times and power dissipation in articles about chips.
May Isuggest you include other boring stuff like reliability, availability, and
serviceability characteristics of the devices you feature. Things like error detection and fault isolation, error-correction coding, redundancy, data integrity,
etc. And also the chip real estate dedicated to these features.
Ilook forward to your insights each
week but suggest that we readers wish
to know more of the mundane chip characteristics. You've told us how fast they
run and how hard they work. But what
happens when they get sick? Do they
ask for help ...lie there and die ...or
get up and finish the race?
Mark L. Hill
Service Planning Representative
IBM Corp.
Burlington, Vt.
Sizing it up

BELLINGHAM, WASHINGTON
Four Reasons Technological Firms Choose Bellingham
university and business support
highly sk.11ed. competitively priced labor force
complete inte•modal transportation network
fully serviced sites and facilities

Mg§

FOURTH CORNER DEVELOPMENT GROUP
WAYNE L. SCHWAND -.EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SUITE 620. BELLINGHAM TOWERS, BELLINGHAM. WA 98227 (206) 676.4255

Circle 4 on reader service card

SOLUTIONS TO DESIGN PROBLEMS
CIRCUITS AND SOFTWARE
FOR
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
Order # R370
This invaluable resource is available for only $19.95. Focuses strictly on
design problems and delivers professional, innovative solutions for your
most demanding projects. STAY ON TOP OF THE LATEST CIRCUITRY
DEVELOPMENTS. Order your copy today! Send $19.95 to:
Electronics Magazine Books, P.O. Box 541, Hightstown, NJ 08520
4

To the editor: The special report "Inside
Technology: Self-Testing ICs Begin to
Emerge—Tentatively"
[Electronics,
Feb. 24, 1986, p.33] incorrectly stated
the size of Control Data Corp.'s CMOS
gate array as 6,000 gates, including the
On-Chip Maintenance System (OCMS)
circuits.
The size of this device is actually
5,930 user-configurable gates, plus the
OCMS circuits (approximately 2,500
gates) and input/output buffers (154
buffers), for a total equivalent gate
count of approximately 8,500 gates. This
2-i.tm CMOS gate array is available under various product names from Motorola, National Semiconductor, and VTC.
Robert J. Humphrey
Marketing Manager
Electronic Design Automation Systems
Control Data Corp.
Minneapolis

Stable self-tuning filter
Correction: In "Filter tunes itself automatically" [Electronics, March 17,
1986, p. 21], which describes the MOSFET-C filter developed at Columbia
University in New York by a group
led by Yannis Tsividis, the value given
for the amplitude stability of the experimental chip was incorrect. The
correct figure is 0.04 dB.
Electronics/April 14, 1986
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PUBLISHER'S LETTER
relevant, according to Jonah. The way
andem is acompany that's "proving
Beirne explains it, even though McBride
to be as rugged, and maybe even as
resistant to failure, as its fault-tolerant is technically in ahigher position, "techcomputers," says Jonah McLeod about nology people are aresource shared by
Tandem Computers Inc. "It has managed everybody in the company. It's just like
to prosper in a business that is getting at IBM, where the technology guys are
out there helping the systougher by the day."
tems people solve the
McLeod, our test and
problems."
measurement editor in
Palo Alto, is the author of
this week's cover story
diting material in New
York gathered from
(p. 34) on the first Tandem
around the world is atask
machine that can be conthat often requires the
sidered a mainframe, the
skill of a surgeon. But
NonStop VLX. Completing
sometimes the scalpel
the Tandem
coverage
slips, and you can be sure
package, the company and
that the editors hear
its strategy are explored
about it—often in the
by Palo Alto bureau manager Cliff Barney in a
form of a deft jab that
cuts neatly and quickly.
Probing the News that begins on p. 39, following JoThat's what happened
JONAH McLEOD: Finds an im- last week when Charlie
nah's piece.
Cohen, in Tokyo, discovJonah says that the pressively rugged company.
ironic thing about Tan
ered an editing gaffe in
dem's ruggedness is that it may be ab- one of his stories before it was printed.
sorbed unintentionally from Tandem's
Charlie's reminder about the subtleties
archrival in the fault-tolerant computer of the language is aclassic of the genre:
business, IBM. For example, both lead
"Did you ever hear Harrison Salisdesigners on the VLX system worked
bury's story of how he wrote adispatch
from Moscow [when he was the New
for IBM before going to Tandem. Al
York Times's correspondent] stating
McBride, technology director at Tanthat he stood on the reviewing stand a
dem, was responsible for the new sysstone's throw from Stalin? Evidently,
tem's macrocell arrays, and John
Beirne, engineering manager, was in
the censor didn't understand the idiom
and after receiving an explanation
charge of the hardware work. Actually,
changed the text to read as follows:
the way things are set up at Tandem.
"`I stood on the reviewing stand close
McBride's title puts him one managerial
to Stalin. Ithrew no stones.'"
level above Beirne.
You might call the whole incident a
But the corporate culture of the company tends to make such distinctions ir- bull's-eye for Charlie.
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"We did it!"
"I knew we'd close that sale.
Did you see theirfaces?"
"Its' our compaitorsfaces
Iwant lo see. We've really cracked
this ?» i
rket now."

"Looks like we made all the
right decisions at the right
times."

"Like Nationals' 32-bit
ticroprocessorfamily?"
"You can't build asystem out
ofdata sheets and promises.
National had it, they delivered it
and they got us herefirst"

While you're still
dreaming about success,
Sequent is delivering it.
With National's
Series 32000 family.
On January 17, 1983, eighteen
people started anew company
called Sequent Computer
Systems. They had no product,
no plan, no backing. Only
adream.
Two years later, that dream
came true. They delivered their
first system—a sophisticated
parallel processing computer.
Afull year ahead of their
competitors.
How'd they do it? Hard work.
Calculated risks. Belief. And a
critical decision. They chose the
Series 32000' microprocessor
family.
It offered them acomplete
32-bit microprocessor family,
including demand paged virtual
Memory Management, Floating
Point, and other peripherals
with full UNIX' support.

But the Series 32000
wasn't just the right engineering
decision, it was the right
business decision. It helped
Sequent get their system to
market fast. First.
Sequent hit their window of
opportunity. And that window
is still open—for now. So find
out how the Series 32000 can
help you build your own
success story. Contact National
Semiconductor today.
National's Series 32000, MS 23-200
P.O. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090

National
Semiconductor

We're doing it.
.011111111111111001.3"*"
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Circle 7 on reader service card

SEE YOUR WAY CLEAR.
On screen. Or paper. Or transparency
film. You'll see your data represented with
unmatched visual acuity.
For instance, look into the family of
Seiko color graphics terminals. You'll get
high resolution. From 1024 x780 on our
GR -1100 Series to 1280 x 1024 on our GR -2400
Series. Plus you'll choose the features you
want most. Like 2D transformations, zoom
and pan with true magnification, TEK 401x
Plot 10 compatibility, interactive tablet support and mouse. You can even get
enhanced VT100 video terminal emulation
with a true VT100 keyboard.
If you want a record of your data for
later analysis or presentation, just push the
8

Circle 8 on reader service card

button on your CH-5201 color hard copier.
You'll get curves that look like curves. Details
that remain sharp. And a built-in frame buffer
that captures the image and instantly frees
your terminal. So you can go on working
while the 5201 gives you up to 99 copies off line.
Of course, there's more. So see your way
clear to making a phone call, we'll make sure
you see your data clearer than ever before.
Call Martin Nelson at (408) 943-9100 today.

SEIKO
INSTR

UMEN

TS

1965 Seiko Instruments U S A., Inc. TEK and Plot 10 are registered trademarks of
Tektronix. VT:00 is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. Image Credits: PDA
Engineering; Swanson Analysis Systems: Lasergraphics
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TECHNOIWY NE'SLETTER
SONY PLAYS HIGH-DEFINITION MOVIES OFF VIDEO DISKS...

Bwith the world's first video disk and video-disk player for high-definition

yusing an elaborate digital processing scheme, Sony Corp. has come up

motion pictures (Victor Company of Japan earlier developed disks for highdefinition stills). The Sony disk and player reproduce a high-definition TV
signal with a full 20-MHz luminance signal together with 16-bit digital stereo
sound. Two adjacent tracks are required for recording each frame on the
optical disk because signal bandwidth exceeds that which can be recorded in
single track. The digitally processed signal is converted to half of the original
frequency, and alternate periods of the signal are recorded on adjacent disk
tracks of the master by two laser beams. During playback, the process is
reversed to obtain the original frequency. The two-track scheme cuts playing
time to 10 minutes for constant angular velocity or 16 minutes for constant
linear velocity—compared with 30 minutes and about one hour, respectively,
for commercial laser video disks. In the CAV mode, still, slow, and fast
playback are possible. Sony will show the gear at this week's National
Association of Broadcasters Convention in Dallas.
D
... AND SHOWS THEM ON A $45,000 MONITOR
Oony also showed up at the NAB Convention with a high-definition color
monitor using the 41-in, tube that it announced aweek earlier [Electronics,
April 7, 1985, p. 9]. The resolution of the screen is more than 1,000 TV lines
horizontally and more than 750 TV lines vertically, high enough for images of
color-slide quality, claims the Tokyo firm. Sony plans to start sales in Japan in
March 1987, at an estimated price of $44,444.44.
0
FOUND: A WAY TO CUT CRT BULK WITHOUT SACRIFICING SCREEN SIZE

Aproblem that some large corporations have been working on for years—a

lone Silicon Valley inventor may have come up with the solution to a

way to cut down the bulk of a cathode-ray tube without sacrificing screen
size. Samuel A. Schwartz of Saratoga, Calif., turned the trick with a design
that deflects the electron beam horizontally, bends it, and then deflects it a
second time vertically. He has built a 6-in, prototype of the short CRT and
expects to have a 10-in, unit ready to show off at the Society for Information
Display symposium in San Diego early next month. The 10-in, screen will be
evaluated for marketing potential by a local company that cannot yet be
named. Schwartz says his short CRT will cost 15% more than a conventional
CRT, but much lower than a liquid-crystal display. His CRT is not a flat tube,
like the one developed by Sony Corp. [ElectronicsWeek, Sept. 17, 1984,
p. 18], but is one third to one half the depth of aconventional CRT and could
have a screen as large as 25 in. Schwartz is now looking for backing to
develop a color tube.
D
ASIC LAYOUT TOOL DOES FLOORS

M circuits.

ore help is on the way for designers of application-specific integrated
Before midyear, SDA Systems Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., will
add a floor-planning tool to its kit of automatic placement and routing software. Using the new intelligent tool, designers can optimize layout of irregularly shaped macrocells to best suit timing and area constraints on the design.
For example, if the design has a large block—programmed logic array,
random-access memory, and the like—on a critical path on the chip in the
horizontal direction and not in the vertical direction, the designer can change
the shape of the block from long and thin, say, to short and flat to fit the
horizontal orientation.
D
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Launch this dream.
Double performance in one fast move
with the low-cost, MC34080 JFET op amp family.
Rise and shine, adjust your attitude,
hold on to your hat. We have liftoff on
an innovative new standard in low-cost
JFET op amps that will change the way
you work, think and design.
Because this practical, no-compromise,
8MHz family doubles performance
directly, immediately, on apin-for-pin,
socket-for-socket replacement basis over
older, popular types. Without redesign,
rework or rethink.
With aunique, all-NPN output stage,
the MC34080 series is not only twice
as fast as PNP-output also-rans, it also
provides abenchmark in output voltage
swing.

Start with a25 V/ilsec slew rate.
The compensated MC34084 quad
slews 15 volts in less than 600 ns.
More than twice as fast as the TL074,
it typifies the kind of gain bandwidth
product and slew rate you need for highspeed applications.
Take active filters where most
bandwidth-limited op amps fail miserably.
Higher MC34080 family slew rate and
bandwidth means what you get in your
final design is really what you designed
for--accuracy and efficiency. Put it on
ascope trace with any other JFET quad
in its category and you'll get comparative
dynamics like
BETTER
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The decompensated MC34085 quad
is four times faster than others. Two complete families of compensated and
decompensated JFET op amps are available with the singles and duals offering
the same 2-to-I (for compensated) or
4-to-I (for decompensated) advantage
in speed and bandwidth.
What's more, they require only 2.5
mA drain current per amplifier...a significant, no-compromise spec since
run-of-the-mill types with less than half
the speed require nearly equal current.

More gain, no pain.
In acomprehensive, open-loop Bodeplot analysis, the MC34080 series
demonstrates more than twice the gain
and bandwidth of competitive LF- and
TL- types.
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THE BEST.
in automation

DUAL 125 MHz DIGITAL OSCILLOSCOPE
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125 MHz BW; 100 MS/s ADCs; 5 GS/s Interleaved Sampling; 128 k Waveform Memory;
+ 1% Accuracy; Summation and Continuous Averaging; Arithmetic Processing; Fully Programmable.
PROGRAMMABILITY. All settings of the 9400 Digital Oscilloscope are programmable; you can operate the instrument in unattended areas or as a
computer-aided testing station. You can redefine the softkeys and send
messages to the display, in order to step inexperienced operators through
complex test procedures. And even without a computer you can store and
quickly reproduce up to eight front-panel setups, for your most common
measurements.

••M•

Channel 2
05.00 V

AR.

SIGNAL CAPTURING. Long 32 kmemories and versatile programmable
triggering makes capturing any signal sure and easy. Pre-trigger sampling
over 32,000 samples captures not only the triggering signal but also its
cause. Post-trigger delay is programmable up to 10,000 divisions.

T/dly
Trigt

Ch 1 .2 V
24.4 CIA 2 5 Y "

3.eo dly

CHAN 2.

INTERFACING. Unequalled computer interface capability is provided by
one GPIS (IEEE-488) and two RS-232C ports. Simple English commands
send any portion or all of data record to a computer at speeds as high
400 kbyte/sec.
ARCHIVING. On-board firmware makes archiving of measurement results
by a digital plotter fast and easy. The entire display may be dumped in any
size to a wide range of high-resolution multicolor plotters — ready for publication or immediate presentation.
*And there is much more to say about this versatile and cost effective
($ 9900 base') DSO. Call us now...for details and a demonstration!!

LaCroy

•USA price list only.

700 S. Main St., Spring Valley NY 10977, (914) 578-6038; Geneva, Switzerland, (022) 82 33 55; Heidelberg, West Germany, (06221) 49162; Les Ulis,
France, (1) 6907-3897; Rome, Italy, (06) 320-0646; Botley, Oxford, England,
(0865) 72 72 75.
Representatives throughout the world.
Circle

75 for

Information

Top: Acquisition Parameters listing enables the 9400 user
to precisely set and check front panel settings, all of which
can be remotely controlled.
Middle: Window mode trigger set at ± 3,5 divs from center
grid captures switching transient. 50% pre-trigger shows
contact bounce prior to trigger moment.
Below: Crosshair marker, acting as a precise timer and
DVM, gives time from trigger (arrow) and absolute voltage.
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AEROSPACE FIRMS TOLD TO DO AWAY WITH KICKBACKS ... OR ELSE

Ado away with

erospace contractors have been warned to tighten their ethical codes and
kickbacks by subcontractors. The admonition came last
week at aspecial meeting called by the Aerospace Industries Association in
Los Angeles. The 600-odd defense-contractor executives who showed up
heard about the Anti-Kickback Enforcement Act of 1986, a bill introduced
early this year in the Senate. The legislation would, for the first time, make
companies liable for civil and criminal penalties if their management of subcontracts is lax or negligent on corrupt practices. Maj. Gen. Bernard L. Weiss,
commander of the Air Force contract-management division, warned that "normal commercial practices are no longer acceptable."
E
WILL VAXMATE CAP DEC'S CURRENT SPATE OF PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENTS?
omputer-industry watchers are now convinced that Digital Equipment
Corp. will launch its long-awaited MS-DOS/VMS-compatible personal
C
computer this spring. "All that's left is the VAXmate," says Marc Schulman,
an analyst with Salomon Brothers Inc. in New York, sizing up DEC's recent
spate of product announcements. Last week's unveiling of a refrigeratorsized VAX 8500 simply fills ahole in the Maynard, Mass., company's product
line. The new machine can run at better than 3 million instructions/s—twice
the performance of the popular VAX-11/785, but at about the same price:
$260,000 for the basic 8500 with 20 megabytes of memory.
El
NOW A SECOND-SOURCE DEAL FOR BIPOLAR ARRAYS THAT'S 'GOING TO WORK'

Bover what seems to be an endless stream of second-source pacts, but

ipolar gate-array customers have heard plenty of hoopla in recent years

now Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. and Honeywell Inc. have inked one they
say will deliver on its promises early next year. To be announced later this
week, the pact calls for the exchange of technical information on emittercoupled-logic and current-mode-logic gate arrays. Fairchild will start the second source by producing Honeywell's new HE8000 1.25-µm CML-ECL array,
which has 8,000 equivalent gates. Honeywell will start with Fairchild's
FGE2500 1.5-µ,m ECL arrays, featuring 2,500 gates. Orders will be accepted
in the fourth quarter, and production will start early next year.
E
GENE AMDAHL'S NEW ROLE: DEALMAKER BETWEEN U.S. AND JAPANESE FIRMS

Nhigh-technology market when AIT Corp. goes into action. Started in Tokyo
ext month, U. S. companies will have a new entrée into the Japanese

by Gene M. Amdahl, AIT will help set up cooperative deals—including development of new products—between U. S. and Japanese companies. AIT will
earn its income from commissions on sales. Equity in AIT is split evenly
among Amdahl—chairman of Trilogy Ltd., Cupertino, Calif.—three other U. S.
investors, and three Japanese investors.
0
WILL TAPE-DRIVE MAKERS HAVE TO PAY TO USE CIPHER'S LOADING TECHNIQUE?

A ttorneys for the two leading manufacturers of 1
4 -in ,tape-cartridge drives
/
Mare pondering atough question: whether the companies have to pay to
use a cartridge-loading technique for which Cipher Data Products Inc., San
Diego, was recently granted a patent. Cipher has offered nonexclusive
licenses to Archive Corp., Costa Mesa, Calif., and Wangtek Inc., Simi Valley,
Calif., and says it is reviewing tape drives produced by others for a similar
deal. The patent covers Cipher's method of loading the industry-standard 1
/4
in. tape cartridge into drives having the 51
/-in, form factor.
4
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Uplifting news.

Now we've got application
software to support our
data acquisition hardware
for the IBM PC.
Hold up aminute!
Now you can get all your analog I/O application software at the same
place you get your IBM PC compatible hardware. Data Translation.'"
We've got four application software packages that cover abroad range
of capabilities, all compatible with the DT2801 series of seven analog
I/O boards. So you'll never have to write aline of code again.
Take alook at these:

DT/NOTEBOOK

..

,

Graph Using Curve-Fit

P.to.P.7

For the non-programmer. An easyto-use menu-driven package for
real-time data acquisition, process
control, and data analysis that automatically
interfaces to spreadsheet packages. Its menudriven interface is ideal for users who aren't very
familiar with computers.

ASYST

—

Analysis Functions with
Multiple Window Display

For the advanced user. A command-driven package for
real-time data acquisition and control, advanced data
analysis, and graphics display. For the user who requires
more sophisticated graphics and analysis capabilities.

CHROIVILAI3

ta
I

III

I•

1.0

Ill

Peak Detection and
Integration

For the chromatography scientist. A menu-driven, scientific software package for chromatography and spectroscopy applications. For users who need to do real-time
data collection/display, peak detection/integration, and
report generation.

DT/ILS -PC 1

For the signal processing scientist. Command-driven software for digital signal processing that supports data
acquisition, waveform manipulation, design and use of
digital filters, and spectral analysis. For users who need
advanced analysis tools in both time and frequency
domains.
3-D Spectral Display

Call us today. We'll help you choose the right package
to give your data acquisition the boost it needs.

Fred Molinari,
President
See our new 646 pg.
catalog/handbook or
see us in Gold Book
1986. Or call for your
personal copy today.

Call (617) 481-3700

DATA TRANSLATION
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752 (617) 481-3700 Tlx 951 646
European Headquarters: Data Translation, Ltd., 13 The Business Centre, Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham Barks, RG112QZ, Englarr. Tlx 851849862 (#E)
International Sales Offices: Australia (61) 2-6635289; Belgium (32) 2-7352135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile (2) 2-25:3689; China (408) 727-8222, (86187214017; Denmark (02) 187188;
England (44) 0734-793838; Finland (358) 0-372-144; France (33) 146306839; Greece (30) 031-527039, (30)13-614300; Horg Kong (852) 3-324563; India (91) 2-231040; Israel (972) 3324298; Italy (39) 2349751; Japan (81) 3-502-5550, (81) 3-348-8301, (81) 3-355-1111; Korea (82) 753-3101; Malaysia (60) 3-3099: Morocco (21) 9-30-6949; Netherlands (31) 70996360;
New Zealand (61) 2-663-5289; Norway (47) (02) 559050; Peru (51) (14) 31-8060; Philippines 818-0103, 818-3073, 818-4230; Partugal (351)1545313; Singapore (65) 271-3163; South Africa
(27) 12469221: Spain (34) 14558112; Sweden (46) 87617820; Switzerland (41) 17231410, (41) 22360830; Taiwan (86) 2-721-78b4, (86) 2-531-2434; W& Germany (49) 89809020.
DT NOTEBOOK e1984, Laboratory Technology Corp. ASYST <cI 1984 Macmillan Software Co. CHROM LAB GO 1984. University of Southern California.
DT I
I IfHr 1984, Signal Technology Inc. IBM is aregistered trademark of IBM Cora. Data Translation is ari ¡tared trademark of Data Translation, Inc.
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PRODUCTS NEWSLETTER
CRYSTAL WILL LAUNCH ITS SMART ANALOG CHIPS IN TWO MONTHS
Smart Analog technology within two months. The technology combines
C
digitally controllable circuitry with analog circuitry on one chip

rystal Semiconductor Corp. will introduce the first products using its
[Electronics,

Jan. 20, 1986, p. 21]. First products will include aTi transceiver and a pointto-point interface link. Also close is a local-network IC. The Austin, Texas,
company will fabricate the products in its new 3-µ,m CMOS facility. To fine
tune the line, the firm is producing adual-tone multifrequency receiver, which
is not a Smart Analog chip. The CSC8870B chip is pin-compatible with the
industry-standard Mitel MT8870B and will cost $4.50 each in lots of 1,000. It
is available now.
El
APPLE TO ENHANCE MACINTOSH BUT NOT RAISE THE PRICE
M
A pple Computer Inc. is doubling the capacity of the floppy-disk drive and
adding aROM to speed up screen updates and file access ir the 512-K
Mac Enhanced, the entry-level Macintosh update it is announcing today. The
new machine will have the same retail price, $1,999, as the original 512-K
Macintosh. It will include an 800-K-byte 31
2 -in, floppy-disk drive, and a512-K
/
ROM to cut response time. The Cupertino, Calif., company says the machine
would improve the execution speed of some applications by as much as
50%. The Enhanced version will be available at the end of the month.
0
TELEDYNE'S MOS FET DRIVER WILL DELIVER A PEAK CURRENT OF 6 A

Tcan

eledyne Semiconductor is set to deliver a power MOS FET d-iver IC that

efficiently handle the emerging very-high-power MOS FETs. The
Mountain View, Calif., company's TSC429 will translate alow-power CMOS or
TTL input signal into an output that will swing from 0V to 18 V ard supply a
peak current of up to 6 A. Currently available MOS FET drivers can supply
peak currents of up to 1.5 A. Also, the TSC429 minimizes switching losses in
power MOS FETs by rapidly charging and discharging the MOS FET's static
and Miller gate capacitances. The TSC429, which will sell for $1.95 each, will
swing a 2,500-pF load 18 V in 25 ns. It is available now.
D
CMOS BUS-INTERFACE CHIPS USE 80% LESS POWER THAN BIPOLAR VERSIONS

TDevices Inc.

he first of a family of CMOS bus-interface circuits from Advanced Micro
boasts a power consumption 80% lower than that of the
Sunnyvale, Calif., company's bipolar counterparts, but it maintains propagation delays as low as 8 ns. Two 10-bit bus buffers—the AM29C823, with
inverted outputs, and the AM29C827, with noninverted outputs—are available
now in 28-pin plastic and ceramic DIPs. A plastic leaded chip carrier and a
military version of the chip will be along in the third quarter, ard a smalloutline IC package in the fourth. Other buffers, latches, and regisers will be
added to the new CMOS family later this year.
D
PERSONAL CAD SYSTEMS ADDS AUTOPLACEMENT TO ITS DESIGN PACKAGE

pon

ersonal CAD Systems Inc., Los Gatos, Calif., has put the finishing touches
its perSonal-computer-based series of pc-board design-automation
software with amodule that allows automatic placement of components. With
the addition of the PC-Place module, P-CAD now has a complete pc-board
design package from schematic capture to automatic placement and routing.
The new software will be a$500 upgrade to P-CAD's interactive placement
module. It will be available May 26. The P-CAD software runs on the IBM
Corp. Personal Computer AT and compatibles.
E
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IBM MOVES A BIG STEP CLOSER
TO VOICE-DRIVEN TYPEWRITER
ITS OFFICE-SIZE PROTOTYPE RECOGNIZES 5000 DISCRETE WORDS
NEW YORK

If the ubiquitous keyboard is ever
▪scrapped as adata-input device, its replacement is likely to be avoice processor resembling the one IBM Corp. demonstrated last week in New York: a
voice-driven dictation machine built
around a personal computer. The voice
typewriter, long under development by
IBM, has been shrunk to a few processor boards and is leaving the lab for
human-factors testing in the company's
offices around the world.
The developers of IBM's machine at
the Thomas J. Watson Research Center
in Yorktown Heights, N. Y., are calling
the 5,000-word speaker-dependent discrete-word recognizer aprototype. They
have resolved many of the crucial hardware and software development issues,
though, so the salient question now is
how long it will take IBM to turn its
prototype into aproduct.
"I'm calling it atactical technical announcement," says Don Godding, director of research for the Yankee Group,
Boston. "IBM wants true-Bluers to put
off buying competing products that
should start showing up in the next 12
to 18 months." Among the companies
said to be readying large-vocabulary
recognition systems are Dragon Systems, Kurzweil, and Speech Systems.
ENDORSEMENT. Michael G. Tomasic,
chief operating officer of Kurzweil Applied Intelligence Inc., welcomed the
IBM annoucement, saying "the demonstration represents an endorsement of
the potential of large-vocabulary recognition." The Waltham, Mass., company
is testing its own 5,000-word recognizer
in-house. It will be ready for beta tests
later this year, Tomasic says.
The as-yet-unnamed IBM system—a
Personal Computer AT outfitted with
seven speech-processing boards and a
pressure-zone
microphone—demonstrates that the computer giant has
mastered the signal-processing and
large-vocabulary
search
algorithms
needed to do the job with an office-size
unit. According to speech-processing
team leader Fredrick Jelinek, the device
can transcribe a speaker's voice into
text with 95% accuracy, the level that
16

required an IBM 4341 with
three Floating Point Systems Inc. 190L array processors just 18 months
ago
[Electronics Week,
Oct. 15, 1984, p. 14].
"I think it's great,"
says Dragon Systems Inc.
chairman and CEO James
K. Baker, of the AT-based
recognizer. Dragon, Newton, Mass., licenses its
recognition technology to
IBM and is working on a
recognizer
similar
to
IBM's. Baker says his
company will begin shipping a 20,000-word software-based
recognizer
this summer, though real- RECOGNITION. IBM's Jelinek says experimental recognizer
time response must await achieves 95% accuracy rate for noncontinuous speech.
custom hardware now under development.
a multiplication in asingle cycle.
IBM representatives say their sysThe other subsystem—which consists
tem's 5,000-word vocabulary covers 93% of another DSP board, a host-interface
of the words used in typical office corre- board, and a memory-management-unit
spondence. A 20,000-word vocabulary board—matches the labels with the
that covers 97% is under development.
acoustic and phonetic models of the
The AT-based speech system consists
stored vocabulary. The search-andof a simple demodulator board to cap- match algorithms typically eliminate
ture the signal from the microphone and 4,980 words within the first 400 ms; a
two subsystems made up of three
detailed search and match among the 20
boards each. Common to both subsys- remaining words takes 150 ms. The 2
tems are adigital-signal-processor (DSP) megabytes of dynamic random-access
board and ahost-interface board.
memory controlled by the MMU operate
Words are first translated into strings
in afast-page mode, taking just 300 ns
of crucial acoustic and phonetic fea- to complete a random read. More typitures, which are labeled by asubsystem
cally, though, the DRAM is used to do a
made up of the data-acquisition board, a sequential read, in just about 100 ns.
DSP board, and a host interface. The
IBM is not disclosing details of the
data-acquisition board, which carries anMMU, but says it was designed especialalog-to-digital converters and 64-K bytes
ly for the speech-processing application.
of memory, "does the interfacing be
Not everyone thinks the discretetween the real workhorse—which is the
word capability—which requires users
DSP—and the preamplifier" in the mi- to pause briefly between words—will
crophone demodulator board, according find ready acceptance. "We believe that
to Jelinek.
acontinuous-speech recognizer is needThe DSP board, with 64-K bytes of ed. A user must be able to talk without
55-ns memory, is built around a new
pauses for the product to be effective
CMOS version of an older DSP chip.
in the market," says William S. Meisel,
IBM says the 6,000-gate device exepresident of Speech Systems Inc., Tarcutes 10 million instructions/s, which
zana, Calif. He says IBM recognizes
comes to 30 million operations/s when
this and probably will not offer aproda program performs a data transfer,
uct until it has mastered continuous
an arithmetic-logic-unit operation, and
speech.
-Robert Rosenberg
Electronics! April 14, 1986

COMPANY STRATEGIES

TI TO BEAT SWORDS INTO PLOWSHARES
ing an effort in fast static random-acan internal corporate memo issued earlicess memories. Military SRAMs will be
er this month, digital and microwave
high-level strategic-objective commade from TI's 1-1.1.m Enhanced Performittee is being formed inside Texas
GaAs ICs will be two tines of a fourInstruments Inc. to help the giant Dal- pronged product thrust to be made joint- mance Implanted CMOS, known as EPIC
ly by TI's Semiconductor Group, the De[Electronics, Jan. 27, 1986, p. 16].
las chip maker transfer several key
TI developed its 1-p.m CMOS technolemerging technologies from its defense- fense Systems & Electronics Group, and
ogy for its 1-Mb dynamic-RAMs. Until
Central Research Laboratories.
equipment group, where they have been
recently, officials admit, TI has all but
exclusively used, to TI's semiconductor MILITARY POWER. The third prong is
portfolio. The Military Components In- technology developed for military power ignored SRAMs as it strove to compete
head-on with Japanese memory makers
supplies. In its effort to establish new
tracompany Objective, which is expected
in DRAMs. The intracompany objective
standards for low-profile high-density
to be announced at this week's annual
calls for 1-µ,m CMOS to be applied inimilitary supplies [Electronics, March 17,
stockholders meeting, is designed to
1986, p. 22], TI has developed power tially to military 16-K SRAMs, with 64ease the TI Semiconductor Group into
leadless chip carriers, low-profile mag- and 256-K parts to follow.
gallium arsenide markets.
netic devices, and dense filter capaciThe GaAs components, SRAMs, and
In part, the project is an attempt to
power-supply technologies will first be
reverse what have typically been com- tors, among other technologies.
The fourth thrust is aimed at launchbrought into the fold of the Semiconducmercial-to-military product-des elopment
cycles. Since the 1970s, most
military semiconductors have
THE DOCTOR TAKES CHARGE OF SAL ES AT WANG LABS
ridden into the defense mar30. It had to lay off 1,600 felt by Masi. Any hopes he
BOSTON
kets on the coattails of comworkers and it suffered a had of rising to the top were
mercial products. TI and othor better or worse, An
dashed about two years ago.
Wang is back in total con- $109 million fourth-quarter
er chip makers have narloss. That dropped total yearIt became evident that thentrol at Wang Laboratories
rowed the gap between milipresident John Cunningham
ly earnings to $15.5 million.
tary and commercial product
Inc. Known as "the doctor"
would rise no higher in the
at the Lowell, Mass., compaIn fiscal 1984, Wang Labs
introductions, but some new
ny, he has taken over direct earned $210.2 million on reve- company, Masi says, and he
defense-component technolfelt similarly gridlocked. Cuncontrol of sales and marketnue of $2.18 billion.
ogies—such as GaAs—enjoy
ningham subsequently left to
Wang sees the chief ailing, prompting the resignano big commercial demand to
run Computer Consoles Inc.,
tion of senior vice president ment as the company's manspur product development.
Rochester, N. Y.
agement structure, consisThe intracompany objective J. Carl Masi, who had run
Terming his departure
tently described as bloated.
calls for the transfer of tech- those operations.
"amicable," Masi says he reWang's plans call for ade'There has been a pattern
nology for military power
fused the offer of another
centralized sales and market- developing over the last five
supplies and static silicon
important" corporate posimonths," says George Colomemories as well, but TI's in- ing staff to report to him.
Observers question whether ny, president of Forrester tion managing overseas intended entry into the GaAs
the move will work, noting
Research Inc., a market re- vestments, along with interintegrated-circuit marketplace
nal marketing responsibilsearcher in Cambridge, Mass.
could be its most important his small experience in those
ities. Most observers now beimplication. Such an entry by areas. However, they say
"Dr. Wang took control. He
lieve the future head of
such amove by the man who
went to research and develamajor chip producer into the
Wang Labs is Frederick
opment and saw there were
built the $2.35 billion giant is
still-embryonic market could
Wang—treasurer, executive
greatly help to win needed probably necessary to get the
problems and fixed them. He
vice president, and 35-yearwent to finance and saw
confidence in the slow-grow- stumbling computer company
old son of An Wang.
there were problems and
back on its growth track.
ing but promising technology,
The extent to which Wang
"Wang is trying to get fixed them. Now he's going
says analyst Ted Wakayama,
has reimmersed himself in
to sales and marketing."
vice president of Strategic
closer control of marketing,"
The bottom line has been a day-to-day operations is unInc., San Jose, Calif.
says Stephen Smith, an anaderscored by Masi and others.
lyst with Paine Webber Inc.,
cut in management layers.
Sales of military GaAs
Wang will visit all 40 sales
But in using the scalpel,
New York. This action is "apcomponents in the U. S. acdistricts this year and was in
propriate," Smith thinks, be- Wang has consolidated concounted for about $60 million
of the total $80 million last cause the company is suffer- trol in his own hands to a Europe on business as news
of Masi's departure broke.
level many think is unworking from aloss of credibility.
year, Strategic says. In 1990,
Although Wang Labs' imBut some say Wang is the
able for such a large compathe military will still be the
age has been battered, one
ny. Colony agrees it would be
wrong person to run sales.
largest GaAs user, buying
recent survey indicates Wang
$300 million worth out of a "He's not someone with the bad if Wang tried to run
still has substantial customer
right experience to be inti- things by himself for the
total of $850 million. Other
loyalty. "I think Wang is a
long term, but thinks Wang
mately involved with the
emerging commercial uses
is on the right track. "I think
sleeper," says Colony. "We
sales staff," says Amy Wohl,
will show great strength,
this is a prelude to bringing
did asurvey of Fortune 1,000
president of Wohl Associates,
however, including some $250
companies and found users'
in new management."
aBala Cynwyd, Pa., research
million of components for adThere may be problems in
faith in Wang has not waned
vanced computers, Wakayafirm. "His expertise is in
attracting the kind of aggres- much. The VS [minicomputer]
product development."
ma projects.
is good. R&D is back on its
Wang Labs is still smartsive management that the
In the immediate future, TI
company needs. Executives
feet. The problem is manageing from the troubles of fisplans to bank on the military
ment."
-Craig D. Rose
might share the frustrations
cal 1985, which ended June
GaAs business. According to
DALLAS

A

F
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tor Group's Military Product Department in Midland, Texas. Many of the
production facilities, however, will stay
in Dallas.
Key to the GaAs side of the effort are
anumber of breakthroughs achieved in
recent years by TI's Central Research
Laboratory in Dallas. Topping the list,
say research managers, was the world's
first single-chip phased-array radar module made from GaAs. The device works

in the X band, near 10 GHz. George H.
Heilmeier, senior vice president and TI's
chief technical officer, says the project
needs a couple of years to mature before becoming amilitary product.
TI has also built anumber of heterojunction bipolar GaAs gate arrays, including one with 4,000 gates, for internal use and government contracts. Last
year, TI won a contract from the Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency to build aGaAs reduced-instruction-set-computer microprocessor.
TI is also researching mixing other
materials with GaAs. Working bipolar
transistors and metal-semiconductor
FETs have been produced in GaAs
grown atop 4-in, silicon wafers. Mercury
cadmium telluride has also been grown
on GaAs for possible integration of image sensors and signal-processing circuits.
-J. Robert Lineback

PERSONAL COMPUTERS

APPLE STIRS UP MEXICAN PC MARKET
planned for acompany half the size we
American countries—particularly Brazil,
Argentina, and Colombia—now closed to are now. We felt the economic crisis
nlike in the U. S., Mexico's personal
computer market is kicking up alot foreign-controlled computer firms. "For here would hit us harder."
Mexico's economic woes, particularly
of fuss these days. And most of it us, Mexico is the pivotal market from
seems to be coming from Apple de Mex- which we expand activities to the rest of tight credit for businesses, had led to a
20% to 25% softening of the microcomthe continent," says Jaico. Apple Computer
vier Ergueta, Apple's puter market in the last six months,
Inc.'s joint venture is in
marketing manager for Tous notes. Still, he adds, this year Apthe midst of launching
ple de Mexico will nearly double its 1985
Latin America.
two major new products
sales of $20 million.
"We
believe
the
whole
in that country.
economic model of Latin TWO PLAYERS. Tous says independent
"We're making a lot
studies have shown that Apple.controls
America is opening up,
of noise right now,"
changing to less protec- 35% of the Mexican market for micra
says Abelardo Tous Jr.,
computers priced over $1,000. About two
tionism," says Tous.
general manager of Ap"Countries are realizing dozen companies selling IBM Corp. Perple de Mexico, chartered
sonal Computer-compatible lines control
they cannot lag in techjust 18 months ago.
nology from the rest of the rest of the market.
The big noise this
Though the numbers may look good
the world. They may
week is that, following
for Apple, some observers say the comstill not be willing to acmonths of delicate negopany is facing a serious challenge from
cept something like IBM
tiations with the Mexithe PC-compatibles. Apple officials acwith its 100% ownership,
can government, the
knowledge that the Turbo was introbut they may like the
Macintosh is coming to
fact that in Mexico, Ap- duced because Mexican businesses were
Mexico. In May, the
dissatisfied with the regular Ile model.
ple has proved it can
company
will
begin
"Without the Mac, Apple's competiheavily advertising the NOISY. Apple de Mexico's Tous is work as apartnership."
Mexico represents 70% tive position would be very weak," says
Mac Plus and Mac 512, hawking translated Mac software.
Miguel Angel Lopez-Bracho, of the
of Apple de Mexico's
stressing the availability
of Spanish versions of "the whole Mac sales. In descending order, other mar- Technology Transfer Office of Mexico's
kets include Venezuela, Chile, and Ecua- Secretariat of Commerce and Industrial
software line," says Tous.
Development. "Our businesses are very
Just six weeks ago, Apple de Mexico dor. Xerox Corp. handles Apple sales in
attracted by what the [IBM] PC line has
Latin America outside of Mexico.
introduced an upgraded version of the
-Phil Primack,
Overall, says Tous, Apple de Mexico to offer them."
Apple Ile, dubbed the Apple He Turbo
McGraw-Hill World News
"has surpassed our original goals. We
System. With increased speed and more
memory than the basic Ile, the Turbo
System is designed to meet the needs of DISPLAYS
small to medium-size businesses.
Apple Computer Inc. offered asimilar
He system in the U. S. last October, but
as an upgrade item. "Mexico is the only
country where the Turbo has been presented as a new concept," says Tous.
minescent displays. Now, several years
FORT MONMOUTH, N. J.
Apple de Mexico is the Cupertino,
and many millions of dollars later, the
Cie-panel displays are the talk of the
Calif., company's only joint venture. Unn- town these days, with TV and com- investment may be about to pay off.
der Mexico's Foreign Investment Law,
Labcom, the Army's laboratory comMexicans must own at least 51% of any puter makers rushing to market with
mand group, has made ahigh-resolution
the latest in liquid-crystal and plasma
foreign venture here. Tous says that's
10.1-by-12.6-in. flat-panel EL display that
display technologies. But these products
exactly how much Apple de Mexico
don't excite military users, who want has the gray scale needed to display vidstock is owned by Mexican citizens.
larger, clearer screens than those tech- eo signals. With 512-by-640-pixel resoluAlthough integrating the U. S. and
tion, the screen is the largest and sharpnologies can offer. That's why the
Mexican components has created some
problems, Tous and other Apple officials Army—one of the largest potential con- est of its kind, says M. Robert Miller,
say the company hopes to market the sumers of flat-panel displays—has been leader of the display devices team at
funding research into thin-film electrolu- Labcom's Electronics and Devices LabMexico-assembled Turbo to other Latin
MEXICO CITY

U

ARMY FUNDING PAYS OFF
IN THIN-FILM EL DISPLAYS
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to overcome in producing
such a screen were not all
high-technology leaps. Miller
Reproducing living color on a sulfide activated by rareent electrodes, more efficient points out that processing
flat-panel display is the goal
earth ions. Each color has its
phosphors, and custom drive
the glass and patterning the
of Richard Tuenge, senior own frequency-differentiated chips, however, will be needelectrodes for a screen of
scientist at Planar Systems
gray scale, and by concured to make such displays
that size required only the
Inc., aBeaverton, Ore., mak- rently activating overlapping
something other than one-of- development of larger proer of electroluminescent dis- pixels, other colors can be
a-kind laboratory prototypes.
cess chambers.
plays. He says Planar will
created. Planar's contract
The prototype measures
Hycom Inc., Irvine, Calif.,
show off a multicolor (but with Labcom calls for the 4.8 by 3.6 in. and has 320-bywas brought in to assemble
not full-color) EL screen next company to add ablue layer,
240-pixel resolution. Tuenge
the various components into
month at the Society for In- which will allow full-color im- says Planar has no shortaworking display.
formation Display conference
aging, later this year.
term plans for color EL disSchlam says getting the
in San Diego. Funded by
The phosphor layers are
play products, but he projects
three companies to work toLabcom, the Army's laboraseparated by a transparent that the company will market gether to produce the screen
tory command group at Fort electrode layer. "That's the
color products starting in
was difficult because they
Monmouth, N. J., Planar has
key," Tuenge says. "You
1988. Before that can happen,
were all reluctant to share
been working on the project need to have transparent
however, the company will
trade secrets. Schlam likens
for 18 months.
electrodes that won't burn
have to bring the cost down
Labcom's role to that of an
The new display uses two
out, short-circuit, or show
from its current level—alarchitect and general contracphosphor layers, one green
through." Improvements in
most $1,500 for a panel the
tor, pulling all the pieces toand one red, made up of zinc the reliability of the transparsize of the prototype. -T. N.
gether. "We're the architects.
None of these people would
oratory at Fort Monmouth in Eatonplay panels, which use indium tin oxide
have been doing these things if it
town, N.J. It is the first EL display and aluminum electrodes to excite the
weren't for us," he explains.
capable of showing alive TV image.
screen's manganese-activated zinc-sulLabcom drove the technology, he
The Army likes EL displays because
fide phosphor layer. Planar Systems
says, because industry wasn't inclined
they offer contrast superior to that of Inc., a Beaverton, Ore., display maker to. "Five to eight years ago people told
both LCD and plasma technologies and
working separately with Labcom to deus, 'Hey, you're bucking the tide. You'll
because they have a "steep threshold- velop amulticolor EL display (see "The
never be able to make acheap low-powvoltage characteristic that allows us to Army wants acolor EL display, too"), is
er EL display.' But with this, Ithink
drive a 512-line display without getting also supplying screens, Schlam says.
we've shown that we were right. It can
crosstalk—streaking or banding—and
Surprisingly, the hurdles Labcom had
he done."
-Tub
•Vorgele
losing contrast," Miller says. Industry
has shied away from the technology because of its appetite for power, but
Miller claims Labcom has overcome that
problem.
The amber display, in fact, is frugal
with power. Power consumption is only
about 25 W now, and researchers are
BOSTON
conclude that it's a mixed bag.
already looking at ways to build an enBM Corp.'s Convertible may yet beMost important, in the view of display
ergy-recovery system into the display
come known as the Upgradable. The
makers, is that Big Blue's presence
that can cut consumption to less than 10
laptop computer's easily replaceable liq- raises the market's visibility and serves
W. The new display is also comparable
uid-crystal display makes it an ideal canas an endorsement for LCD technology.
in weight to like-sized LCDs: just 6 lb,
didate for upgrades as screen technolIf sold in large volume, the laptops
including its support circuitry.
ogy advances. For the time being, how- might also provide a significant afterDRIVEN. Key to the screen's ability to
ever, flat-panel-display vendors are as- market in display panels. The Armonk,
display a high-quality video image is a sessing what IBM's entrance into the
N. Y., giant is making life easier for
new set of EL drivers that Supertex Inc.
aptop market may mean to them, and
those interested in this market by pubdeveloped specifically to produce a 16lishing a definition of the
tone scale on an EL display, says Elliot
display interface in atechSchlam, director of Labcom's Integrated
nical reference manual.
Device Processing and Displays DiviBut then again, IBM's
sion. The CMOS drivers use the Sunnytwisted-nematic
display
vale, Calif., chip maker's HVCMOS highappears to do little to revoltage technology to keep power rehabilitate the battered imquirements to aminimum.
age of LCD created by
To ensure that the parts met military
earlier products. Flat-panstandards, Labcom developed its own
el-display makers have
high-voltage tester for the CMOS chips,
"all been burned because
which are packaged in compact 36-pin
of LCD problems, and as
leaded quad-type ceramic chip carriers
far as we know the screen
to optimize board density. Supertex de[IBM] introduced has not
signed the chips to be suitable for disremedied that situation
plays with resolutions of up to 1,000 by
one bit," says Jim Hurd,
1,000 pixels.
president of Planar SysGTE Product Corp.'s Engineering
SCREEN TESTBED? IBM's Convertible laptop computer in- tems Inc., an electrolumiCenter, Salem, Mass., produced the dis- vites improved flat-screen types to upgrade its standard LCD. nescent-display maker in

THE ARMY WANTS A COLOR EL DISPLAY, TOO

WILL IBM CONVERTIBLE
SPARK LCD AFTERMARKET?
I
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Beaverton, Ore. Emphasizing that he
had not yet seen the IBM screen, Hurd
said it sounded "pretty conventional."
He argues that EL panels will solve
many problems associated with LCD.
The technology and pricing for those
displays are already in hand, he says;
the primary obstacle now to widespread
use of EL is availability. "Until we can
get production up, it will be difficult to
service [IBM's laptop] market at volumes they'd like," he says.
But present EL displays require significantly more power than LCDs. And
IBM's laptop design provides only
enough power for LCD, making LCD upgrades more likely in the short term.
One option is an LCD class called super-twisted-nematic displays, which offer better contrast than IBM's displays

at acomparable price. But STN displays
have a color cast, such as yellow background with blue lines, which IBM apparently rejected.
Another upgrade option, active-matrix
LCDs, has been languishing. The LCD
market not only hasn't grown as forecast, but oversupply and excessive competition are driving prices down, says
Shinji Morozumi, general manager of
the basic research and development department at Seiko-Epson Corp., which
has developed metal-insulator-metal active-matrix displays [Electronics, Oct. 6,
1983, p. 101]. Before the weak market
brought development to a halt, prototypes with 640 by 400 pixels had been
developed. That compares with the IBM
display's 640 by 200 pixels.
If IBM's laptop brings the market to

life, Seiko-Epson may reconsider investing in production facilities, says Morozumi. He adds that business is brisk for
LCD-based TVs, but the low prices depress the bottom line. If the IBM Convertible sells well, its large displays
could represent a market likely to attract investment. One year or more
would be required to ramp up production for anew type of display, he adds.
A plasma-screen upgrade could come
from IBM itself, suggests Charles Apt,
vice president of Arthur D. Little Inc.,
Cambridge, Mass. "IBM has made plasma screens for bank terminals for many
years." But he notes that the 12-lb IBM
laptop may turn out to be too heavy and
too expensive, at $1,995, to sell in large
volume.
-Craig D. Rose
and Charles L. Cohen

SEMICONDUCTORS

JUST WHAT HEMTs NEED: A GOOD DRIVER
Hashizume, Matsumoto, and Takateam. Tests show that IBTs can operate
fumi Yao, head of the Applied Physics
at 77 K, the temperature to which
igh-electron-mobility transistors—
Section, worked together to build experiHEMTs are often cooled when maximum
HEMTs—very likely will play an immental IBTs. These are easier to fabriperformance is required.
portant role in the supercomputers of
cate and have better characteristics than
FETs provide higher packing density
the future. But the drive limitations of
the heterojunction GaAs bipolar transisand operate at lower power-dissipation
these gallium arsenide FETs have had
tors that some other laboratories have
levels than bipolar devices such as the
researchers looking for acompanion cirIBT, but they do not provide sufficient been working on, the researchers say.
cuit element that can drive achip's out2-D ANALOG. The base region of the
drive for off-chip circuits or high fanput lines or large-fan-out circuit nodes.
IBT, like the channel of a silicon MOS
out. Like other bipolar devices, IBTs can
A team of Japanese researchers
FET, is an inversion layer that only exdrive off-chip circuits at high speeds,
thinks it has found that missing element
ists when the voltage conditions are
but they consume too much power for
in the GaAs inversion-base bipolar tranright. Physically, the inversion layer is
use at the highest integration densities.
sistor, avery fast device unique among
very similar to the two-dimensional elecThe concept of the IBT was developed
its bipolar brethren because its base
tron gas that forms the channel in modby three researchers at the governstructure is not made with a doped
ulation-doped HEMTs. The base of the
ment's Electrotechnical Laboratory in
semiconductor layer. An inversion layer
IBT is composed of a2-d hole gas, howcontrols the flow of electrons from emit- Tsukuba: Yutaka Hayashi, head of the
ever—the positive analog of the negaSemiconductor Device Section; Kazuhiko
ter to collector, replacing the conventive 2-d electron gas in such HEMTs.
Matsumoto, of the Solid State Device
tional base region.
Except for polarity, the properties of
Section; and Nobuo Hashizume, head of
In terms of complementary capabilities
these two types of charged gases are
that section.
and the production technologies involved,
similar. They are very thin—
the inversion-base transistor
typically tens of angstroms
(IBT) forms a very attractive
thick—making both gases efcombination with a type of
fectively 2-d. Moreover, they
HEMT called asemiconductorboth provide high carrier coninsulator-semiconductor FET,
centration in a region with a
or SIS FET, conceived earlier
low doping level, which
by the same team. These demakes for high carrier mobilvices, which do not employ the
ity. Carrier mobility is high
modulation-doping technique
in the regular lattice of unused by most other existing
doped GaAs but decreases as
HEMTs, can be built on the
doping density rises because
same chip with IBTs.
dopants impede carrier flow.
With SIS FETs handling
This is the primary reason
the high-density logic chores
that HEMTs exhibit superior
and the power-handling capacharacteristics
compared
bilities of the IBTs used judiwith
metal-semiconductor
ciously around a chip's 'peGaAs FETs.
riphery
for
input/output
The transit time for elecfunctions, GaAs could come
trons injected into the inverinto its own in the next gension region of an IBT is exeration of low-temperature
supercomputers, according to FAST DRIVER. The inversion-base bipolar transistor can perform high- tremely short because of the
members of the Japanese speed line-driving chores, helping out HEMT-based logic on GaAs chips. layer's thinness. The hole

TSUKUBA, JAPAN
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gas's high mobility also results in low
similar to those for SIS FETs. Like the
base resistance, another speed factor.
modulation-doped HEMT, the SIS FET is
IBTs are fabricated on an n-type GaAs a conductive-gate FET with a layer of
substrate by a molecular-beam-epitaxial
gallium aluminum arsenide sandwiched
process in which a thin barrier layer of between the gate layer and the GaAs
aluminum arsenide and the n+ GaAs
substrate. The major difference between
emitter are successively grown. The
the two types of devices is that silicon
AlAs layer forms a heterojunction with
doping is not used in the GaAlAs layer
the GaAs emitter, insulating it from the
of the SIS FET.
GaAs collector. Voltage across this barriIn the modulation-doped HEMT, the
er induces the inversion layer that forms
fixed charge in the GaAlAs layer inthe intrinsic base structure, and an ion- duces a2-d electron gas in the underlyimplanted p+ region exing undoped GaAs laytending into the GaAs
er. But the fixed charge
SIS
FETs
may
be
substrate forms the exis not necessary for the
trinsic part of the base.
easier to make
device to operate as a
For base-emitter voltthan other HEMTs FET. When there is no
ages above the threshold
fixed charge, the GaAlneeded to induce inverAs layer functions as
sion, electrons are injected into the base,
the gate insulator, rand the voltage
and the device behaves like atransistor.
that is applied to the gate induces the
The threshold voltage is analogous to
inversion layer.
the base-emitter junction forward voltExperiments at thc Electrotechnical
age drop in conventional transistors.
Laboratory show that the SIS FET
Experimental devices have been made
should be easier to fabricate reproduciwith a 50-by-50-µm emitter to confirm
bly than other HEMTs: elimination of
their static characteristics, but adevice the fixed charge makes the device
with an emitter line width of about 1 threshold voltage insensitive to growth
gni will be required to demonstrate the
and process parameters. Both n- and pexpected high-frequency characteristics.
channel SIS FETs have been integrated
Fabrication techniques for the IBT are
on asingle chip.
-Charles L. Cohen
IC TESTING

HIGH-LEVEL SIMULATOR
SPOTS CHIP FAULTS EARLY
PRINCETON, N. J.

igh-level fault simulation is the engineer's choice when time is critical,
but such programs trade thoroughness
and reliability for speed. Running in a
fraction of the time of gate-level simulators, they tend also to produce overoptimistic results because they find faults
only at the input and output pins of
functional chip models—not at the gates
inside. AT&T Co. researchers say
they've mastered that problem, though,
with a high-level fault simulator that
can detect internal as well as pin faults.
The researchers are already beginning to use this approach, called ESIM/
AFS for engineering simulator/architectural-level fault simulation, to check out
very large-scale integrated circuits.
They see the program less as areplacement tool for gate-level fault simulators,
though, than as a completely new step
in the design process. If used immediately after initial simulation of the circuit's operation, the program could help
designers spot problems with a chip at
the earliest possible stage, says Scott
Davidson, supervisor of the Automatic
Test Generation Group at AT&T's Engineering Research Center in Princeton.
Adding another step to the already
Electronics/April 14, 1986

tedious chip-design process may not be
most people's idea of streamlining the
task, but Davidson says that's just what
designers need. The program can now
do fault simulation of atypical 200-gate
chip with 36 vectors in 43 son an AT&T
3B20 computer with 2 megabytes of
memory, Davidson says. "But we're still

increasing performance," he adds. "We
can probably double the speed on that."
Davidson says the program can actually anticipate how faults might occur
within the individual IC devices. The
program models the data path of a bit
of information traveling through an IC
component by comparing the input to
the anticipated output.
POTENTIAL FAULTS. After creating this
model, ESIM/AFS can figure out where
in the components faults might occur
and alert the designer accordingly. "You
have agood idea of what's in the box,"
he explains, referring to the functional
model of ahypothetical component within an IC.
Davidson says he tries to "abstract
out" what goes on inside the functional
components in ICs. "This is not a random description of what's going on in
there. In some ways, you're thinking
about what goes on inside that circuit,
and you're faulting your C-program accordingly. You know more about it
than you think you do."
Architectural-level simulation mimics
a chip's actions function by function
rather than gate by gate, so no matter
how smart ESIM/AFS may be, it isn't
likely to replace the gate-level simulation designers do at the end of the design process, Davidson says. Gate-level
simulation is the most comprehensive
way to identify potential faults, but it is
also far more complex, time-consuming,
and demanding of computer power than
the architectural approach.
That's abig reason why the program
is replacing AT&T's LAMP (for Logic
Analysis Maintenance Planning) gatelevel fault simulator on VLSI chips that
might take a week to do using LAMP.
ESIM/AFS can run on virtually any
computer an AT&T engineer might be

using, from "a Unix personal computer
to amainframe."
Davidson developed the
first version of ESIM/AFS
himself, building on ESIM,
an in-house general-purpose simulation program.
On that base Davidson
created a sequential fault
simulator, which simulates faults one at atime.
Subsequently he and fellow technical staff members James Lewandowski
and William Gilroy took
the program a step further by developing amore
powerful concurrent simulator that can simulate all
acircuit's faults at once.
ESIM/AFS, which can
also be used for fault simulation of printed-circuit
EARLY DETECTION. AT&T's Davidson says his ESIM/AFS boards, is now moving out
program can help designers recognize chip problems early.
of the laboratory and into
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"the phase of introduction and optimization," Davidson says. And optimization
is the name of the game at the research
center, where the thrust of the activity
is to improve the manufacturing process
at AT&T's various plants worldwide.
"If you catch most-98%—of the
stuck-at faults [permanent voltage or

ground applied at a pin], you'll catch
most of the short-circuit faults also—
and you'll have good yield," says Davidson, who is hoping to present apaper on
his ESIM/AFS work at September's International Test Conference in Washington. "You catch 60%, and you'll have
terrible yield."
-Tobias Naegele

INSTRUMENTS

THE INSTRUMENT THAT CAN
DO ALMOST EVERYTHING
WEST BERLIN

instrument that works
Aasmeasuring
adigital oscilloscope, atransient
recorder, a frequency counter, a signal
processor, asampling scope, and adigital voltmeter is on the way. What's
more, this versatile unit wedges all
these functions into apackage about the
size of a hand-held notebook.
Called the SCO1 signal computer, because it combines signal analysis and
computing functions, it is the first major
product from three-year-old Createc
GmbH in West Berlin. It is one of the
star attractions in the electronics display
area at this month's Industrial Fair in
Hanover, West Germany.
Despite its size—the unit measures 26
by 10.5 cm and is only 4cm thick—the
21-oz SCO1 sports impressive performance for each application. In its oscilloscope function, the instrument shows
aperiodic signals sampled at arate of 20
MHz. As a sampling scope, the SCO1 is
suited for periodic signals, displaying
them with aresolution of 50 ns/division.
When it's used as atransient recorder, nine nonvolatile memories (each storing 256 horizontal dots for the display)
and one memory for the operating mode
come into play. As adigital voltmeter, it
measures root-mean-square voltages
from 0to 60 V over afrequency range
of 1Hz to 1MHz. The frequency counter is accurate to within 0.05% for signals up to 6MHz, and the digital signal
processor operates on two voltages to
add, subtract, multiply, or divide them.
Manfred Koslar, general manager
and developer of the signal computer,
thinks the instrument can be sold for a
little more than $1,000. Mounting of
components on printed-circuit boards is
contracted to another company, and
Createc handles instrument assembly
and quality control.
West Germany's Ministry for Ra
search and Technology covered about
40% of the instrument's development
cost. But the market is not limited to
Germany; Koslar is about to enter negotiations with a U. S. instrument company interested in selling the signal computer in the States.
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HANDY. The SCO1 signal computer is a
hand-held, notebook-size unit.

Essential to the instrument's small
size, says Koslar, is the rigorous use of
very large-scale integrated circuits, including microprocessors and microcomputers. "We thoroughly surveyed the
American and European markets to get

the best available," he says. The application of miniaturized slide switches, bus
connectors, and other mechanical parts
made especially for Createc by other
companies also contributes to the unit's
size. Use of the space-saving surfaca
mounted-device technology in pc-board
production helps, too.
The 6-by-6-em display also contributes
to the unit's compactness. A Japanese
design, the liquid-crystal display uses a
multiplexed matrix and 128 by 128 dots.
It's controlled by a Createc-designed
graphics controller.
The instrument's architecture is based
on four processors, and an 80C31 micra
computer with a64-K read-only memory
serves as the main processor. Besides
handling organizational tasks, it controls the other three processors, one
each for the keyboard, the LCD, and the
converter. Also distinguishing the SCO1
are auto-calibration, two-stage broadband measuring amplifiers for signals
extending from de to 10 MHz, and a
flash analog-to-digital converter.
PROGRAMMABLE. The instrument has a
feature that is common in logic analyzers but unusual for scopes: it can be
programmed for a post-trigger function for 256 samples and for apretrigger mode for 4,000 samples. The twochannel scope works with two independent horizontal scaling factors and two
time bases for each channel. All key
functions, such as selecting scaling
factors, searching for trigger parameters, and calibration, are handled
automatically.
The operator can program the instrument with the keyboard and positioning
switches. Consuming only 3W, the signal computer has backup nickel-cadmium batteries that protect stored data
for at least three months. -John Gosch

BUSINESS ABROAD

TWO GIANTS NEIGH INTO
EUROPE'S ASI C MARKET
PARIS

Tv,c)

of Europe's largest chip makers
are taking aim at awide-open home
market that's ready to soar: applicationspecific integrated circuits. Their efforts
compete with those of a fledgling company launched with the most substantial
venture-capital backing yet seen outside
the U. S.
Italy's SGS Microelettronica SpA and
France's Thomson Semiconducteurs are
reorganizing their MOS divisions for
quick response to fast-turnaround, lowvolume orders for prototype ASICs. The
market sector's untapped potential was
behind last year's founding of European
Silicon Structures [Electronics, Sept. 16,

1985, p. 30], based in Munich and trading
under the name ES2.
Both Thomson and SGS stress that
their moves to attack this sector resulted from their own market analyses and
were under consideration well before
the creation of ES2 was announced. In
addition, their motives are somewhat
different. ES2 plans to limit its production of a given IC to those quantities,
usually measured in hundreds, that can
be economically turned out using electron-beam direct-wafer writing. SGS and
Thomson are looking at the prototype
business as a way of getting an inside
track on ASICs that will eventually become high-volume parts.
Electronics/ April 14, 1966

for gate arrays and in
role in European ASICs.
twice that time for cell"If you take as an example the world
based circuits, reckons
gate-array market, you'll see that over
deputy managing director
70% of it is supplied by five U. S. and
Pietro Palella. ES2 proJapanese firms," he explains. "But in
jects an average turnEurope, the five largest suppliers—LSI
around cycle of two
Logic, Thomson, Plessey, National Semiweeks. SGS intends to emconductor, and Marconi—control only
ploy some 300 workers in
between 3% and 6% of the market each,
the new company, exactly
or atotal of 20%. The other 80% is held
the total number of emby companies with less than 3% [each]
ployees ES2 projects to
of the market. In a market that is as
have by year's end.
fragmented as this, there is a real opThomson will divide its
portunity for certain suppliers to take a
MOS Division into afacilimajor share."
ty for the production of
All three companies agree that the
commodity chips in Rous- market potential is the essential point.
set, near Aix-en-Provençe,
For its part, ES2 is not surprised at the
thus leaving its factory in
presence of other players in the market.
Grenoble to concentrate
"We know that we're going to get comon ASICs. It is from Grepetition—there's no question about
noble that, with the help
that," admits Jean-Pierre Demange,
of test and assembly
ES2's vice president for operations in
plants in Aix-les-Bains and
Western Europe. "But the question for
Nancy, the French compaus remains whether or not we can meet
ny will attack the same
our business plan, whether we can do
market as SGS and ES2.
what we said we would. The way things
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS. Noels of Thomson sees "a real opThe time is ripe to do
are progressing so far, there is every
portunity" to take amajor share of Europe's ASIC market.
so, says Jacques Noels,
indication that we will."
president of Thomson SeThough ES2 was founded just last
ES2 plans to achieve its fast turnmiconducteurs. For one thing, Europeyear, it has plenty of resources. Seven
arounds at low cost by using the Aeble
an semiconductor consumption constiof its shareholders are large European
e-beam
direct-wafer-writing
system
tutes only 19% of the world market,
companies—British Aerospace, Brown
from Perkin-Elmer Corp. to avoid the
whereas demand for ASICs in Europe
Boyen; Bull, Olivetti, Philips, Saab, and
expensive, time-consuming production of
equals 24`7‘ of the corresponding world
Telefonica—a group that translates into
IC masks. When its customers are ready
market. Another key point is that no
an impressive list of customers for any
for volume production, they will place
IC producer has yet taken a dominant
startup.
-Robert T. Gallagher
orders with one of the European wafer-fabrication lines
U. S. FIRMS SLOW TO GET PRODUCT OKs FROM JAPANESE
with which ES2 maintains
process compatibility.
U.S. players really made their
are in smart modems, voiceprocess that resulted from
Because their strategies
presence felt at Communicamessage systems, local-area
last year's U. S.-Japan telediffer from ES2's, SGS and
tions Tokyo '86 as 47 companetworks, and microwavecommunications negotiations.
Thomson will be tackling the
nies, nearly double last
network switches, he says.
Under the new regulations, a
market from adifferent techyear's number, made contact
"It's tough to convince a foreign maker can submit its
nological angle. Each chip
with potential Japanese cuscompany that is growing 30%
own specifications and test
house will establish separate
tomers. Yet their European
annually in its home market
data, fill out asimple approvmarketing entities, but both
competitors have been more
to get out and invest overal request form, and get apwill use tried-and-true inaggressive in establishing
seas," McDonnell admits.
proval within weeks.
house technologies to meet
markets since Japan liberal"But there's a `Buy AmeriThe EIA office in Tokyo is
the demand, at least at the
ized its market-entry regulacan' flag out right now."
serving as aliaison for memoutset—both say they may
tions last year. Only 6of the
Local EIA representative
ber companies that do not
use the e-beam approach in
nearly 30 companies that
Mark Foster says he has
yet have offices in Japan,
the future. All three compahave received approvals for
"more applications than Ican
helping them process applicanies will be relying heavily
their
telecommunications
handle" from Japanese maktions with the Japan Approvon silicon compilers and comproducts into the Japanese
ers who want U. S. equipals Institute for Telecomputer-aided design systems to
market are American, while
ment. Adds McDonnell, "It
munications Equipment. The
help the customers' own en20 are European.
would be ironic if, after all
latest company to take this
gineers turn out designs for
"The Japanese market is
our work last year at opening
easier route is Contel Finanthe final products.
now essentially open to forup this market, the companies
cial Systems Inc., Atlanta,
SGS is setting up an indeeign makers," says Jack Mcthat come in and benefit the
whose subsidiary, IPC Compendent company with its
Donnell, vice president for
most turn out to be non-U. S."
munications Inc., sees a luown wafer-fab, design, asthe Electronic Industries AsMcDonnell says he was
crative business in Japan for
sembly and test, and marketsociation's Information and
greatly encouraged by the atits Electronic Turret Trading
ing facilities just down the
Technologies Group. "But it
tendance jump at CommuniSystem. IPC, which claims a
road from its headquarters in
could be closed tighter than a cations Tokyo. No major
world market share of close
Agrate, Italy. The company
drum by the end of next year
sales were announced, but
to 75% for its financial tradcan race through the producif our firms don't get in here
foreign makers can now take
ing systems, will begin martion cycle to silicon protoand do some marketing."
advantage of a greatly simketing in Japan by the end of
types in a week and a half
Major market opportunities
plified
equipment-approval
May.
-Michael Berger
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'NICKEL AND DIME' GROWTH
ADDS UP IN PC SOFTWARE
DEVELOPERS ARE BUSY ON A BROAD RANGE OF NICHE PRODUCTS
by Alexander Wolfe

ir

is beginning to slow, Lotus maintains that spreadsheets will
he heady days of the microcomputer revolution may
continue to do well as long as microcomputers are sold.
be all over, and with it new software best-sellers
"I believe the base spreadsheet technology is very robust
that sell by the millions of copies. But today's maturing market is certainly no slouch; it's growing at and very powerful," says Edward J. Belove, vice president of
a "sane" rate of 20% annually, and microcomputer corporate research and development at Lotus. "People talk
software developers are busier than ever developing abroad about replacing the spreadsheet, and that's not going to
range of new products that some experts call a "nickel-and- happen. What Ithink will happen is you're going to see alot
more powerful tools to help people build, use, maintain, docudime" expansion. But those nickels and dimes add up.
This fragmenting software market covers a multitude of ment, audit, and verify the spreadsheet itself, to the point
vertical or niche applications. With personal computers offering where some spreadsheet users may never actually look at
more raw horsepower than ever, the big guys in personal the sheet."
software are working on packages that turn the broad horizonAs one example, Belove points to the Human Access Lantal programs such as spreadsheets into specialized products for guage program—HAL, for short—a natural-language frontengineers and manufacturers. They are also integrating soft- end that will be offered for 1-2-3. HAL was developed by GNP
ware so that information for
Development Corp., Pasadena,
MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE SALES IN 1985
one program can be immediateCalif., which Lotus acquired
Units
Dollars
ly sent to all other on-line applirecently. Belove balks at the
(thousands)
(millions)
cations, and are developing
natural-language designation.
data bases that use natural lan"Natural language is one of
86,267.3
9,903.0
Worldwide total
guages—replacing
complex
the most misleading terms in
38,934.3
U.S. total
5,238.6
specialized programs with simthe world. Nobody has anatuU.S. subtotals in major
ple English commands—to obral-language anything right
software categories
Productivity
9,311.7
2,064.4
tain data easily and quickly.
now. What we have are signifi2,469.0
Business
1,415.5
And software writers are workcantly easier and more natural
Instructional
4,621.8
242.2
ing hard to apply artificial-intelcommand interfaces. What
Systems
14,830.2
1,036.4
ligence techniques to a widenHAL does is enable you to type
Scientific and technical
544.9
229.7
ing range of programs; for ex
in things like 'graph sales,'
SOURCE DATAQUEST INC
ample, a100-rule expert system
rather than having to go
will soon run on an IBM Corp. Personal Computer AT.
through the setup that 1-2-3 requires."
There are alot fewer software developers these days, but
Dimensionality, or the ability to examine data on different
several personal software pioneers are trying to repeat their axes, is another key spreadsheet issue. Here, the challenge is
earlier successes by starting new ventures. Thé bulk of micro- adding functions while keeping the software comprehensible
computer software being developed today is for IBM PCs and to the user. Belove believes that the issue can be attacked on
their clones. A distant second is Apple Computer Inc., which two fronts. Programs can be developed to combine informashould pick up plenty of software developers as its Macintosh tion from multiple independent spreadsheets. A second tack is
turns into an open system.
software to allow individual cells to access data bases.
Even the experts disagree significantly on the size of the
"The spreadsheet is like the assembly language of its
microcomputer software market. One of the more bullish is genre," according to Belove. "You need away to express your
Future Computing Inc. in Dallas, which says that 61.8 million problem at a higher, more abstract level than the individual
microcomputer software packages were sold in the U. S. last [spreadsheet] cell and need a tool that can build the spreadyear, yielding revenue of $6.221 billion. On the other hand,
sheet for you. And Ithink we'll see alot more of that."
Dataquest Inc., the San Jose, Calif., market researcher, estiUNEXPECTED APPLICATIONS
mates that 1985 revenue totaled $5.238 billion, with only 38.9
million units sold. Worldwide, Dataquest says that sales toIn arecent survey, Lotus found that 500,000 engineers and
taled 86.3 million units, which amounted to $9.9 billion in
scientists were using the company's spreadsheet products;
revenue (table). But no one seems willing to estimate what the that group accounted for about 20% of all Lotus spreadsheet
annual revenues will grow to over the next few years.
users. And despite spreadsheets' association with financial
Leading the way is Lotus Development Corp. in Cambridge,
number-crunching, the survey uncovered many surprising
Mass., which achieved its position with its best-seller, 1-2-3, an new uses.
integrated spreadsheet. Nearly 190,000 packages were sold
"In one case, 1-2-3 was being used to test the viscosity of
last year, according to Future Computing. In 1985, Lotus salad dressing. We found Symphony [Lotus's integrated softearned $38.1 million on total revenue of $225 million. While ware package] on the shop floor, collecting shop-floor data,"
some observers believe that growth in the spreadsheet market notes Sandra Gunn, vice president of Lotus's new Engineer24
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ing and Scientific Products Division. That's possible because a
spreadsheet package like 1-2-3 is actually an interpreted programming language, which can be used to express algorithms
for large numerical-analysis problems such as the solution to
partial differential equations.
Armed with this information, Lotus this month is launching
a new division to cater to these emerging engineering and
scientific software markets. The corporate manufacturing sector employs 70V, of the engineers and scientists in the U. S.,
according to Gunn, making it alarge target market.
Until recently, manufacturing was the beyond the reach of
microcomputers. Manufacturing design, production, and control encompassed technologies such as computer-aided design,
automated materials handling, and robotics. These required
heavyweight processing hardware.
Now that is beginning to change. "The big push has come
from the [IBM PC] AT," says Gunn. "At the same time that

the AT made its debut, dedicated [computer] systems were
becoming passé in the minds of modern manufacturing people. Dedicated systems didn't integrate, and computer-integrated manufacturing was seen as the manufacturing strategic goal."
The PC AT, Gunn points out, was ideal for the manufacturing environment, but there was no manufacturing software
for it. To remedy this problem, the new division has formed a
core group of some 30 people (from Lotus's 1,100 employees
worldwide), most drawn from other Lotus divisions; some 25%
have backgrounds in engineering-oriented companies.
Lotus is also investigating new ways to deliver data to
software users through its Information and Services Division.
The first step in that strategy, Signal, delivers real-time stockquotation information directly to microcomputers by FM
broadcast. Behind the FM system sits a satellite network to
route the information around the country from stock ex-

HOW MICROCOMPUTER INDUSTRY LEADERS SEE IT
PHILIPPE KAHN

ROBERT CARR

Founder and president,
Borland International
"The trend is innovation.
You have more power available than ever, more technology available than ever. Ibelieve the problem right now
is not hardware, it's software. The user cares whether the problem he has is
solved by the application. So
the perception of the user on
progress will come with advances in software more than
advances in hardware."

Chief scientist, Ashton-Tate
"The market is fragmented. We're at the end of a
golden era in which you just
marketed one version of your
software and it ran on all the
hardware that existed out
there. The hardware is going
to be fragmented—we're no
longer going to have asingle
standard. It's going to be a
high-end machine and a lowend machine. The high-end
machine is going to use a286
or 286-based chip, running in
Protect mode, and eventually
there will be a lot of software that will only run in
that environment. Your lowend machine is going to have
an 8088 and [a] monochrome
or color graphics adapter interface. And abig question is
whether or not we'll continue
to see new software for
those machines or today's
best sellers selling on those."

PORTIA ISAACSON

Chairman and
chief executive officer,
Intellies Corp.
"The growth of the industry is naturally slowed because it's 10 years old. The
number of participants in
the personal computer industry, including manufacturers and software companies, has decreased a lot
over two years ago because
there were too many participants to start with.
"The growth from this
time forward will be in the
sane range, 20% per year in
general. The market for software itself is very good, but
it will be served by fewer
and fewer companies.
"I think we're seeing alot
of expansion in various vertical markets. Its anickel-anddime expansion, but it's really important that finally
those verticals are being
served. A good example is
desktop publishing, a really
important, big vertical market that couldn't have existed
without the laser printer."
Electronics/April 14, 1986

They're not well known,
to a program based on the
necessarily.... If you have a context that [the user is] curgood product, a hit, it for- rently working in."
gives alot of sins."
GUY KAWASAKI

Manager
Vice president,
of software products,
research and development,
Apple Computer Inc.
Lotus Development Corp.
"A year ago, everyone was
"The market isn't such that predicting that there'd be a
you can just have something great shakeout, there would
come in and overnight take a only be five companies left.
major market share with the That's not happening. Admitkind of massive growth that tedly, it's tough to be a $20
1-2-3 had. Because it's a ma- million company today, but
turing market, you're dealing it's very easy to be a$1 milwith longer buying cycles,
lion to $2 million company
more sophisticated users, cor- that advertises in very small
porate purchasers. Even if and inexpensive journals and
you brought out the greatest goes to very small and inexproduct in the world today, it pensive trade shows. It's betwould have to build up at a ter that there be fifty $2 million companies writing Apple
much slower rate."
software than one $100 milGARY KILDALL
lion company."
Chairman,
Digital Research Inc.;
ESTHER DYSON
President and founder,
Editor and publisher,
KnowledgeSet Corp.
Release 1.0 newsletter
DANIEL S. BRICKLIN
"AI does have a very im"A lot of deadwood is going
Founder, Software Garden
portant place in our technol- to die, and there are always
"Software doesn't move
ogy. As long as we don't going to be new folks with
very quickly. If you look at overuse it to the point where new ideas, most of whom will
advances in software, they oc- people say, 'AI means any
probably not even find their
cur in five-year boundaries.
program that seems to act own marketplace. You're goWe have an incredible base
like a friendly program or ing to see the impact of [Miupon which to do applications,
talk in English,' then it has
crosoft's] Windows and multibut we're talking about some
very good applications. For tasking. There will be less neapplications that take three to example, in vision processing cessity to stuff everything
five years to develop.
we're going to see all sorts into a single application, and
"Every product on paper of neat things—recognition
you'll go for appropriate intelooks like it's going to sell a of objects and movement.
gration and cooperation."
hundred million dollars worth.
More fundamentally, in
Another area to watch:
When
you're
developing things that are just day-to"The integration of what is
something, you can't listen to day, AI can be very helpful
now called desktop publishthe naysayers, or you'll never in
knowledge
processing
ing into what the word-proget it done. There are compa.... It's at the point where
cessing companies are offernies out there that have been
we can actually roam around
ing, thereby snatching the
plowing away at it and now
through a data base, do the
market away from a lot of
they're
very
successful.
linkages and interconnections
these new guys."
EDWARD J. BELOVE
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updating, will allow what are sometimes
referred to as interapplication hot links.
Information destined for input into asinPart
:101700
gle Windows application program will be
Description
:UHS Uiden Recorder
immediately funneled to all other WinQuantity
: 746
dows applications. Thus real-time stock
Price
: 399.00
quotations received on apersonal-computer reception system such as Lotus's SigC:CD
ItOUS
nal could appear simultaneously in separate Windows for graphing, spreadsheet
Al.C.ENE
ClOCK.EXE
EDI.1 HP
analysis, and report generation. Some dy111.EttAR.EXE CONTROL.EXE
ED11.8111.
namic updating features are available in a
EDL2.60 Bitnap
ARDFRE.EXE COUR.ESE
1.IPBRD.EXE
DOTHIS.1SI
restricted form in the current version of
Windows.
150
"An area that we think we'll do quite
well in is desktop publishing," says Davis.
Unit 100
Cost
1Unit Cost of Goods
"Previously, that required too much
2 1985
5200.00
50
horsepower for apersonal computer. And
3 1986
190.00 I
once you had a reasonably powered per4 1987
175.00
87
88
85
86
sonal computer, you had to tune all the
5 1988
150.00
Year
6 1989
algorithms to run on one display, to drive
120 .00
4
one typesetter, [and] to do page layout.
With a graphics environment such as
Windows, we can push $20,000 typeset1. INTEGRATION. Microsoft's new program, Windows, lets microcomputer users work with ting systems down into a$5,000 desktop."
The company is also banking on
multiple applications simultaneously on asingle screen.
networking. According to David Melin,
changes. Beyond that, Lotus is looking at spread-spectrum Microsoft's product manager for systems software, about 10%
technology, which offers potentially more reliable transmis- of all corporate PC users will be connected on networks by
sion. Lotus's data-delivery offerings are currently confined to the end of the year (Microsoft's network offering, MS-NET,
financial products, but the technology is applicable to other works with DOS-based microcomputers). Melin believes that,
information markets, according to information center group to date, applications software has not fully exploited the use
of networks. "Users want to use their existing software with
manager Alexander Crosett III.
Emerging new delivery technologies will likely have a big anetwork. They don't want to have to buy ano-name version
impact on the way software users acquire data. Right now, of Lotus's 1-2-3 because it runs on their network," he says.
on-line data-base systems are the leading data providers. But
UNSETTLED STANDARDS
per-use fees and time charges make these systems costly to
MSNET is the first step toward afully distributed environuse. "One of the things we're doing is to try to take a real
good slice at some technologies that provide low-cost per ment, says product manager for systems software Jon Dans[unit] to large amounts of data," says Crosett. "The trend is kin. Here, Xenix (Microsoft's version of AT&T's Unix operatmoving the data down, either to alocal-area-network server or ing system) seems to be emerging as a standard. Though
to the Personal Computer user's desk, at afixed cost."
Microsoft's MS-DOS is the operating system of choice for
At Microsoft Corp., Redmond, Wash., Windows is being single-user personal computers, multitasking, multiuser enviheralded as the first in anew generation of software (Fig. 1). ronments will work with Xenix, he says.
To date, the slow emergence of interWindows allows users to work simultanetworking standards has held back LAN
neously with multiple applications proStandards are needed development. "This thing is never going
grams. Thus one section of a screen
might be filled with aspreadsheet, anothfor networking to
to explode like people want unless there's
er could hold a word-processing file, and
some software package that people want
hit its stride
agraphics application could run in athird
on the network," warns Melin. "It's going
to be along, slow pull."
area. Well over 100,000 units have been
At Ashton-Tate, the main revenue producer is DBase 3.
shipped since the software's introduction last fall.
The integration of text and graphics is a key feature of According to Future Computing, 67,204 packages of the softWindows. Applications are coming that will work with special- ware, to run on IBM PCs and compatible machines, were sold
ized graphics chips, such as Texas Instruments Inc.'s new during 1985. That helped push earnings last year to $16.6
30410, that are finding a home in personal computers. Most million on revenue of $121.6 million. The Culver City, Calif.,
important is the high level of data exchange between applica- company bills its data-base product as a tool to work with
tions that Windows supports. Data exchange is facilitated by large amounts of information. DBase 3creates data bases out
sharable run-time libraries or subroutine-like software con- of user-supplied data and files. These data bases can then be
tained in the program, according to Windows marketing man- manipulated and analyzed by entering a series of DBase 3
ager Paul J. Davis. Because this code can be accessed by the commands; the user, in effect, writes a small computer
different applications programs, they don't have to duplicate it.
program.
"In the future, Windows applications will share data very
"In the future, people will need to work with not only the
freely, so that applications can be created and integrated data bases they create themselves but with awhole host of
together from different vendors to suit a particular user's data bases that will be floating around," says Robert Carr,
needs," says Davis. Microsoft has dubbed this capability mix- Ashton-Tate's chief scientist. These include data bases stored
on compact-disk read-only memories as well as company and
and-match integration.
"When you combine the interactive [text and graphics] com- departmental data bases residing on network file servers. In
ponent and the data-exchange component, you get what we're addition, Carr believes users will amass an increasing amount
working on now," says Davis. The feature, called dynamic of individual data. Memo and report files, electronic mail, and
1111111.•
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the big item there may be optical memory. Lengthy training courses can easily be
accommodated on the 540 megabytes of
storage space that the CDROM provides.
These courses could soon accompany
high-end software products.
"Right now, we have about 200-K of
help systems in both DBase 3and Framework," Ashton-Tate's integrated business
software package, says Carr. "I think
what's more appropriate would be to have
10 to 20 megabytes of embedded training,
kind of like the equivalent of the on-line
tutorials that we ship now.... While users are actually using the software, they
can get five-minute mini-lessons teaching
them the capability they need now in
steps."
At the low end of the microcomputer
software market, privately owned Software Publishing Corp. has long been a
leader. The Mountain View, Calif., company's PFS line of data-base, spreadsheet,
word-processing, graphics, and communications packages (dubbed PFS:Plan,
PFS:File, PFS: Write, PFS:Graph, and
PFS:Access, respectively) have proved to
be extremely popular with inexperienced
computer users. However, "the need for
2. Al MAN. Gerald R. Barber, R&D vice president of Gold Hill Computers, believes expert entry-level-type software is beginning to
systems can be developed on the IBM PC AT using Common Lisp.
peak out," according to vice president of
research and development John Page. So
electronic telephone-management software fall into this
while keeping the budget PFS line, the company is also atcategory.
tempting to move upscale.
"Right now, Ithink one of the major bottlenecks to the PC
Software Publishing is seeking to sidestep entrenched comis we're asking our users to learn and thereafter rely on the petition such as Lotus. "Our goal is to try and find a nonMS-DOS hierarchy of directories to be able to save and find
confrontational way to get into ahigher-priced product line,"
their information, and it's apain," says Carr. So Ashton-Tate says Page. With its recent acquisition of Harvard Software
is now exploring new ways to handle and process these up- Inc., the company has done just that. Its first products, billed
and-coming data bases.
as specialty productivity packages, are Harvard Total Project
At the same time, ease of use is always an issue. With
Management and Harvard Presentation Graphics. Aimed at
powerful data-base software, full-blown training courses are the IBM PC and compatibles, both retail for $495.
usually needed to get users up to speed. Many inexperienced
The packages, like most general-purpose software products,
users have favored simpler packages that require little train- are sold primarily through retail markets. But Page believes
ing to use, such as Software Publishing's
that the software market is now in the
PFS:File. "I don't think you can on the
process of breaking into two distinct
Natural-language
one hand achieve great ease of use and
segments.
on the other have all the depth of power
interfaces are causing
"Large corporations decide on some
that more advanced users will want,"
core
software that they're going to use,
a buzz in the PC world
notes Carr.
like aword processor or Lotus's 1-2-3. All
Menus have been the first step in in
that happens is [the retailer] takes in a
creasing user-friendliness; Ashton-Tate has added them into
copy of 1-2-3 and ships it out the other side, marking it up
its latest version, DBase 3Plus. And some data bases, notably
100%, and that's no value at all for that customer. So that
Paradox by Ansa Software, Belmont, Calif. [Electronics, Oct.
customer is finding ways to bypass that retailer and the
28, 1985, p. 48], now include querying by example, a feature corresponding markup." Consequently, Page believes, core
that allows a user to request data by entering a dummy
software is disappearing from the retail loop.
sample of the information sought.
SERVING SMALL BUSINESSES
But the most promising solution for users seeking database smarts may come through natural-language interfaces.
But retail stores will continue to service small businesses
With this setup, a computer can interpret everyday English that don't have their own computer expertise, he says. Their
sentences, obviating the need for specialized commands. Carr value will come from the recommendations, training, and supbelieves natural-language interfaces are one to two years
port they can provide. In addition, larger companies will conaway. R:Base 5000, adata-base package from competitor Mitinue to purchase accessory software from retailers. "It looks
crorim Inc., Bellevue, Wash., features querying through a like it might be time for software [only] stores."
natural language called Clout. These interfaces will greatly
In the future, artificial intelligence is the area to watch.
increase the size of data-base packages. A program such as Today, microcomputer software vendors are beginning to
DBase 3, which occupies about 400-K of memory, would likely jump on the AI bandwagon. Many observers are saying emdouble in size. Because of the added processing burden, such
phatically that AI is not asingle, well-defined technology. In
asystem would run on PC AT-class or higher machines.
fact, what constitutes AI is often in the eye of the beholder.
Though natural language also has potential in user training,
So observers suggest taking aclose look at new microcomputElectronics/April 14, 1986
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er offerings that claim to incorporate AI
concepts.
Gold Hill Computers offers Golden
Common Lisp, which is billed as the first
Common Lisp programming language de4+1144•41.4-11 1>
44-41444-b4.144
veloped for the IBM PC. The Cambridge
company claims that benchmarks show
that their Lisp development package, running on aPC AT, can outperform aDigi•:a .. —a
tal Equipment Corp. VAX 11/730 and
4.441F4-11.4.11-•••
.
.
equal aVAX 11/750 (Fig. 2).
This August, according to Gold Hill
vice president for R&D Gerald R. Barber,
'
,
the company will be able to turn an AT
-•
.
into a Lisp machine. With Common Lisp
7432-8400")
enhancements, the use of windows, and
'Larks( "phi 1
i
ppe"
object-oriented programming, the setup
torks( 1:phi I
ippe",
makes a good companion to the more
i,,'Erati: ;mks( '
phi 1ppe".. eborl and"
costly AI development systems from Symphone( "borl and" )
bolics, Cambridge. "A hundred-rule exI
pmpti: pbonei "lerland", T438-8400":,
pert-system application is perfectly feasible on a PC," says Barber.
18:Previous line F9: Edit S49:View tondo
This August, Gold Hill will also ship an
expert-system-development t,00lkit to sup- 3. Al PROLOGUE. Borland International's Turbo Prolog is going head to head with Lisp as the
plement the Common Lisp package. In Al programming language for the IBM PC.
the longer term, the company is targeting
personal computers of another sort: Common Lisp will be
Corp, Mountain View, plans a PC-host delivery system for
developed to run on Intel Corp.'s new iPSC personal super- its Knowledge Engineering Environment (KEE). The ART
computer (see story, p. 30).
tool, from Inference Corp., Los Angeles, was recently anAs the leading AI programming language, Lisp has long nounced for the work-station-class IBM RT PC. Pittsburgh's
been chased by Prolog. On personal computers, though, Pro- Carnegie Group also plans to offer its Knowledge Craft tool
log is getting a big boost from a new, low-cost package
for the RT PC.
introduced by Borland International Inc. The privately held
Another emerging area may be software for the home. At
Scotts Valley, Calif., company recently announced Turbo Pro- least Portia Isaacson, founder of the microcomputer forecastlog, acompiler and development package for that AI program- ing company Future Computing, thinks so. Recently, she
ming language (Fig. 3). With the product, Borland founder started Intellisys Corp. (see story, p. 49) to develop and marand president Philippe Kahn is challenging the dominance of ket software for the electronic house of the future.
Lisp. "I guarantee that with Turbo Prolog you'll see a complete reversal of that tendency—Prolog will become the pre- RUNNING THE HOUSE
dominant language of AI, at least on PCs. And as a conseAt the company's Richardson, Texas, base, Isaacson's house
quence, it'll happen on mainframes," he predicts. In the fu- serves as the showpiece for the technology. "The house is the
ture, Kahn says Borland will market expert-system-shell tool- first completely integrated electronic home," she says. "What
boxes and other add-ons, but will not say just when these will
we have built is like aprototype. Now we're implementing the
be released.
software, which will be our production-tailorable version."
But Kahn will speculate on the future
Many consumer electronics manufacturof AI. "I have two theories about AI. The
ers are interested in developing interfaces
Al
is
finding
first one is everybody thinks that people
and control software for their products,
who are involved in AI are somehow
its way into a
she notes. Intellisys will also work with
floating eight feet above the ground. The
software developers and builders and conrange of packages
second thing is that people tend to that
duct seminars to develop the market for
think AI is what hasn't been done yet if
the software.
it's been done, it's not AI," says Kahn. On that basis, he says
Also looking to the future with new ventures are three
that Borland's new Turbo Lightning software is an application
microcomputer industry pioneers: Daniel Bricklin, Gary Kinof AI. Running on the IBM PC and compatible machines,
dall, and Lee Felsenstein. Bricklin has been big in the field
Turbo Lightning features an automatic spelling checker with
since 1978, when he came up with the idea to design an
a50,000-word dictionary and athesaurus. The package is also electronic spreadsheet for microcomputers (Fig. 4). Early the
part of the trend toward microcomputer software that resides
next year, he founded Software Arts, which was off and
in random-access memory: the routine remains in active mem- running with the VisiCalc spreadsheet.
ory so that it can run simultaneously with such other applicaToday, Bricklin is back in action with aone-man operation
tions as word processing.
called Software Garden. Operating out of his West Newton,
Airus Corp., Lake Oswego, Ore., also features a spelling Mass., home, he has come up with a new twist in software
checker in its AI:Typist word-processing program for the IBM
tools. His product, dubbed Dan Bricklin's Demo Program,
PC and compatibles. The program scans adictionary between
allows software developers to rapidly simulate the screens
each keystroke to find amatch. If no match is found, an error that areal program will generate.
is indicated and the word is highlighted on the screen. Airus is
"What people use it for is prototyping products that don't
now licensing the user-interface portion of AI:Typist to other exist yet," he says. The package, which runs on IBM PCs and
software developers.
compatibles, contains ascreen painter to design text-oriented
As for the major AI-development-tools companies, Teknow- displays. A series of stored screens is played back in rapid
ledge Inc., Palo Alto, plans late spring delivery of the IBM PC succession to simulate the prototype in actual operation. To
AT version of its S.1 expert-system development tool. Intellidate, customers have included Apple, Ashton-Tate, Cullinet,

timeeel4imm
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Lotus, and Software Publishing, says Bricklin.
revisions to current products from our software developers,"
Kindall, another microcomputer software pioneer, was
adds Kawasaki. The Macintosh, he says, is making significant
chairman of Digital Research Inc. when he developed CP/M,
inroads both in desktop publishing and in the engineering
which for a time was the leading microcomputer operating marketplace. "Following this trend, there is an infinite numsystem. Today, Kilda11 is pioneering another technology with
ber of engineering-software companies that are shipping cirimportant implications for the microcomputer software indus- cuit-design software, instrumentation simulation, pc-board detry. Through his Monterey, Calif., company, KnowledgeSet sign software. Ibelieve for the next year the growth will be
Inc. (formerly Activenture), Kilda11 is offering software for an infinite number of niche markets."
CDROMs. The digital optical disks [Electronics, Sept. 16, 1985,
In the longer term, industry observers generally agree that
p. 26] store up to 540 megabytes of text and graphics.
the success of the Macintosh depends on Apple's continued
Handling the CDROM-based data has been dubbed knowl- efforts to open up its architecture. (An open-architecture miedge processing. "As knowledge processing emerges, there crocomputer contains expansion slots for connecting accessoare going to be lots of opportunities to develop software to ries and options manufactured by third parties.) It has been
process all of this data," Kindall says. His company's first widely reported that Apple has an open-architecture Mac in
product is software to access and manipulate CDROM data the works.
bases, called the Knowledge Retrieval System (KRS). The
Kawasaki would not confirm work on an open Mac, but he
software works in conjunction with the CDROM version of did define the attributes of such a hypothetical machine.
Grolier's Academic American Encyclopedia. Upcoming from
"Open architecture means coprocessing, it means more RAM,
Kildall is Knowledge Writer, an accessory program that lets
it means an internal hard disk on acard." All those things, he
users do word processing of data extracted from CDROMs.
noted, are being offered by third-party developers for users
As an emerging medium, CDROM
with
the
closed
Macintosh
will reach a critical mass within the
architecture.
next year or two, according to Kindall.
As Apple's Macintosh and IBM's PC
"I think that during the remainder of
progress, predicting what software
this year, we're going to see a lot of
will move along with them will not be
R&D projects. We see alot of startup
easy. The problem is that it will take
work with publishers being done in the
more than just good technology to surmiddle of the year. The first part of
vive. To stand out among the myriad
next year, that's going to wrap up,
new offerings, an individual product
and the tail end of next year Ithink
will need good marketing behind it.
we're going to see some real activity,"
As Daniel Bricklin notes, most softincluding releases of ahost of CDROM
ware packages are not quick off the
legal, medical, and financial data
mark, but build their sales up slowly.
bases.
"I think each product has its own apHardware engineer Felsenstein, the
propriate size and type of organizadesigner of the legendary Osborne 1
tion. The problem is that if you have
portable computer, is also back in the
an enormous hit, you can't predicate
microcomputer game. This time, one of
your business on running every prodhis efforts involves software.
uct the same way. So what companies
Felsenstein's Berkeley, Calif., Goleare learning to do is how to have a
mics Inc. is offering Sequitur, a relamix of products."
tional data-base-management system.
According to Intellisys' Isaacson,
The software was designed in the late
"It's very difficult to get the attention
19'70s as part of the attempt by the 4. BRICKLIN'S BACK. Spreadsheet pioneer Daniel of a buyer of a software package
Berkeley Community Memory Project S. Bricklin has started Software Garden.
these days because there are no interto develop street-corner information
mediate distribution channels that are
terminals for public use. Running on IBM PCs and systems working for software. The computer retail channel is what
based on AT&T Bell Laboratories' Unix operating system,
one would call an unmitigated disaster right now."
Sequitur has ahigher degree of relationality than other data
Many observers believe that much of Borland's success
bases, says Felsenstein. Relationality means the system offers comes from aunique sales philosophy that runs counter to the
greater flexibility in manipulating data. Sequitur can handle trend toward high-priced microcomputer software. "We're
tables up to 9'75 columns wide, with variable field lengths. It more interested in selling alot of copies at alower price and
features query-by-example searching.
less at ahigher price—your end result is almost the same in
With so much software development centered on the IBM terms of profit," says Kahn. Of the company's selection of 12
PC, whither Apple? "I guess it depends on how you want to products, no single package is responsible for more than 18%
look at the world," according to Guy Kawasaki, Apple's man- of its revenue.
ager of software products. "If we are the second standard for
"The problem is that small software companies can have
software developers to program on, Ithink that's an acceptable great products and they don't have distribution channels.
position." When the Macintosh was released, it was criticized That's what valuable," says Esther Dyson, editor and publishfor a lack of software, says Kawasaki. "Now that there's er of the newsletter Release 1.0. One route around the distrisoftware, they're saying, 'Nobody's doing anything more.'"
bution roadblock is to seek out a specialized market. These
may lack glamour, "but they can make alot more money, it's
ALL THAT JAZZ
just people don't notice them. Go to a trade show of shoe
Current major software offerings for Apple's Macintosh
retailers and you bet there's a shoe retailer package or two
include Lotus's spreadsheet Jazz as well as packages from
that everybody knows about, or there should be."
Microsoft: Excel, Word, and Multiplan, and the Basic and
Yet microcomputer software may itself vanish from the
Fortran programming languages. Ashton-Tate is reportedly
industry's lexicon one day. Says Dyson, "PC software is going
readying a spreadsheet package. Software Publishing Corp.
to become a misnomer anyway, because it's going to be the
says it has no plans to develop software for the Macintosh.
end-user component of software that may also reside on the
"Within the next year or two, you'll see very significant mainframe or anetwork server."
D
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VECTOR PROCESSING BOOSTS
HYPERCUBE'S PERFORMANCE
INTEL'S iPSC-VX MATCHES CRAY SPEEDS AT ONE TENTH THE COST

I

ntel Corp. joined the race to build smaller, more powerful
supercomputers in 1985 with its iPSC (for Intel Personal
Supercomputer), a low-priced, microprocessor-based line
of parallel-processing machines in the supercomputer
class. Now the company is adding vector processors—one
for each node—boosting the iPSC's performance two orders of
magnitude. The initial iPSC machines achieve performance in
the range of 2million to 8million floating-point operations/s.
The new iPSC-VX series provides up to 424 megaflops in a64bit double-precision operation.
"It's a generation ahead of today's computers in price/
performance," says Paul Wiley, marketing manager at Intel
Scientific Computers, Beaverton, Ore., which designed the
iPSC-VX. It offers supercomputer performance at one tenth
the price of an equivalent machine, such as the Cray Research
Inc. X-MP, Wiley claims. The top-of-the-line iPSGVX/d6, for
example, costs
50,000 (table); aCray machine of comparable
speed sells for
million to $10 million.
Intel believes the iPSGVX's price will help it move into
industrial applications as well as into scientific and laboratory
work. To further aid this migration, Intel designed the machine with an easily expandable architecture and a set of
software tools and utilities based on Fortran that are optimized for vector processing.
The iPSC machines are based on the Hypercube architecture developed at the California Institute of Technology. In
this multiprocessor scheme, each processor is connected to
every other processor, making it aparallel system. Intel calls
the iPSC's parallel architecture a concurrent system. Traditional supercomputers package raw computing horsepower in
single- or dual-processor configurations. Parallel architectures
such as the Hypercube are the latest competitors to these oldline machines. Their hardware can be expanded easily for
added power, but developing optimized applications software
is vastly more complex [Electronics, March 10, 1986, p. 44].
Each iPSC-VX node consists of anode-processor board and
avector-processor board (Fig. 1). Multiple high-speed communications channels connect the nodes to each other. Each processor also connects to the system's host processor, or cube
manager. The cube manager is an Intel 80286/310 microcomputer running under the Xenix operating system. It has access to a3-megabyte memory, 140-megabyte Winchester disk
drive, 320-K floppy-disk drive, and a45-megabyte tape drive.
Each node processor is mounted on a 9-by-11-in, printedcircuit board containing an Intel 80286 central processing unit,
an 80287 floating-point arithmetic coprocessor, 512-K of dynamic random-access memory, and 64-K of read-only memory.
A small message-based operating system called MBOS controls the node processor, and the two are chiefly responsible
for coordinating message traffic into and out of the node, for

scheduling and executing user processes, and for controlling
the companion vector processor.
The vector processor is a highly optimized arithmetic processing unit (Fig. 2). The vector-processor board, which Intel
developed jointly with Sky Computers Inc., Lowell, Mass.,
contains a floating-point arithmetic unit, a data unit, and a
control unit. It is designed with a synchronous microprogrammed architecture and has a 100-ns cycle time.
ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS
The floating-point arithmetic unit, which consists of an adder and a multiplier, operates as a pipelined processor. The
adder is implemented with an Analog Devices Inc. 3220 floating-point arithmetic logic unit, which performs 32- and 64-bit
calculations. The multiplier is an Analog Devices 3210 floating-point multiplier chip, which can perform 10 million 32-bit
floating-point multiplications/s or 3.3 million 64-bit multiplications/s. The unit's 12 registers store intermediate results and
stage data into the arithmetic elements. Floating-point operations conform to the IEEE-754 floating-point standard. Also
supported are 32-bit fixed-point and logical operations.
With hardware optimized for performing matrix multiplication
and addition, the data unit contains a32-bit address ALU with 1
megabyte of local RAM for vector data, where computational
operands are stored. Access time for 64-bit words is 250 ns.
iPSC-VX PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Features

iPSCVX/d4

iPSCVX/d5

iPSCVX/d6

Nodes

16

32

64

Memory (megabytes)

24

48

96

320

640

1,280

32-bit peak performance
(megaflops)
64-bit peak performance
(megaflops)
Price

106
$250,000

212
$450,000

424
$850,000

TECI1NOLOGY TO WATCH is a regular feature of Electronics that provides readers with exclusive, in-depth reports on
important technical innovations from companies around
the world. It covers significant technology, processes, and
developments incorporated in major new products.
1. NODAL PAIRS. Each node consists of an 80286-based node processor board (top) and avector-processing board.
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This memory is supplemented by 16-K of static
RAM, which has a 100-ns access time for 64-bit
TO NODE PROCESSOR
words. This fast RAM serves as temporary, or
scratchpad, memory; it can improve execution time
INTERFACE
,LBX Il INTERFACE
significantly. Using fast data RAM, the vector-proSECTION
cessor board can reach apeak performance of 6.67
megaflops with 64-bit words and 20 megaflops with
32-bit words.
Local RAM is also mapped into the address space
of the node processor, increasing the total memory
DATA RAM
SEQUENCER
ADDRESS
capacity of each node to 1.5 megabytes. Though
ALU
1128 .KBY 64 BITS)
computation operands are restricted to the vector
DATA SECTION
processor's local RAM, the full 1.5 megabytes can
PROGRAM
RAM
be used to store programs and data.
KBY 64 BITS)
The control unit contains 32-K of program RAM
that can be loaded from the 80286 node CPU. ProREGISTERS
REGISTERS
gram RAM holds instructions for the control unit's
INSTRUCTION
microsequencer that allow it to coordinate the operX
REGISTER
ation of the data unit and the floating-point arithCONTROL SECTION
,
metic unit. Microcoded routines include a run-time
FLOATING-POINT ARITHMETIC SECTION
monitor and Veclib, an optimized library of vector,
scalar, and logical operations.
For efficient internode communications, each 2. NUMBER CRUNCHER. The vector processor is a highly optimized arithmetic
node processor board holds an 82586 local-network processing unit that performs complex mathematical functions.
coprocessor that controls seven point-to-point bidirectional communications channels. Six channels connect a ing astandard Fortran 77 program, VXP extracts the computational portions of the program and partitions them for routnode to its nearest neighboring nodes, and one Ethernet chaning to the vector processor. This is done by substituting vecnel connects to the cube manager. An eighth channel is retor operations for vectorizable code segments: mathematical
served for future expansion. The six nearest-neighbor links
statements and routines in the original source code are reprovide integrated direct memory access between communiplaced by directives that call on the vector processor.
cating nodes.
Also assisting in vector processing is the Veclib library of
The system's global communications channel is controlled
microcoded mathematical functions. Veclib contains some 100
by an iSBC 186/51 high-speed communications board. The
routines, invoked through Fortran subroutine calls, for perentire iPSC machine can also be linked to a mainframe or
forming optimized scalar, vector, and matrix operations. Misuperminicomputer by adding an Ethernet Transmission Concrocode development tools are available as an option to allow
trol Protocol/Internet Protocol option.
users to add customized routines to Veclib.
SOFTWARE SMARTS
Intel is targeting scientific end-users for the iPSC-VX, but it
also believes computer scientists will make it their main
The iPSC-VX's software developers appropriated the iPSC's
set of software development tools and utilities, based on Fortestbed for conducting research in parallel computing. Nearterm, the company sees a market for the iPSC-VX in such
tran, the most commonly used language in supercomputing.
applications is circuit sitan lation and molecular modeling. D
Intel offers its Fortran 286 version, but Micro ,
;ni't Corn's 2SG
assembler is also available,
and other languages will be
KEEPING INTEL'S DESIGN IN THE FAMILY
offered in the future. The
ence from the University of
iPSC-VX
program-developHardware designer Tom Roth,
ware-integration project. On
Michigan in 1982.
ment package contains develsoftware developer Roger
the original iPSC system, he
Wiley, marketing manager
opment tools, an optimizing
Golliver, and marketing manwas responsible for the defor numeric computing at InFortran compiler, a Fortran
ager Paul Wiley all helped
tailed design and implementatel Scientific Computers, was
vectorizing preprocessor, a create Intel Scientific Comtion of communications softthe driving force behind the
simulator, a microcode develputers' iPSC family of conware. Prior to joining Intel
development of the VX enopment toolkit, and the Vecurrent computers in 1985.
Scientific
Computers,
he
clib math-function library.
worked at Aptec Computer
hancement. Before joining
The same team was called on
the group in June 1984, he
Parallelism is the key to
to add vector processing, creSystems Inc. He earned aBS
spent six years at Floating
the development of software
ating the iPSC-VX.
in mathematics from Michigan State University in 1979
Point Systems Inc. and eight
that exploits the iPSC-VX's
Roth helped design the
years with Interstate Elecprocessing power. To execute
iPSC-VX as a tightly coupled
and an MS in computer scimost effectively on parallel
system of enhancements
tronics Corp., a defense
computers, programs must
and upgrades. He is a
contractor. He earned a
be divided into separate porseven-year veteran of InBSEE
from Virginia
tions that can execute on the
Polytechnic Institute and
tel and was the third
individual nodes. Writing this
an MS in electronic comperson to join the Beasoftware is a challenge for
munications from Caliverton, Ore., operation
fornia State University
programmers because most
in 1984. He received his
often it's not readily apparBS in applied science and
at Fullerton.
ent how to break up, or deengineering from PortTOP THREE. Intel's Roth,
compose, a program.
land State University in
To automate this process.
1977.
Golliver, and Wiley added
Intel developed a vectorizing
Golliver managed the
vector processing to the
preprocessor called VXP. Usvector-coprocessor softiPSC line they created.
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TANDEM MAKES
A GOOD THING BETFER

I

ITS FIRST MAINFRAME RUNS TWICE AS FAST

nthe competitive world of computer technology, acompa- commodate as many as 16. Thanks to the macrocell technolny is only as good as its latest design. And on that ogy it developed jointly with Motorola Inc., Tandem was able
benchmark, Tandem Computers Inc. gets high marks
to implement atwo-board processor that executes 3mips. By
with its first mainframe-class machine, the NonStop VLX.
comparison, the TXP's 1.5-mips CPU fit on four printed-circuit
The new model not only lops 30% off the per-transaction boards using medium-scale-integration TTL chips.
cost of the two-year-old NonStop TXP superminicomputer, but
The denser macrocell array chips allowed each VLX procesit also rests on a hardware base that is three times more sor board to contain about three times as many gates. Much
reliable, the company says (see related story, p. 39).
of the VLX's speed improvement came from packing more
Designed for heavy-duty on-line transaction processing in
logic onto fewer chips and boards, which reduces the number
such areas as airline reservations, banking, computer-integrat- of interchip and interboard signals.
ed manufacturing, and telecommunications switching, the
NonStop VLX executes 12 million to 48 million instructions per CIRCUITS TO SPARE
second. The Cupertino, Calif., company says that's roughly
We went from approximately 53,000 gates on four logic
twice the performance of the TXP for about the same price. It boards to approximately 85,000 on two," says John Beirne,
attributes the higher price/performance ratio and reliability engineering manager for VLX hardware development. "The
primarily to the extensive use of the MCA2800ALS, an emit- macrocell arrays allow up to 2,800 circuits per array. But
ter-coupled-logic gate array that serves as abuilding block in 2,000 to 2,300 is a more reasonable count for this circuit."
critical parts of the central processing unit (see "Easy-design
The mainframe's CPU holds 21 types of custom macrocell
features make macrocell a hit," p. 35). Other performance arrays (Fig. 1). In total, there are 33 different macrocell arhikes come from streamlined instruction execution, reorga- rays in the Tandem two-board processor set. Of these, 31 are
nized cache memory, and afaster interprocessor bus.
on the two logic boards that make up the CPU and two are on
Although speed was the paramount concern in designing the accompanying memory boards. These include clever mathe VLX, its developers also concentrated on fault tolerance crocell array designs that speed instruction execution from
and compatibility with the previous-generation system. The cache and branch operations.
NonStop configuration of both the TXP and VLX provides
Two critical elements of the new CPU that improve its
dual paths to every element in the system. If one path fails, a overall speed in these areas are the instruction unit and exesecond is available to make the connection. If one processor cution unit (Fig. 2). The instruction unit consists of 10 macrofails, another assumes its workload. Although this duplication cell arrays. One is achip that makes afour-stage pipeline for
slows throughput to a small extent, it guarantees that fail- simultaneously processing four instructions obtained from the
ures will not affect system operation.
When all units are functioning, they
carry their full share of the processing
load—there are no idle spares. This faulttolerant architecture, which remains unchanged on the new VLX system, can be
described as a loosely coupled parallelprocessing system with distributed, nonshared memory.
One benefit of the distributed processing architecture is that it does not require
one large central processor running at the
highest possible clock speed. "Our design
was at apoint where we needed afaster
central processor—but not the fastest
possible," says Al McBride, Tandem's
technology director. "We could get higher
total system performance from the parallelism of the system architecture."
The parallel architecture allows Tandem to be more conservative in processor
design than manufacturers of high-speed
CPUs. For example, the company limited
the number of circuits implemented on a
gate array to 2,000 out of the 2,800 available gates. This meant that the macrocell
arrays were easier to design and yielded
a more reliable system.
The minimum VLX system consists of 1. ARRAYS ABOUND. The 31 gate arrays in the CPU's two boards (left) make high-density
four CPUs, but the architecture can ac- logic circuitry. Two arrays and 256-K chips populate the 8-megabyte memory board (right).
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64-K static-random-access-mem ory cache. The processor can when there is a program in memory that the computer
fetch one instruction, decode asecond, preprocess athird, and needs to execute, the processor fetches the program instructions from the high-speed cache instead of directly
execute a fourth.
Two more macrocell arrays build adisplacement adder that from main memory, thus reducing the amount of time to
does address arithmetic for prefetching operands. This unit get an instruction. Besides being slower than cache memory, main memory is located off the processor board, which
adds adisplacement number to avirtual address to determine
its physical address on a board. When the instruction unit delays fetches from it even more.
New cache-hashing algorithms ensure a higher number of
prefetches instructions, addressprocessing occurs in parallel
cache hits—that is, that needed instructions are in cache rathwith execution to anticipate th enext instruction address.
er than in main memory. "Improving the performance of the
In the older TXP, microcode carried-out address calculation
used discrete logic chips. In
both systems, the processor
EASY-DESIGN FEATURES MAKE MACROCELL A HIT
instruction set holds 220 maFor its NonSt,op mainchine instructions that handle The best-seller in Motorola functions is very similar to
frame, "we changed the disSemiconductor Products Inc.'s existing discrete TTL circuits.
such jobs as stack operations,
integer and decimal arithme- cell library is the MCA2800- Using agate array with TTL tribution of the types of retic, and byte-oriented func- ALS. The emitter-coupled-log- I/O pins affords other bene- sistors and transistors in the
tions. In addition, 43 other in- ic macrocell array, the prod- fits as well. For example, the macrocell," says Al McBride,
uct of ajoint development ef- designer does not have to use Tandem's technology direcstructions perform scientific
tor. "We made changes to
controlled-impedance boards,
fort between the Phoenix,
calculations.
both the simple and complex
The instruction set is im- Ariz., Motorola Inc. subsid- amust for ECL designs.
functions to make sure we
All 120 I/O cells can be
plemented by microinstruc- iary and Tandem Computers
Inc., is acritical component in used. "It is one of the more used a large percentage of
tions in the control store,
the 2,800 circuits on each
which users can use to imple- Tandem's fault-tolerant VLX dense I/O structures on the
array."
market," says Carey. "There
NonStop computer.
ment new instructions or imTandem also trimmed the
are no restrictions concerning
Built with an advanced
prove existing ones. Two of
power
consumed by individwhich
pins
can
be
an
input,
process
called
Mosaic
II
(Mothe 10 instruction-unit macroual gates by changing the
cells handle addressing of the torola oxide-isolated, self- output, or bidirectional. Any
output resistor's rating. ECL
one can be an input, output,
aligned integrated circuits),
control store.
Another macrocell array in the array outperforms dis- or a tristate [high-impedance internal structures have an
emitter-output follower circrete 100K ECL chips. With a state] cell." Most arrays imthe CPU is dedicated to
cuit. The output signal is
branch control. It examines single 5-V power supply, it pose restrictions on which
dropped across the emitter
pins
can
be
used.
runs
at
125
MHz
with
a
typithe conditions of all branch (or
resistor.
jump) instructions being exe- cal 600-ps gate delay.
A variety of values are
Mosaic
II
is
a
bipolar
procuted. If the conditions indipossible with this resistor. If
cate a jump, the array helps cess that uses oxide isolation,
the cell is used in arelatively
determine the next address to which produces much smaller
low-speed data path, for exbe accessed. This look-ahead transistors than junction isoample, adesigner can reduce
capability tests the jump con- lation. Some of the MCAthe power of the circuits in
dition prior to execution of the 2800ALS speed improvement
this path to reduce system
results
from
compressing
the
jump instruction. By knowing
power consumption.
that ajump is imminent, the 2,000 or so gates down to an
"We changed the operating
contents of the cache can be area no larger than 100 mils2.
point of the current gates in
"One significant contribuflushed and reloaded with the
the chip's internal ECL,"
contents of the new jump ad- tion Tandem made to the masays McBride. Very high-perdress and the subsequent ad- crocell array is making it easformance ECL products dissiBEST SELLER. The MCA2800dresses in this new sequence ier to design with," says
of instructions. Anticipating John Carey, Motorola's mer- ALS comes in a pin-grid array pate more than 8W. Tandem
needed to have no more than
the jump can shave microsec- chandising manager. An es- with aheat sink on the back.
5 W in worst case. "We
pecially attractive feature to
onds off an operation.
The I/O cell is asignificant changed the output-switch
logic designers is the TTL inFour macrocell arrays in
the address-translation unit put/output capability Tan- addition to the Motorola li- operating current. As current
brary, but Tandem didn't flow is lowered, the perforcut the cache-fill time in half dem added to the macrocell.
mance, is necessarily destop there. The Cupertino,
when the cache must be TTL I/O cells, not found on
creased. The output-switch
Calif., company changed the
other any ECL macrocell arflushed and reloaded, as
operating current is a value
components
making
up
the
rays as yet, make it easy for
when a jump is executed.
Tandem says this alone con- designers who are adept at macrocell, which made it pos- we traded off to reach our
sible to implement a circuit design goal," McBride exusing TTL logic to incorpotributes several percentage
points to the performance im- rate the device into their de- element, such as a flip-flop, plains. The tradeoff gave
more efficiently. Tandem also Tandem the necessary sysprovement of the new-gener- signs. There are 120 signal
tem performance without
pins on the chip, hence 120 improved the implementation
ation system.
having to use liquid cooling.
of
plain
NOR
and
NAND
TTL
I/O
cells.
Each
I/O
cell
The cache itself got a
Tandem and Motorola also
gates inside the macrocell.
is tied to abonding wire comspeed boost. Cache cuts the
created
a three-level ceramic
These
gates
constitute
about
ing
off
the
chip
and
can
be
time required to access data
pin-grid-array package that
20% to 25% of a chip's real
an input or output buffer.
and instructions from slowhas heat sinks. This further
With the array, adesigner estate. By implementing the
er main memory. During opimproves reliability of the
NOR gates more effectively,
does not have to learn new
eration, several instructions
chip. Reducing the operating
for example, the designers
design techniques to create
following the one being exeachieved a 20% chip-density point by 10° to 15°C doubles
his final design on the chip
cuted have been prefetched
the chip's life.
improvement.
because the library of macro
into the cache. For example,
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next microinstruction from bank B. One
reason for this approach is that microinstructions are of variable length. Thus microinstruction A may be 1cycle long and
microinstruction B could be 3cycles long.
Having duplicate copies of the same miFAULT-TOLERANT
croinstructions in each bank affords the
VLX PROCESSOR
68000-BASED DIAGNOSTIC
AND MAINTENANCE
most amount of overlap between microinVLX PROCESSOR
SUBSYSTEM
struction fetches, hence allowing agreatVLX PROCESSOR
er increase in speed over the conventional
interleaving.
VLX PROCESSOR
A fallout of the duplicated banks of
INTER
DIAGNOSTIC
microinstruction store is increased reliDATA
PROCESSOR
BUS
TRANSCEIVER
ability, because a soft error in one bank
can be repaired by loading the suspect
bank with the known-good bank. In addiADDRESS
EXECUTION
tion, if one of the two banks has a hard
TRANSLATION
UNIT
UNIT
failure, the processor can continue operatMEMORY
ing—but at slower speed—using only one
(3 TO 16 Mb)
bank.
64'K
CONTROL
CACHE
The company had to use the same inSTORE
struction set as in its previous-generation
systems, but it had some flexibility and
INSTRUCTION
I/O
freedom in improving the microinstrucUNIT
CHANNEL
tions used to realize the macroinstructions, or common machine instructions.
Tandem's NonStop system instructions
2. BASIC SET. A starter VLX system contains four identical CPUs, each with one or two can require from one to five microinstrucmemory boards, tied together by the Dynabus. A system can be expanded to 16 processors. tions. Reducing the number of microinstructions needed for one instruction recache-hashing algorithms [the way cache is organized for quired some additional logic. But Tandem decided that the
quick retrieval] is an important means of getting the hit rate increased performance resulting from faster execution of instructions was significant enough to warrant the extra logic.
up," says Beirne. "We took benchmarks on our early designs
"From what our early benchmarks told us about our existand tried various hashing algorithms. By running the benching computer architecture, we discovered which instructions
marks in asimulator to determine hit rates early in the design
process, we knew what kind of performance we were going to to optimize," says Beirne. "We plotted histograms of instruction usage to see how much time it requires to execute each
get with the architecture."
Like the displacement adder, the address-translation unit instruction. Looking at instructions that were executed the
converts virtual addresses to physical addresses. There are most told us where to look for the greatest savings in instructwo identical arrays on the memory board for moving 64-bit tion-execution time. From this data we were able to perform
analysis which would tell us we would get so much improvedata words (8 bytes wide) to and from memory. Two macrocell
arrays located between memory and cache provide error-cor- ment in performance by adding logic to improve instructionexecution performance. We made the changes, then reran the
rection codes.
The loadable control store, which contains the microinstruc- simulations to see that the benchmarks improved."
tions that tell the instruction unit how to execute its instrucOLD BUS, NEW PROTOCOL
tion set, been made even faster with a dual interleaved deAnother increase in speed is provided by using anew bus
sign. It consists of fast SRAM that supplies microinstruction
protocol on the existing Dynabus. The previous bus protocol
words to both the execution and instruction units.
Two more arrays control the addressing of microinstruc- had radial clock distribution, which requires costly cabling.
tions in the control store and four chips receive the output of The new protocol uses adouble-clocking scheme in which the
the control store and put it into the three-stage pipeline of clocks are distributed with the data. This method automaticalmicroinstructions. The four chips are identical, each one ly reduces the amount of skew between the clock and data,
fourth of atotal data flow path to the logic that executes the thus allowing the system to more tightly compress the interval of data transmission.
instructions.
The clock and data slow down the same amount over a
TWIN MICROINSTRUCTION BANKS
longer length—if the data arrives later, so does the clock.
In the control store is aunique design feature that contrib- Once transmission begins, the interval between data bursts
utes significantly to improving the operating speed of the can be very tight.
The new protocol allows Tandem to extend the length of the
macrocell arrays in the instruction unit. It consists of two
separate banks of SRAM, each containing identical copies of bus as well as increase its speed from 13 to 20 megabytes/s
per bus. With two buses in the system, the aggregate bus
the microinstructions.
A conventional interleaving scheme divides the microin- transfer rate went from 26 to 40 megabytes/s. "We have not
structions into two halves, even-address microinstructions in seen a case where bus speed is a bottleneck," says Beirne.
"However, we feel that the improvement positions us well for
one bank and odd-address ones in the other. The state machine—or instruction unit, in this system—would execute one future processors as well as allowing heavier loading on the
microinstruction from bank A, the next from bank B, the third VLX processor. It gives us more margin."
When the system is operating, packets of transaction inforfrom bank A, and so on, because the cycle time of the instrucmation move to and from the CPU through its I/O channel
tion unit is faster than the RAM access time.
In Tandem's implementation, the instruction unit fetches a and the Dynabus. A high-speed bus on the CPU connects the
microinstruction from bank A, and as it executes, fetches the Dynabus, I/O channel, and diagnostic data transceiver (a miVLX DYNABUS (40 Mbh AGGREGATE THROUGHPUT)
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croprocessor that automatically monitors the CPU) with the
execution and instruction units. Packets enter a one-packetwide input queue in the Dynabus, diagnostic data transceiver,
or I/O channel, depending on which is active, and their arrival
generates an interrupt flag to the instruction unit. The interrupt causes the instruction unit to begin processing the packet. During this time, the processor's instruction unit begins
fetching instructions from memory to determine what kind of
processing the incoming packet requires. The incoming packet
enters the execution unit when the program running in the
instruction unit executes a Receive instruction.
ONE MACROCELL PER BUS
On the Dynabus board are two macrocell arrays that execute a sequence of prescribed instructions for receiving data
off the bus. There is one macrocell array for each part of the
dual bus. These chips receive data from the bus, check it, and
pass it into the one-packet-wide input queue on the Dynabus.
Previously, discrete logic performed this operation by executing microinstructions.
Functional logic that handles packet receipt and transmission is in the same macrocell array that receives and transmits data to and from the bus. Processing occurs much
faster because more processing is performed inside the
chip, with fewer chip crossings—movements of signals from

one logic chip to another on a pc board.
Two macrocell arrays make up the I/O channel and perform
afunction similar to the Dynabus. The two arrays replace the
70 or so discrete TTL components comprising the earlier system's I/O function. Improved reliability and a reduced chip
count were the main benefits of using macrocells in this
instance. Improving performance was a secondary consideration because the system was required to remain compatible
with existing TXP I/O Channels.
The execution unit holds seven macrocell arrays: four arithmetic-logic-unit slices, two register-file slices, and a barrel
shifter. The ALU is aslice of the execution data flow path. It
includes all the registers, parity-prediction logic, multiplexers,
and the data path. Each of the four arrays represents one
fourth of a 32-bit-wide ALU, each identical eight-bit-wide
units. Each operates on eight bits of the total data word being
processed.
The ALU follows the strategy of creating one common
macrocell and using it four times, rather than partitioning the
ALU function into several distinct functions. The former
method reduced the number of unique array designs for the
ALU by a fourth. This strategy was used wherever possible
throughout the processor and memory boards.
Each two-board CPU can have one or two memory boards,
which store 8megabytes each, for atotal of 16 megabytes per

CHANGING COMPUTER FAULT SIMULATION AND REPAIR

in fault diagnosis and repair says wait until the problem occurs, then begin. But too often,
REMOTE
MAINTENANCE
the fault is atransient failure that canINTERFACE X
not be recreated. So in the new NonStop
DYNABUS
REMOTE
VLX system from Tandem Computers
MAINTENANCE
INTERFACE Y
Inc., the TMDS (Tandem Maintenance
FROM
WATCHDOG
WATCHDOG
Diagnostic Subsystem) constantly moniWATCHDOG
68000
TEMPERATURE
MICRO
MICRO
MICROSENSORS
tors the system environment: procesPROCESSOR
PROCESSOR
PROCESSOR
IN FANS
6809
6809
sors, interprocessor bus, and tape sub6809
CPU.
system. Microprocessor-based sensors
CPU,
CPU„
TERMINAL
scattered throughout the system can detect a fault as it occurs.
DISK-DRIVE
CONTROLLER
There are microprocessors throughout
TELEPHONE
WATCHDOG
LINE
MODEM
PROCESSOR
the system. The two system bus control6809
ION DISK DRIVE
lers contain the 68000-based remote
PuNiE H
maintenance interface. Hall-effect senDISK-DRIVE
SURPLIS
sors inside the fans monitor intake and
CONTROL LER
exhaust temperatures. On power supplies, TMDS can measure the actual anaWATCHDOGS. Microprocessors scattered around the VLX system gather maintenance data.
log output level. "These microprocessors
collect this information and feed it into
to achieve 100% accuracy.
the remote maintenance interface and it
form the analysis over the phone. ReThere are other fault analyzers in the
is then fed back into TMDS, where it is
motely, he can perform maintenance opsystem. A general-purpose program
analyzed constantly," says software
erations such as measuring the powercalled the Mother Fault Analyzer is
manager Jamie Allen.
supply
voltage, checking the operation
written in Lisp using MRS, arule-based
If a fault occurs, say, on one of the
of fans, adjusting power-supply marlanguage that sits on top of Lisp. Develmain processors, its 6809 microprocessor
gins, and adjusting the clock frequency
oped at Stanford University, MRS is
captures its entire state, 4,000 bits (500
up or down by 5%.
similar to Prolog.
bytes) of information called the event
"We can come in over a modem and
Because it is rule-based, the generalsignature, and stores it on disk. It stops
perform the analysis and in some cases
purpose analyzer knows nothing about
the processor clocks within one cycle
actually perform the repair, especially if
the events. The program interprets the
and captures all the registers and states
the cure is to rebalance the system, rerules against the event to determine
of the parity checkers throughout the
load a processor that had an intermitwhat to do next. It may do nothing, for
machine. "We do parity checking across
tent error, or patch a software bug,"
example,
if
it
reasons
that
an
event
is
of
the control lines," says Allen.
says Allen.
no importance, such as a corrected soft
Expert-system techniques are used to
The remote capability addresses one
memory error. The fault analyzer can
perform the fault analysis. In 90% of
of the most troublesome parts of the
make some repairs itself.
the cases, the program isolates probmaintenance problem, the "no fault
A user can trace the entire analysis
lems down to field-repairable units, such
found" service call caused by intermitprocess, including results, at a terminal
as circuit boards and disk-drive modules.
tent faults. With this system, the actual
running a program called Problem Re
Eventually, the TMDS designers expect
event is captured without having to duporter. A Tandem engineer can also perplicate the trouble after it has gone. 0
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processor set. The company points out that memory capacity
can be expanded up to 256 megabytes as higher-density megabit RAM chips become available.
Gathering maintenance data has been speeded up, too. Two
macrocell arrays inside the diagnostic data transceiver can
capture every internal state of the VLX processor board in
one clock cycle. Once the data is grabbed, it is shifted serially
to aseparate maintenance processor. Another macrocell array
controls the collection of reliability data. There are eight
strings of reliability data collected from each board in the
VLX system.
MICROPROCESSOR-MACROCELL INTERACTION

sign tradeoff that paid off," says McBride. "We did not have
to use controlled-impedance circuit boards, which would be
required if using full-ECL gate arrays."
In addition, the company is able to build its boards using
many off-the-shelf VLSI and LSI RAMs and microprocessors
without having to redesign the entire computer from the
ground up. Tandem's designers could have used ECL arrays
throughout. But then they would not have been able to use
non ECL VLSI and LSI and the whole processor would have
cost more.
A TTL I/0 buffer interface on a macrocell chip is slower
than ECL I/O buffers typically found on ECL macrocell arrays. "ECL is about two times as fast as TTL, but I/O only
affects 20% of the total performance of the computer, so
you're talking about only a 10% effect on the total cycle time
of the computer," says McBride. In addition, implementing
macrocells with ECL I/O could raise the price of the design
considerably.
Tandem's design resulted from the fact that they could get
enough system performance improvement even using TTL
I/O, but TTL I/0 allows the chips to be interfaced with all
general-purpose commodity parts, RAMs, microprocessors and
other non-ECL circuits. It gave Tandem abetter system solution in terms of other components on the board as well as the
pc board technology.

One chip in the diagnostic data transceiver controls all the
scanning for data and multiplexes it into a serial bit stream
that goes to a 6809 microprocessor on-board the diagnostic
transceiver. From the 6809, the information is routed to a
separate 68000-based maintenance processor. The second macrocell interfaces the 6809 to the execution and instruction
units. "Here is acase where asingle microprocessor is used
but its related support circuits are put into one custom macrocell array," says Beirne.
Another way macrocell arrays improve processing speed is
by allowing the system designer to concentrate on maximizing
the performance of circuits that have the greatest impact on
the overall system processing
speed. Tandem's analysis reTHREE YEARS AND A MILLION DOLLARS LATER.
vealed that about 50% of a
computer's operating cycle is
Tandem's NonStop mainframe
the key. "When we went into
IBM's Personal Computer.
spent either in the cache or
project was one program that
the agreement with Motorola
It took about two years to
lived up to its name—technolcontrol store.
Inc., we were looking at a develop the silicon technolAnother 20% of the total
ogy director Al McBride can
nine-year marriage. If anyogy, and then the system aroperating cycle is spent movattest to that. "My first day,
thing should happen during
chitects began. "We dovewhen Ientered an empty ofing data between chips: the
that time, it could jeopardize
tailed the effort," McBride
output of one logic chip is
fice, I had $1 million and a our product coming out."
says. "We developed the silirouted into the next. Gate denote from Jim [James G.
con technology, and with
Tandem would help define
lays and travel time between
about a three-month overlap,
Treybig, Tandem's president
anew macrocell array, therechips combine to slow comand chief executive officer]
by getting the semiconducthe system architects began
puter performance. Finally,
saying turn this into chips,"
tors it needed. Motorola, in
their effort to develop the
30`,'; of a computer's operathe recalls.
turn, got to sell it as a stancentral processing unit."
ing cycle is spent in the logic
That's
when
hardware
The Cupertino, Calif., comdard part. "The rationale was
of any given chip in a company's VLX project began in
simple,"
McBride
says.
manager and fellow IBM
puter design.
the fall of 1983 and was fully
"When you are a $100 mil- alumnus John Beirne took
Thus in designing VLX, the
staffed to meet product relion company and have never
over. "I had two roles: CPU
company spent much of its
quirements by March of the
development manager and
bought gate arrays before,
design effort improving the
following year. McBride was
and you have a one-man cirhardware program managcache and control store and
charged with developing the
cuit-design department, you
er," he says. "We staffed up
using high-speed ECL intersemiconductor technology.
make adeal."
ateam that designed the manal chips to speed processing.
The first order of business
McBride worked at IBM
crocell chips for the CPU."
But they chose to comprowas finding a supplier that
Before coming to Tandem,
Corp. for 15 years before
mise speed for simplified
could produce high-perfor- joining Tandem. Since the
Beirne, an energetic young
board design in the 20% of
mance semicustom chips for
early 1970s, he has worked
man with engineering degree
the total processor time
the VLX, and developing a on microprocessor and microand MBA, spent seven years
spent moving data between
symbiotic relationship was
computer chips, some for
with IBM. "I was atechnical
chips.
leader and led a software
Up until recently, ECL maproject and worked with adcrocells all came with ECL
vanced chip technologies," he
I/O cells. These cells require
says. "One reason I got on
special interfacing translathe VLX project was my extions if the macrocell I/O is
perience with very largeto be connected with TTL cirscale integration."
cuits. They also require speThough McBride developed
cialized pc boards. All of
the chip technology separately from the actual system,
these requirements conspire
to make ECL difficult to dethere was considerable intersign with.
play. "If we had an idea for a
Tandem chose to change
circuit, we could evaluate it
within a day or two against
the macrocell array so that it
what impact it would have on
offered a TTL I/O cell inAL McBRIDE
system performance."
stead of ECL. "It was a deJOHN BEIRNE
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PROBING THE NEWS
TANDEM'S OLD ARCHITECTURE
PAYS OFF IN NEW MARKETS
IS IT A 'THREATENING COMPETITOR' TO IBM IN TRANSACTION PROCESSING?
by Clifford Barney
SUNNYVALE, CALIF.

.1

. andem Computers Inc. is a
true original in a world of
look-alikes. Though all computer makers strive mightily
for product differentiation,
they tend to come up with variations on
a very few themes. Tandem has parlayed a unique computer architecture
into an almost unmatchable position in
the specialized world of transaction processing. The fault-tolerant design is now
offering a new payoff: a powerful role
in distributed computing and networking, two of the high-growth markets of
the 1980s.
"The world is moving toward on-line
processing," says Tandem president
James G. Treybig. "Businesses are distributed everywhere: branch banks, retail stores, sales offices, point-of-sale operations. If they can understand what is
happening instantaneously, they can
keep inventories low and provide better
services."
The company claims to have 60% of
the automatic bank teller market—
where it goes head to head with IBM
Corp.—and a similar share of the
electronic funds-transfer business between banks. Every major oil company uses Tandem equipment for credit-card transactions, Treybig says,
and Tandem machines are used in 15
major stock exchanges, including the
New York Stock Exchange. And the
company is about to sign a contract
for total automation of amajor U. S.
airline. Tandem hopes for even more
market penetration with its new
NonStop VLX, a cheaper and more
reliable successor to its two-year-old
NonStop TXP superminicomputer
(see related story, p. 34).
Transaction processing will account for $1.8 billion in sales for
U. S. computer manufacturers this
year, according to arecent report by
Frost & Sullivan Inc., the New York
market research firm, and will grow
to $4.7 billion by 1990. At present,
two thirds of the market is from online processing, such as automatic
Electronics/April 14, 1986

teller machines. But office automation,
now only 6%, will triple its market share
by the end of the decade, and industrial
process control will jump from 20% to
25%, the report forecasts. Tandem is
even more bullish about the future of
on-line processing. Dennis P. McEvoy,
vice president of software development,
says the market already runs well beyond $10 billion annually, the exact size
depending on how the categories are
chosen and who is doing the counting.
Last year, Tandem recorded $624.1
million in sales, a sum over 17% higher
than fiscal 1984's $532.6 million and a
reasonable figure in a miserable year
for computer makers. The outlook is
tougher this year: first-quarter sales increased only 6.5% over the comparable
period in 1985.
"How well we do in 1986 depends on
how well the computer market does in
the U. S. If it doesn't pick up, we will be
hard-pressed to have abetter year than
last year," Treybig says. International
business—mostly to European countries—is strong, he adds, but domestic

sales remain soft. "We did relatively
well last year," Treybig says. "At least
all of our people"-5,500 people at five
manufacturing sites, 100 sales offices
worldwide, and 19 subsidiary companies—"kept their jobs."
Tandem's architecture is a form of
parallel computing. But instead of
breaking down one large problem into
many small ones, as in most parallel
systems, the Tandem approach starts
with many small problems and processes them very quickly. Hence its suitability for distributed computing.
TAILOR-MADE. The location of a data
base or aperipheral is immaterial in a
Tandem system, which makes it wellsuited for networking. One process
communicates with another through
packet-switched messages without regard for physical location. The process
of creating a network is therefore
straightforward, requiring less input/
output buffering than with conventional architectures.
Its ability to offer networks makes
Tandem one of the first mainframe
manufacturers to be able to challenge
networking
companies.
Through product development, it is
already beginning to stress valueadded networks, and, with Rockwell
International's Switching Division,
it has developed an integrated communications and computer system
for telemarketing.
Tandem was founded in 1974 to
make computers for financial institutions, manufacturers, transportation
companies, and others who needed
the continuous processing of multiple
events rather than batch processing
of data. Instead of building hardware
redundancy into its system, Tandem
designed a message-based architecture, which allows all parts of the
system to operate independently. Because the Tandem system can shut down gracefully, nodes can also be
added easily. And because all this
equipment must be continuously
TREYBIG: 'We are far ahead'
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available to its users, Tandem made it
fault-tolerant. As a result, any given
fault can be quickly isolated from the
rest of the system.
So well has Tandem succeeded in establishing a reputation for fault tolerance that the company's other big
strength—expandability—tends to be
overlooked in the industry, and Tandem
is not generally seen as aleader in technology. Says McEvoy, "If we were a
new company and announced the VLX
[Tandem's new top-of-the-line product]
... everyone would say that we had outstanding technology. But we didn't start
three years ago with venture capital, we
started 11 years ago, and people tend to
say we have older technology."
EXPANDABLE TO 48 MIPS. The new machine is linearly expandable from 3million instructions per second to 48 mips,
all completely transparent to the user,
with no special programming. It can be
"put into adistributed network with the
same programs, with alternate routing
in case of failures," says McEvoy. It
boasts state-of-the-art ECL gate arrays
and aspecial disk architecture for parallel throughput, he says.
To compensate for its lack of visibility, Tandem is beginning to take the
wraps off some of its technology. With
its own semiconductor facility and
computer-aided design tools, Tandem
worked directly with Motorola Inc. on
the design of the ECL gate array for
the VLX, thus shaving weeks off turnaround time. This circuit is only the
beginning. A CMOS processor is in the
wings, and Al McBride, director of
very large-scale integration, hints that
anew generation of processors awaits
only the development of triple-layer
metalization for the fabrication of very
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are I/O intensive," he says. "You can
call it special-purpose computing, but
it's applicable to a good third of the
business."
On the business side, says Treybig,
Tandem's major achievement is its performance against IBM. "We forced
them to buy someone else's computer,"
he says proudly, referring to IBM's use
of equipment made by Stratus Computer Ltd., Natick, Mass., in some of its
transaction-processing applications. In
addition, Treybig adds, AT&T had to
come out with a hardware-redundant
machine, the 3B20, to compete with Tandem in on-line computing.
'THREATENING.' Indeed, says Stephen K.
Smith, an analyst at Paine Webber Inc.,
New York, Tandem is a "threatening
competitor" to IBM in transaction proTandem's success
cessing, amarket IBM has traditionally
forced IBM to offer
dominated. IBM has mounted a significant effort to stop Tandem from taking
fault-tolerant systems
away business, Smith says.
But Tandem's networking ability will
performance gain made each year by
keep the company ajump ahead of Strathe technology." With the Tandem sys- tus, IBM's supplier, says Michael Murtem, linking processors results in a phy of the California Technology
near-linear increase in performance, the Stock Letter. "They are clearly the leader [in transaction processing] and they
company maintains.
That's important, says McEvoy, be- can sell anetwork, not just one or two
cause it gives customers a chance to machines," Murphy says.
To broaden its markets, Tandem is bestart small. "You don't always know
how successful an on-line application ginning to introduce message-handling
software. It is beginning to offer a
will be," he adds. "Automatic tellers
have taken off, videotex hasn't. Modular range of information-transfer programs,
expandability lets users invest more as including electronic mail, data communications, facsimile, and microcomputer-todemand grows."
McEvoy concedes that Tandem's mes- mainframe communications. Its netsage-based architecture rules out its working software supports both IBM's
LU.6 Systems Network Architecture
participation in the engineering and scientific market and in real-time applica- and the International Organization for
tions that require microsecond response Standardization's open-systems intercontime. 'We are not compute intensive, we
nection reference model.
Tandem also sees opportunities in factory
automation and was one
of the first companies to
support the General Motors
Corp.-sponsored
Manufacturing Automation Protocol. Late last
month, Tandem bought
asmall piece of Triplex,
aTorrance, Calif., maker
of fault-tolerant programmable logic controllers, and the two will
jointly produce a MAP
system. "We are far
ahead of anyone on
networking
software
and distributed data
bases," Treybig says in
summary. "Others build
networks on top of individual processors. Our
lowest-level
operating
system is a network.
That is unique."
EJ
dense "sea of gates" arrays.
McEvoy
claims
that
Tandem's
networking software is also years ahead
of the competition. No other distributed
data base can run asynchronously and
concurrently in multiple memories, he
says; Tandem got ajump because it already runs adistributed data base in a
single system.
One criticism sometimes leveled at
Tandem machines is that the messagebased architecture means higher system
overhead for users. But McEvoy says
that it also results in the lowest cost per
transaction and the cheapest route to
modular expansion.
"If you stay with a single box," he
says, "you are limited to the 20% to 30%
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IS COMPUTER CONFERENCING
FINALLY EMERGING AS A TOOL?
THIS INTERACTIVE TECHNIQUE BEGINS TO CATCH THE EYE OF INVESTORS

C

PALO ALTO

omputer conferencing, the
orphan of the telecommunications industry, may be finally emerging as a legitimate technology. Not only is
there microcomputer-based conferencing
software in the wings and networking
companies on the prowl for innovative
applications, but now computer conferencing is beginning to catch the eye of
major investors.
Dean Witter Reynolds Inc. is the latest big booster; W. J. Cara, one of its
analysts based in Toronto, Canada, is an
unabashed fan who convinced the brokerage to arrange for a private placement for apromising conferencing company. Declares an enthusiastic Cara:
"Computer conferencing is the next
spreadsheet."
That company was NET! Technologies
Inc., Vancouver, B. C.; several months
later Dean Witter took it public. NETI
alone is shooting for $10 million in sales
this year and for $250 million by 1990,
claims Cara. It had just over $1 million
in 1985. On the other hand, a recent
estimate put the entire market for computer conferencing at about
million
for services and $2.75 million for software licenses.
NETI's operating subsidiary, Network Technologies
International
Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich.,
now has more than $20
million to spend—more
than the entire computer-conferencing market
is projected to generate
this year. Despite the
growing
enthusiasm,
however, it won't be an
easy job to grow this
market. Jeffrey J. Elpern, NETI's vice president of marketing, says
"this is a new technology. We have a major
marketing education job
in front of us."
They certainly do. No
one has ever figured out
how to make a profitable business out of
computer conferencing.
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by Clifford Barney

Executives are skeptical about using
computers, and unfriendly software has
done nothing to change their attitudes.
Even smoother second-generation systems are no guarantee of a market.
Conexus, a Beaverton, Ore., company
that had already tested some conferencing products, gave up on a microcomputer-based system because it could see
no way to make money on it.
Some people still feel that way about
computer conferencing. It's avery small
business and will stay that way, maintains Herbert S. Dordick, aprofessor of
communications at Temple University
and a communications consultant who
has studied network applications. He
considers the technology a variation of
teleconferencing that will never replace
direct contact. But NET! president Lawrence B. Brilliant says that video conferencing and all other synchronous methods of communication are ultimately unsatisfactory because they are not easily
organized or searched. Computer conferencing, expressible in words, is cheaper
and more useful, he insists.
One reason is that computer conferencing is anew dimension in communication between humans as well as between machines. Most computer commu-

nication is devoted to the efficient routing of data and code. The whole idea is
to make the network look like a seamless whole. Only recently has electronic
mail, which not only acknowledges the
presence of other entities but actually
requires them, been included in
networking packages.
WHOLE ENVIRONMENT. Electronic mail is
just autility, however. Computer conferencing is awhole environment that can
help users interact with other people on
a net, much as they use windowing to
interact with the hardware, backers say.
Using it, large groups of people can cooperate on a project even though they
are separated by great distances. Besides organizing group and interpersonal messaging, it also makes large text
and data bases mutually accessible.
Computer conferencing has been
around since the 19'70s, but the early
systems were based on minicomputers
or mainframes. They were expensive
and either experimental or limited in
scope. A number of large companies and
universities developed in-house systems,
but only one commercial system—from
Infomedia Corp., Menlo Park, Calif.—
got atoehold in the market.
Now with second-generation conferencing software becoming available, computer
conferencing
becomes
more attractive, particularly as companies begin
to wire themselves into
local-area
networks
(LANs). "The biggest
use of computer conferencing will be in internal
operations within a single organization," figures Murray Turoff, designer of the Electronic
Information Exchange
System (EIES) at the
New Jersey Institute of
Technology.
Systems
will get a free ride on
LANs,
Turoff
adds.
That's a switch because
computer conferencing
TUROFF: Systems must be
tailored if they are to succeed commercially.
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the VM, VMS, and AT&T Co.'s Unix operating systems, and an IBM Corp. Personal Computer-based system running
under MS-DOS. "By the end of the year,
we will have aproduct for every operating system," says NETI's Brilliant.
NETI has also developed aUnix-based
application for joint document preparation and signed an agreement for AT&T
Communications Inc. to market it. And
it sells conferencing services
through General Electric InECLECTIC THREESOME BOOSTS CONFERENCING
formation
Services
Co.,
Confer system, which is at which runs one of the world's
gency Preparedness. A marThe backgrounds of the three
largest commercial telecomleading players in computer keting realist, Turoff is not the heart of the present prodmunications networks.
convinced that the technol- ucts from NETI Technologies
conferencing could hardly be
Inc., the parent company.
Commercial pioneer Infomore diverse: one was a ogy has a great commercial
C. Renwick Breck, vice
media is getting into the act
future. "If I wanted to go
physicist, one a physician,
president of Infomedia Corp.,
by adapting its 10-year-old
and the third was aU. S. sen- out and make some money
was a protégé of the late
Notepad software to the new
right now in this technology,
ator's aide.
age of microcomputers. The
The physicist, Murray Tur- Iwould concentrate on asim- Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey
and wrote some of Humcompany stresses the simplicoff, is the designer of the ple-minded system devoted
phrey's social legislation. He
ity of Notepad—users can acElectronic Information Ex- only to allowing people to
cess it through the nine numchange System (EIES) con- find three others at any hour later became interested in
the development of new tech- ber keys on a standard keyof the day or night to play
ferencing system and coaunologies and pioneered in the
board—and goes to great
thor with sociologist Starr contract bridge," he says.
lengths to establish the secuLawrence B. Brilliant, a use of Landsat for mapping
Roxanne Hiltz of the canonirity of its system.
physician and founder of applications. Breck saw concal
computer-conferencing
ferencing as a medium for
Infomedia got into the
Network Technologies Inc.,
text, The Network Nation.
crisis
management
and , market prematurely, says
He also was instrumental in
worked on the successful
bought Infomedia when its* vice president C. Renwick
U. N. project to eliminate the
developing the prototypical
Breck (see "Eclectic threeconferencing system, Emis- smallpox virus. Teaching at owners, who had taken over
from founder Jacques Vallee,
some boosts conferencing").
the University of Michigan,
ari, in the late 1960s for the
seemed ready to fold it.-C. B.
It almost foundered after inPresidential Office of Emer- he met the developers of the
curring heavy development
costs and then becoming nearly captive
to a single customer, a consortium of
nuclear power plants. Breck led agroup
that bought out Infomedia's founders
and is now restructuring the company.
Infomedia has provided the nuclear
plants with their own systems and begun developing new products, including
an MS-DOS version of Notepad; it also
plans to merge Notepad with Data General Corp.'s information-management
IC QUALITY GRADES:
package, CEO.
IMPACT ON SYSTEM RELIABILITY
NETI and Infomedia have the infant
market nearly to themselves. But adozand LIFE CYCLE COST
en or more systems are in use both publicly and inside such large corporations
as Citibank, Digital Equipment, Exxon,
This text presents the main factors governing
Hewlett-Packard,
Honeywell,
IBM,
the relative reliability and application of plastic
commercial (screened and unscreened),
Procter & Gamble, and Xerox.
hermetic commercial, and MIL-SPEC
NETI has written two conferencing
integrated circuits (ICs). Specific areas
\
systems from scratch; it recently bought
\
addressed include initial costs and
out its chief competitor, Participation
procurement lead times, application stresses of
,Cee
\
\
particular concern with plastic encapsulated
Systems Inc., causing a flurry of interICs, procurement practices for obtaining the
est in the close-knit conferencing combest available plastic ICs, and life cycle cost
munity. Participation Systems created
analysis for alternative quality grades.
Parti, aconferencing package that was
one of the first portable systems but
which had a tendency to fragment into
• Order No. SOAR-3 $46. per copy ($56. non-US) prepaid
different discussions. NETI will eventually merge Parti and its own eForum
RAG
software. The merger left only Info1 Reliability Analysis Center
media, which NETI had also tried to
I
I RADCIRAC •Griffiss AFB, NY 13441-5700 •Tel. (315) 330-4151; Autovon: 587-4151
buy, as acommercial rival to NETI. Two
national videotex services—the Source
RAC is a DoD Information Analysis Center Operated by ¡IT Research Institute
and Compuserve—also supply confergrew up piggybacking on the telephone
system as a means of linking people
over large distances.
However, Turoff contends that only
companies that spend money on tailoring their systems for special purposes
can hope to make it commercially. "The
general-purpose data-processing centers that survived are those that invested in the development of specialized

software in particular fields like health
and banking. Those conferencing suppliers that want to survive need major
development efforts and a clear set of
objectives related to the market they
want to service."
NETI plans to start by offering products across a variety of hosts and systems. It will supply multiuser systems
for large corporations, running under

MIL-SPEC

e
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encing, and several regional networks—
Unison in Denver, the New England
Commons in Newton, Mass., and The
Well in Sausalito, Calif.—offer it as a
part of quasi-public information utilities.
Some observers believe that with the
Participation Systems acquisition, NETI
has established itself as boss of whatever computer-conferencing market exists.
But NJIT's Turoff, who has led the
technological development of computer
conferencing for more than a decade,
says the medium is too flexible for any
one company to capture it all.
ULTIMATE MARKET. "The ultimate marketplace will be made up of awide variety of different systems catering to different applications and different needs
for communications," Turoff says.
"There is no one best design. The best
computer-mediated communications system will be highly tailored to the applications of the group using it."
One typical tailored application, Turoff says, will be in data-base systems.
These, he contends, will in the future
have integral conferencing structures
so that many users can use them jointly.
The software, he adds, will be cheap and
distributed throughout a computer system to reduce communications costs.
EIES is developing its own next-generation conferencing software, under the
general designation of EJES 2. It is
funded jointly by the State of New Jersey and IBM. EIES 2systems are written in C and use X.400 data structures
to allow for inclusion in distributed systems. Versions are in the works for
Unix System V, IBM's VM/CMS, and
MS-DOS. These products will be licensed
commercially, Turoff says, and NJIT is
seeking industrial partners.
NJIT's Turoff is convinced that anew
class of "information brokers" will be
required to provide the technical assistance to get a computer conferencing
market off the ground. They are just as
important, he says, as data-base administrators. EJES has long had its own online "user consultants," a kind of electronic ski patrol for assisting the
inexperienced.
Last April, a group of conferencing
professionals formed the Electronic
Networking Association to spread the
gospel of computer conferencing. Members—about 60 altogether—confer with
one another electronically in messages
that are ported across network boundaries by diligent volunteers.
The most common topic of their messages: how to overcome corporate resistance to computer conferencing. Members agree that the technology, however
problematic, is not the main barrier.
"You are not dealing with technology,"
says one corporate manager of a computer conferencing system. "You are
dealing with social change."
D
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At VAC the word quality means the
ideal balance between technology and
economy: tailor-made specifications
at low cost. The value of this policy
reveals itself in the high degree of
reliability. Regardless of whether your
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or mobile service, in the arctic or
the tropics — our components are
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CIRCUITS FOR
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS
Almost 350 diagrammed circuits arranged by 51 of the most useful functions for
designers. Taken from the popular "Designer's Casebook" of Electronics, these
circuits have been designed by engineers for the achievement of specific engineering objectives.
Order your copy today! Send $17.95 to:
Electronics Week Books
McGraw-Hill Inc.
Princeton Road
Hightstown, N.J. 08520
(Tel.) 609/426-5070
Ten-day money-back guarantee.
Allow 4106 weeks fordellvery.

McGraw-Hill
Intl. Publications Co.
Attn: ECC
McGraw-Hill House
Maidenhead, Berkshire, SL6 2QL
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PROBING THE NEWS

U.S. CHIP MAKERS GO ALL OUT
TO HIKE JAPANESE SALES
FAIRCHILD, AMD, AND INTEL SAY TRADE PRESSURE WON'T WORK
by Michael Berger
TOKYO

A

growing number of U. S.
semiconductor makers are
dramatically increasing their
presence in Japan in an allout effort to carve out abigger market share that won't depend on
government negotiations.
Out in front of the pack is Fairchild
Semiconductor Asia Inc., Tokyo. "No
matter how much trade pressure we put
on the Japanese, they simply won't buy
many American semiconductor products
unless they're made in Japan. That's
why we're producing here, and that is
why we expect to succeed here," declares Ronald C. Norris, executive vice
president.
Other U. S. chipmakers now making a
much stronger Japanese effort include
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Intel Japan Ltd., and National Semiconductor
Japan Ltd. They have done such things
as increase their engineering staffs, reorganize sales and marketing operations, and focus on niche markets such
as application-specific integrated circuits
and factory and office-automation applications, where they expect to show double-digit sales growth.
Though U. S. makers have long considered local manufacturing as one of
the best ways to increase their Japanese
market share, they usually have shied
away from making the investment. Now
the trend seems to be moving in that
direction. Fairchild is making products
in Japan, and AMD seems headed in
that direction although U. S. executives
discount any plans to do so. Although
Intel does not yet produce in Japan, Eugene J. Flath, Intel Japan director, says
"we have strong interest in doing so at
some time in the future." Industry
sources say that's likely to happen within the next two or three years. Meanwhile, Intel's Tsukuba design center,
which formerly did 80% of its work for
the U. S. market, is now designing 100%
of its products specifically for Japan.
U. S. companies that have been running successful local semiconductor
plants are either turning out products
for their own use or for non-Japanese
markets. As a result, their impact on
U. S.-Japan semiconductor trade and
American penetration of the Japanese
44

moves will help—Japanese customers
market have been minimal [Electronics,
are notorious for their demands on chip
July 15, 1985, p. 30]. Texas Instruments
Japan Ltd. has concentrated local pro- makers and designers. A manager for a
major customer says, "Even though our
duction primarily on memory products
for foreign markets. And most of Nip- people often speak English, we don't
pon Motorola Ltd.'s Japanese production like to have to go all the way to California to work out a problem. We much
is for its own use and export. IBM Japan Ltd., of course, produces exclusively prefer to work here at home, with the
Japanese staff of our American supplifor its inhouse users.
er. Whatever the U. S. companies do to
Now beginning to make adent in the
Japanese market too are U. S.-owned ap- increase their presence in this market is
going to pay off for them, especially if
plication-specific IC makers such as
they keep pushing into
Asahi Microsystems (a
these application-spejoint venture between
cific IC markets."
Gould and Asahi ChemiAMD's sales line is
cal), Harris, LSI Logic Jaclearly directed toward
pan, Monolithic Memories,
the high-growth office
and Signetics. They all
automation market in
have design centers in JaJapan. At its heart are
pan. The new strategies
the company's 9300
of AMD, Fairchild, and Infamily of microprocestel, however, should result
sors, its 9580 and 9581
in a much bigger payoff
disk controllers, its
because they have broad95C60 16-bit controllers
er product lines and profor factory-automation
prietary designs.
and graphics applica"I expect our sales to
exceed $300 million in Ja- RONALD NORRIS: To sell in Japan, tions, and its new line
pan by 1990," up from $65 semiconductor products must be of 32-bit microprocessor building blocks for
million in 1985, says James manufactured in Japan.
artificial
intelligence
Shinn, general manager of
AMD's Tokyo operation. His strategy to and advanced computer tasks.
"Technology is one thing," Shinn
reach that goal is as concise a package
says, "but supporting it is equally cruas one of his high-performance ICs.
"There are three key ingredients to cial, and we've made important changes
to improve our support and provide fast
succeeding in this market," says Shinn,
"and none of them is any secret—ad- turnaround." Since January, AMD has
vanced technology, superb quality, and handled production of all the products
Shinn is marketing exclusively in Japan
reliable, prompt sales/service support.
at two lines in that part of the world: in
If you don't have all three, you die.
Malaysia and Singapore. The company
We've put those three musts in place."
also has written new specifications for
The big question is how much such
these products to satisfy Japanese customer
needs.
Companies
1985 sales ($ million)
Two months ago,
205
Texas Instruments Japan
AMD and Sony Corp.
85
Intel Japan
agreed to jointly devel70
Nippon Motorola
op IC products both
65
Advanced Micro Devices
can produce and market worldwide. But
35
National Semiconductor
Ben Anixter, vice presi30
Fairchild Semiconductor
dent for corporate mar15
Signetics
keting at AMD head9
Monolithic Memories
quarters in Sunnyvale,
Note IBM Japan produces in-house only — statistics are unavailable.
Calif., says there are
SOURCE: ELECTRONICS
no current plans to set
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to service now, but we'll have to see."
Flath acknowledges these complaints,
and says he came to Japan to correct
Intel's internal problems. "My goal is to
eliminate the need for me to be here,"
he says.
Intel also appointed anew sales manager for Japan, reduced the number of
accounts per salesperson, and changed
assignments "to promote some good
people and strengthen our ability to
serve an account," says Flath. The results: a 15% turnover in staff, but predictions of 10% to 15% growth in sales
this year from last year's $85 million,
mostly in special ICs for office and factory-automation applications.
PRODUCTION UP. Fairchild's commitment
to Japanese production began in 1984,
when it invested close to $100 million in
aplant in Isahaya City, near Nagasaki.
But managerial changes resulting from
its takeover by Schlumberger Ltd. set
back production goals. Executive vice
president Norris arrived in Japan early
last year to head a new management
team. He says the plant, which was
turning out 3 million units a month of
its CMOS static random-access memories, standard TTLs, and other products
last year, now produces 10 million, most
of them low-end-market devices bound
for Southeast Asia.
Between 50% and 60% of all units produced are now bound for those markets,
but in value terms, the percentages are
reversed because of the gate-array 32bit-microprocessor ASICs
JAMES SHINN: "I expect our sales to exceed $300 million in Fairchild markets in Japan. Fairchild, which also
Japan by 1990," says AMD's general manager in Tokyo.
will start up a6-in, waferfabrication line by early
1987, has doubled its plant
production staff to 200.
The company also has
opened a sales office in
Nagoya, where this fall it
will open a technical
center.
National Semiconductor
is also getting more aggressive in the Japanese
market. It has added nine
Japanese engineers to its
overall staff of 110, is introducing at least eight
designs especially for Japanese customers, and expects sales to grow between 20% and 25% by the
end of 1986 from the 1985
total of $35 million.
But National will not
say if or when it will build
a Japanese plant. "We're
actively defining precisely
what we must do to meet
the needs of this market,"
says subsidiary president
William G. Watson.
0

up afabrication line in Japan.
Nevertheless, "U. S. makers are taking up the Japanese challenge and coming here to produce," says Peter G.
Wolff, vice president of PrudentialBache Securities Far East Research in
Tokyo. "They also realize that they
can't serve Japanese customers properly
from thousands of miles away."
Wolff notes that by committing themselves to an expanded presence in Japan, the American makers will benefit
by increasing their knowledge of Japanese production engineering and customer needs.
AMD has made a move in that direction by transferring a senior American
engineer to Tokyo, giving the person intensive language training, and putting
the engineer in charge of developing
and leading aquality-assurance staff.
Intel's design and assembly center in
Tsukuba has made similar changes.
"We've consolidated what used to be
three engineering groups—a pilot ASIC
group and two satellite design centers
which used to do work only for U. S.
customers—and made them into asingle
unit that designs ASICs and microprocessors exclusively for the Japanese
market," says Intel's Flath.
Japanese industry sources say that
Intel's reputation for technology had
not been matched by its service support
record. "They did not seem well-organized," says one manager. "It hurt their
reputation. They seem more committed
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"REAL-WORLD"
COMPUTER
INTERFACE
BOARDS
FOR OEMS!

Model 1018-PC High-Density Parallel I/O
.3aard used in Process Control, Automated
Vesting Equipment, Many Other Applications.
ICD announces acomplete line of "RealWorld" interface boards designed for
OEM use in your products and systems,
including analog and digital interface
boards for the IBM-PC, XT, AT, and
board-compatibles! ICD Products feature high-density design, long-term
reliability, quality documentation, and
real-time technical support to both
OEMs and end users. Now in use by
many quality organizations, including:
•AT&T Technologies
•Bell Communications Research
•Boeing Commercial Airplane Co.
•Collins Communications
•Delaval/Barksdale Controls
•Fairchild Space Company
•GTE
•Hughes Aircraft Corp.
•Integrated Environmental Controls
•Jet Propulsion Labs [JPLI
•Martin-Marietta Aerospace
•NASA -Ames Research Center
•Northrop Defense Systems
•Polaroid Corp.
•Rockwell International
...
and many others!
Need software engineering and/or interfacing assistance? ICD Custom Soluqons Group provides complete PC integration services, including special interface and software development, shortrun manufacturing, enclosures, as well
as PC board design, to help you meet
your product goals fast.
Solve your interfacing problem today:
Call ICD to obtain data sheets and the
name of your nearest ICD Products
Representative.
Industrial Computer Designs
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31264 La Baya Drive
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(818) 889-3179
Circle 38 for board-level product literature.
Circle 37 for custom design services becchure.
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COMPANIES

A 'NEW' APPLICON TRIES TO
REGAIN EDGE IN CAD/CAM
REORGANIZED SCHLUMBERGER UNIT, 'VERY WEAK' IN RECENT
YEARS, IS COMING OUT WITH A BROAD LINE OF NEW PRODUCTS
ANN ARBOR, MICH.
nce Applicon was among the leaders
in the computer-aided-design business, but no more. Since the 1982 onslaught of advanced 32-bit engineering
work stations, its market share has
dwindled and its profits turned to
losses. So far, the company has been
silent on the Unix work-station front,
with a product line based strictly on
Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX/MicroVAX VMS operating system. But the
newly reorganized operating unit of
Schlumberger Ltd. is out to regain its
past prominence, beginning at next
month's Computer Graphics '86 show in
Anaheim, Calif.
Last July, Schlumberger moved Applicon's headquarters from Burlington,
Mass., to Ann Arbor, where it combined
Applicon's operations with those of another Schumberger operating unit, Manufacturing Data Systems Inc. MDSI was
acquired by Schlumberger in early 1981,
Applicon in late 1982.
Applicon is hoping that the mix of its
design strength with the products of
MDSI, which is strong in computer-aided
manufacturing, will give it the means to
offer a unique front-to-back CAD/CAM
capability. The old MDSI was a significant player in the mechanical CAM business, featuring a strong lineup of software products that run primarily in a
VAX/MicroVAX environment.
At the Anaheim show, "the new Applicon," as officials here are fond of calling it, will roll out a product line that
combines the formerly separate lines of

O

the two subsidiaries into a single integrated product family. The company will
jump on the 32-bit Unix work-station
bandwagon for the first time by offering a new work-station package on a
Sun Microsystems platform as well as
on its traditional VAX/MicroVAX base.
SOFTWARE INTEGRATION. The old MDSI
line includes tools for numerical-control
programming, complex surface machining, and sheet-metal design and application, for example. With the combined
Applicon/MDSI line, "our strength is going to be the integration of various
pieces of software that Ithink the industry is going to be surprised at," says
president Richard A. Mohrman.
As akey part of its strategy, Applicon
hopes to reestablish its lost prominence
in electronic CAD. It already has apresence in 32-bit mechanical CAD with its
Bravo line, introduced in 1983. Included

Its market share fell
from 15% to 3.2%
since the late 1970s
in the new line—which will keep the Bravo family name—is a 32-bit electronic
printed-circuit-board design package encompassing schematic-design capture,
circuit simulation, interactive layout, and
automated placement and routing. "Applicon has been very weak on the electronics side for three or four years, and
this should get us right back in there
with the good ones," says Mohrman.

Topping off the Anaheim show package is a new line of graphics terminals
for the VAX-based market. These terminals can also be outfitted with a Sun
central-processing-unit board to work as
astand-alone unit in the world of AT&T
Bell Laboratories' Unix operating system. "A month from now, somebody
might come out with something different, but right now, there's nobody that
can touch it from a graphics point of
view," Mohrman says. Officials are
sketchy with details but say the Applicon graphics package will outstrip the
competition in such typical graphics parameters as resolution, vectors per second, and speed.
The addition of the Sun platform will
offer a badly needed capability for Applicon, says Bryan F. Barton, director of
electronic marketing. VAX and Micra
VAX work station-based equipment
"will remain a very major focus of our
developmental and marketing activities.
But some people prefer a Unix nonproprietary-type capability. And on Sun,
you also have what I would call true
windowing and true networking in the
sense of the ability to have diskless
nodes and the like. DEC has not yet
stepped up to that in terms of a work
station."
For Applicon, the new-product moves
are an effort to stop a market slide of
recent years. As one of the original
CAD/CAM turnkey-system vendors, Applicon held a 15% to 20% share of the
market in the late 19'70s. But its share
dwindled to only 3.2% of a $3.4 billion
CAD/CAM market in 1985, and that includes revenues from the former MDSI,
says Vicki J. Brown, asenior analyst at
market researcher International Data
Corp., Framingham, Mass. Schlumberger does not break out the numbers
for its unit, but Brown estimates that
Applicon's revenue was flat in 1985 at
about $110 million—enough to rank the
company 11th in 1985 sales among

SYNERGY. Applicon's operations were combined with those of Manufacturing Data Systems Inc. at anew headquarters in Ann Arbor.
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PRIME NOW EXPECTS
A DROP IN EARNINGS
Superminicomputer maker Prime Computer Inc. now expects its earnings in
the first quarter of 1986 to fall 25% below last year's first quarter, although
revenue will rise 10% to 15%. The Natick, Mass., company blames the profit
drop on a combination of continuing
strategic investments and fewer than
expected shipments. In light of the industry's ongoing sluggishness, Prime
has also reassessed its 1986 operating
plan and has decided to limit investments and hiring to key areas. The company recently said these areas include
research and development and sales
[Electronics, March 17, 1986, p. 58].

OH THE ATTACK. Applicon's strength is in integ ating software, says president Mohrman (left),
and anew platform will boost the capability of isline, says marketing director Barton.
CAD/CAM vendors, she says.

The groundwork for the Applicon/MDSI merger was laid in 1983,
when Mohrman came to MDSI from another Schlumberger company to head
the then-unprofitable Ann Arbor operation. "In late 1983, we started making
plans to bring the two companies together, and the early plans were around
product development to make sure the
two groups weren't going off on tangents," Mohrman says. "By early 1985,
we brought the two product lines together and each sales force sold each
other's product lines. In mid-1985, we
took the next step, which was to bring
the two companies together."
SHIFT OF FOCUS. An 11-year Schlumberger veteran, the 51-year-old Mohrman successfully restored MDSI to profitability in 1984 by killing some old products and hastening the development of
new ones. Now Mohrman is charged
with executing asimilar reversal of fortunes at Applicon. "MDSI was profitable
in 1984 and 1985, but Applicon lost money in both of those years. And the
losses at Applicon exceeded the profits
at IVIDSI," he says.
But already, the new Applicon is
showing an operating profit, he notes.
That's thanks in part to savings
achieved through elimination of some
150 jobs in consolidating previously separate accounting, marketing, and salesmanagement staffs into one operation,
together with a few reductions at the
field offices.
Though some nontechnical positions
were pruned in the consolidation, engineering was not cut back. The old
MDSI contingent of about 150 engineers
remains in place. A like number of engi-

MAXTOR STOCK ISSUE
RAISES $30 MILLION
Maxtor Corp. has raised $30.8 million

from a public offering of 1.5 million
shares of newly issued stock. The Santa
Clara, Calif., company makes high-performance 51
/-in. Winchester disk drives
4
with 380-megabyte capacity. Only last
August, it raised $17.4 million through
its initial public offering. Since then, its
stock has risen from $11 to about
$20.50.

neers in the old Applicon product-development group was maintained in Billerica, Mass., as was all the manufacturing
for the new company.
The merger has not been without
problems. "Quite a bit of employee loyalty was lost at Applicon when people
who were out in Burlington were told
that in order to keep their jobs they had
to transfer to Ann Arbor," notes IDC's
CHIP EQUIPMENT
Brown. "They had alot of turnover and
a lot of very unhappy people."
MAKERS MERGE
The task ahead of Applicon is what
Two California semiconductor equipMohrman calls "a classic marketing
ment manufacturers, Silicon Valley
chore. For one thing, we've got to reesGroup Inc. of San Jose and AG Processtablish Applicon's image on the electroning Technologies of Sunnyvale, have
ics side of the business." he says, addagreed to merge. Under terms of the
ing that an important job also still lies
deal, which involves astock swap of unahead in training and educating the
disclosed volume, AG Processing Techsales and support staff on the soon-tonologies will become a wholly owned
be-announced new-product package.
subsidiary of Silicon Valley Group. AG
Applicon will face fierce competition
Processing Technologies, founded in
and pricing pressure in its bid to make a 1981, specializes in rapid thermal proCAD/CAM comeback. Some 300 compacessing of wafers. Its technology comnies are today pursuing a CAD/CAM
plements Silicon Valley Group's recently
market that is expected to reach $9.9
announced vertical thermal reactor
billion worldwide by 1989, says Datatechnology.
quest Inc., San Jose, Calif.
But Mohrman is banking on the inteDALLAS FIRM MAKES
gration of both mechanical and electronNEW DEBT OFFERING
ic design with MDSI's expertise in asingle CAD/CAM system. Applicon's new
Taking advantage of lower interest
line will go beyond most competitive
rates, Recognition Equipment Inc., the
products in its breadth of electromeDallas maker of optical and magneticchanical CAD/CAM capabilities, he says,
ink character-recognition systems, has
which should prove attractive to potenmade a public offering of $45 million in
tial users. After all, Mohrman says, "it's
debentures. Proceeds from the offering,
a rare customer today who makes mewhich carries an interest rate of 7.25%,
chanical products who doesn't also have
will be used to redeem an earlier issue
aneed for electrical and electronic capaof Recognition Equipment debentures
bilities. And it's also a rare electronics
that had an 11% rate, and to reduce the
firm that doesn't have a need for mecompany's debt under arevolving-credit
chanical."
-Wesley R. Iversen
agreement.
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The Electronics Index, a seasonally adjusted measure of the U.S.
electronics industry's health, is a weighted average of various
indicators. Different indicators will appear from week to week.

U. S. ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT
January 1986

December 1985

January 1985

Production workers (thousands)
Office and computing machines

170.1

171.8

200.9

Communications equipment

284.3

286.4

295.5

56.4

57.4

58.5

344.3

346.3

408.7

Radio and TV receiving equipment
Components

U. S. GENERAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS
February 1986
Index of leading economic indicators

174.1

February 1985
167.4

Budgeted outlays of the federal government IS billions)

78.290

82.849

74.851

Budgeted outlays of the Department of Defense IS billions)

21.268

20.945

19.785

Operating rate of all industries 1% capacity)

77.6

78.3

78.9

Industrial-production index

125.7

126.5

123.7

Total housing starts (annual rate in thousands)

1,985

2,056

1,632

Those

who were hoping for continued signs of economic
improvement in the U. S. electronics industry have received
a new jolt: employment continues to fall. The number of
production workers in January dropped 0.8%, following a
decline of 0.6% in December and of 0.7% in November.
The latest slash in electronics industry payrolls follows more
than a year of consecutive monthly cuts. From January 1985
to January 1986, more than 108,000 production workers lost
their jobs in the electronics industry-a drop of over 11%.
48

175.4

January 1986

What's more, January marked the second consecutive
month in which all electronics-industry sectors pared worker
ranks. Even manufacturers of radio and TV equipment
trimmed payrolls 1.7% in January. Employment in this sector
has been relatively strong, falling by just 2,100, or 3.8%,
during the past year. That's much better than the components sector, which cut employment by 0.6% in January
alone. For the past 12 months, components employment
has dropped by 64,000, or 15.8%.
Electronics/April 14, 1986

PEOPLE

A BUSY ISAACSON STARTS
TWO NEW COMPANIES
SEATTLE

nortia

Isaacson could write a book
about changing computer careers
for fun and profit. For starters, she has
worked as asoftware engineer, teacher,
computer retailer, and market research
executive. Now she is busily starting up
two companies, one of which is pioneering an industry.
A veteran of the microcomputer field,
Isaacson started out designing real-time
operating systems for mainframes and
minicomputers. Armed with four degrees, including aPhD in computer science from Southern Methodist University, she taught classes, in programming
and computer architecture at North Texas State University and the University
of Texas at Dallas.
RETAIL TO RESEARCH. In 1976, as personal computers were starting to take
shape, she opened acomputer specialty
shop called The Micro Store. Four years
later, she began Future Computing Inc.,
the Dallas market researcher that rode
the rising tide of the microcomputer
boom years. McGraw-Hill Inc., which
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
J. DANIEL McCRANIE

0 Seeq Technology Inc. has
named J. Daniel McCranie
president and chief executive
officer, succeeding E. Floyd
Kvamme. Appointed vice
president of the San Jose,
Calif., company in December
1982, McCranie has been responsible for marketing and
sales since September 1983.
Before joining Seeq, he was
group vice president of sales
at Harris Semiconductor.
CHARLES A. ZRAKET

D The board of trustees of
Mitre Corp., Bedford, Mass.,
has elected Charles A. Zraket
president and chief executive
officer, effective July 1when
current president Robert R.
Everett retires. Zraket has
been with the systems-engineering company in positions
of increasing responsibility
since it spun off from MIT's
Lincoln Laboratory 25 years
ago. In 1978, he was appointcd to his present position as
executive vice president and
chief operating officer.
Electronics/April 14, 1986

publishes Electronics, purchased the
company in June 1984.
With part of the money received from
that sale, Isaacson, 43, and husband Egil
Juliussen, who nows runs Future Computing as chairman, built acompletely integrated electronic home. The home features a telecom-equipped office and electronic control of climate,
security, kitchen, and entertainment systems.
The house serves as a
base for the first of
Isaacson's two new ventures: Intellisys Corp.,
which she formed to develop software for similar intelligent houses of
the future (see story,
p. 24). The three-monthold
company
should
gross between $500,000
and $1 million this year,
Isaacson says.
"The game plan in the
first few years is to
work with the manufac-

W. LOUIS WOOLDRIDGE

D Digital Switch Corp., which
opened an office in Tokyo
following a major systems
sale last fall to Daini-Denden
Inc., named W. Louis Wool
dridge its first director of
Far East marketing. DainiDenden will open services
next year as one of the new
competitors to common carrier Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Corp. Wooldridge, 42,
comes to his new assignment
after three years as director
of product planning for the
Plano, Texas, company. He
had been manager of switching systems engineering for
Sprint and MCI Communications Corp. Wooldridge .will
also be in charge of DSC Japan Inc., Digital Switch's recent joint venture with Mitsubishi Corp.
JOHN N. LoPRESTI

1: Houston's Quasitonics Inc.
has named John N. LoPresti
president. Most recently, he
served as vice president of
commercial sales for Toom
Systems Inc., where he was
responsible for sales in North

turers in research and development to
help develop the concepts, products, and
market understanding that's going to
get this started," Isaacson explains.
"What we're doing is making acommitment to help the market for electronic
homes develop."
While the house was coming together,
Isaacson obtained aTexas license to sell
securities. That was necessary for her
second startup, which made its debut
last December. Called Isaacson Inc., the
company consults on mergers and acquisitions for the computer industry.
Technical smarts and alarge network
of computer industry
contacts allow the company to market its services in a field dominated by old-line investment
banking houses. Right
now, Isaacson and her
two employees are targeting computer retailers and have under contract six companies looking for a buyer. Next,
Isaacson Inc. will go after makers of peripherals and boards.
And as a recently

America. Prior to that, he
served in executive marketing positions for ITT Communications Services Group and
IBM Corp.
JOHN J. REIS

D Charged with directing
Case Communications Inc.'s
expansion in the U. S. market, John J. Reis has been
elected president of the Columbia, Md., data-communications company. It is the U. S.
subsidiary of Case Group plc,
Watford,
England.
Reis
joined the company in 1985 as
senior vice president of marketing, where he directed the
integration of Case Group
and Rixon Inc. Case acquired
the Silver Spring, Md., cornmunications equipment manufacturer in 1983, forming
what is now Case Communications. He previously was
president of Telesciences Inc.
and held senior sales and
marketing positions with
IBM Corp.
HOY Y. CHANG

D Zenith Electronics Corp.
has named Hoy Y. Chang

PORTIA ISAACSON:

One

new venture after the other.

president of its wholly owned
subsidiary, Zenith/Inteq Inc.
The Herndon, Va., company
designs and markets high-security microcomputers and
peripherals as well as products for military and high-security applications. Chang
moves over from Zenith Data
Systems Corp., which he
joined in 1981 as vice president of engineering. Before
that, he was with Burroughs
Corp. in Detroit. Chang succeeds Winfree P. Tuck, who
resigned Feb. 28.
R. WAYNE NELSON

El Repco Inc., amanufacturer
of radio, telemetry, and wireless security equipment in
Orlando, Fla., has named R.
Wayne Nelson as its president and chief operating officer. Nelson rejoins Repco after a stint as vice president
of sales for Oki Telecom. In
the 13 years prior to joining
Oki, Nelson served as general manager of Repco's Secode Electronics Division,
customer service manager,
and director of both sales
and operations.
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elected member of the board of directors of Microsoft Corp., Redmond,
Wash., Isaacson is well aware of acquisition trends in the microcomputer software market. Because venture-capital
funding for software companies has dried up, "everybody's abuyer or aseller."
Three or four years ago, she says, software houses might talk about buying
another company, but nobody was selling. Today, virtually everybody is one or
the other, and most companies are selling, she says.
"They all have to be open to the idea

of discussing amerger," says Isaacson.
"Not necessarily for financial reasons,
but because they can't reach the market. They don't have the clout, they
don't have the name, they can't get the
distribution channel."
Microcomputer software giants see acquisition as one way to grow, she says.
Ashton-Tate and Lotus Development
Corp. are two that have "been very aggressive in their acquisition activity, and
Iexpect them to continue." If they do, it
may be some time before Isaacson
writes that book.
-Alexander Wolfe

CHIASSON FINDS A GOOD
FIT AT MIDSIZED ALSYS
BOSTON

Order your copy today for
the industry's most oftenused directory:
• It's three directories in one
• Includes more than 4,000
product listings. (approx. 700
pages)
• Contains over 5000 company
listings (approx. 400 pages)
including:
• Company name, address
and phone number.
• Name and title of contact
for sales information.
• Number of engineers at
plant and number of
employees.
• Annual dollar sales volume.
• Local sales offices and
manufacturers
representatives.
• Local distributors.
• Instant referral to
company's advertisements.
• Offers FREE current catalog
retrieval service (approx. 1300
catalogs)

Price: S40 USA & Canada
S50 elsewhere
(add $.30 for airmail)
Send order with payment to:
Regina Hera

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
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President of the United States is here—
Chiasson says he's the wrong
I'll get up to shake the salesperson's
r- guy for a startup or for a billion- hand" when it sounds, says Chiasson.
dollar company, because he doesn't like
This is amajor internal transition for
big bureaucracies or brand-new situa- acompany that heretofore concentrated
tions. That's why medion technical issues. In
um-sized Alsys Inc. was
fact, the ringing gong
just right. Since Decemwas not immediately acber, Chiasson has been
cepted. One technical
president and chief operemployee
even
comating officer of the U. S.
plained about the noise.
subsidiary of Alsys SA
But Chiasson says that
in La Celle St. Cloud,
after he explained the
France, a three-year-old
need to shift gears, the
company that develops
same person had a difand markets Ada lanferent
complaint.
"I
guage products. And the
haven't heard the gong
company is poised for a
for a few days," Chiassurge, says Chiasson.
son reports him saying.
"There is no more
Chiasson comes to
technical risk," says the
Alsys after a four-year
tall, 44-year-old Chiasstint at Computervision
son. "Ours and other
Corp., Bedford, Mass,
compilers are done and PETER CHIASSON: Listening for where he most recently
validated." What's more, the gong at areoriented Alsys.
served as vice president
he adds, with the introfor the Mechanical Sysduction by Alsys of a full-function Ada
tems Division. Earlier, he worked for
compiler for the IBM PC AT, the lanfour years at Automatic Data Processguage has the widely available platform
ing Inc., Clifton, N. J., and before that
needed for broad usage.
he spent 10 years at Xerox Corp.
The challenge confronting Alsys and
A mechanical engineer by training,
other Ada companies is to expand their Chiasson worked on the backpacks used
base beyond the Defense Department,
by astronauts on the moon while at
Chiasson says. Commercial uses are deHamilton Standard, adivision of United
sired, and Alsys is trying to get third- Aircraft Corp. He received his engineerparty testimony on the language's ad- ing degree from the University of Masvantages on these applications.
sachusetts and holds an MBA from
EMPHASIZING BUSINESS. "It's important
Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
for Alsys to move from being a techniIn management style, Chiasson decal leader to being a business leader,"
scribes himself as a "delegator." After
says Chiasson. "I've got two problems.
assembling atalented team and assignOne is to get orders." The second, he
ing them as often as possible to things
says with a chuckle, is "all the other they like to do, he believes acorporate
problems."
leader's job is to remove any obstacles
The goal is to triple the size of the
so that work can proceed. "I'm not a
company, says Chiasson. He emphabureaucrat," says Chiasson. "I get my
sizes the priority by having employees
high from working with people. If you
bang alarge gong in the office whenev- get too big you lose that contact with
er an order is placed. "I don't care if the
people."
-Craig D. Rose

D

eter
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NEW PRODUCTS
FASTEST PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC
HAS 10-NS PROPAGATION DELAY
MONOLITHIC MEMORIES' PAL WILL COMPETE WITH ADVANCED SCHOTTKY

M

onolithic Memories is bringing to
Iva market the fastest bipolar programmable logic devices yet. Parts in the
PAL2OD series feature 10-ns propagation delays-2 ns faster than parts introduced recently by Texas Instruments
Inc. and 5ns faster than Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.'s new Fastpla family
[Electronics, April 7, 1986, p. 57].
The speed comes from a 1.5-µm
walled-base
oxide-isolation
process,
which the company says it will use in
designing 7.5-ns devices to be available
next year. It will also apply the technology to its 24-pin Programmable Array
Logic (PAL) devices.
The series' 10-ns propagation delay
(55.5-MHz maximum output-register toggle frequency) increases speed by 33%
over Monolithic Memories' 15-ns 20B series without raising power consumption:
both the 20B and 20D series dissipate
180 mA. TI's parts have a 200-mA rating. The 20D series is functionally compatible with the company's earlier 20,
20A, and 20B PAL families, and the pro-

gramming algorithm remains the same.
Until now, the company's fastest
PALS were its 15-ns 20B series, fabricated in a 2-µm junction-isolated process
with implanted transistors; Steve Donovan, product marketing manager, attributes the 20B's performance to good design techniques. TI had to use its inherently faster Impact oxide-isolated process to reach 12 ns.
"Better design techniques enabled
Monolithic Memories to achieve that
speed from the slower junction-isolated
process," says Donovan. "If the process
is not coupled with good design techniques, then you don't get the benefits
of that process."
scHormy RIVAL "PALS have always
been like PacMen, gobbling up standard,
discrete, small- and medium-scale integrated logic," says Donovan. "But now
PALS can effectively compete with advanced Schottky processes like Fairchild's FAST." Both have about 3-ns
equivalent gate delays, but the PALS offer greater density because each is typi-

cally used to replace two or three MS!
devices. In addition, Donovan points out,
system-level speed improves because,
with fewer separate chips, there is less
interdevice delay. The PALS are suitable
for high-speed graphics systems, for example, and automatic test equipment.
Another benefit of switching to the
oxide-isolated process is a90% decrease
in input and output capacitance.
The PAL2OD series includes the four
standard 20-pin PAL architectures. All
four devices have 16 array inputs and 8
outputs, with varying numbers of registers. The 16R8 has eight registers, the
16R6 has six, the 16R4 four, and the
16L8 none.
The combinatorial outputs on the registered devices and six of the outputs on
the 161.8 are I/O pins that can be individually programmed as inputs or outputs.
Each output register, a D-type flip-flop,
feeds back into the array, suiting it for
synchronous state-machine designs.
The registered outputs are controlled
by an external input, while the combina
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PERFORMANCE CURVE. Monolithic Memories' switch to an oxide-iso ated process reduced feature size and cut internal capacitances in its
Programmable Array Logic family. The new family further improves the speed/power performance.
Electronics/April 14, 1986
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COMPUTERS El INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
tonal outputs use aproduct term to control the enable function.
The PAL2OD series is programmable
on the same standard programmers as
the rest of the 20-pin PALS, and the
PALS are supported by Palasm, Abel,
and Cupl logic-development software
packages from Monolithic Memories,
Data I/O, and Assisted Technology,
respectively. Once a PAL is pro-

grammed and verified, the user can
blow two additional fuses, creating a circuit that is very difficult to copy.
In lots of 100 pieces, the PALS are
priced at
.35 each in plastic DIPs and
plastic leaded chip carriers. Samples are
available now, with production to start
in June.
As with its other PAL series, Monolithic Memories will produce versions of

the 20D series with varying speed and
power specifications: 25-ns parts rated
at 55 mA and 15-ns models rated at 90
mA. These will be available in the
fourth quarter.
—Steve Zollo
Monolithic Memories Inc., 2175

Mission

College Blvd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95054.
Phone (408) 970-9700 [Circle reader service number 338]

WANG SAYS ITS MINI OUTRUNS MICROVAX
Laboratories is exW ang
tending its VS line of

main memory, a 67-megabyte
Winchester disk drive, and a
minicomputers downward onto
1.2-megabyte floppy-disk drive.
MicroVAX II turf. One of the
The computer has facilities
company's two new low-end
for attaching up to 2.48 gigacomputers, called the VS :3
bytes of external disk storage,
and VS 6, is base-priced lower
and its main memory can be
than the fast-selling Microexpanded to 4megabtyes. The
VAX II from Digital Equipmachine is fundamentally a
ment Corp., and the other is
reimplentation
of
Wang's
comparably
priced.
Wang
much larger VS 65 computer,
claims they're both signifiwhich is a40-user system.
cantly faster than the MicroThe VS 5 is similar to the
VAXs for their intended appliVS 6, but without the cache
cations, integrated office apmemory. It has an average inplications. The VS 5and VS 6
struction-execution time of 480
are base-priced at $12,000 and
ns and supports up to eight us$19,500, respectively, comers and atotal of 16 peripheral
pared with the $19,000 startdevices. Its main memory is
ing price of the MicroVAX H.
expandable to 2megabytes.
Designed for use in small
The systems are compatible
businesses and departments,
with
other
members
of
the 32-bit machines can be inWang's VS line of computers
stalled by customers and fit
and support network-manageunder desks. Wang says the
ment services. In addition,
machines are up to 1.5 times
both support a number of
faster than the MicroVAX II PAPER WORK. Wang's VS 5 and VS 6 are priced lower than the Wang's integrated informain transaction processing, up MicroVAX but are faster for their target application: office automation. tion-processing applications,
to two times faster for applisuch as its data-base managecations such as electronic mail, and up
processing, the machine has 16-K bytes
ment and word-processing packages.
to three times faster in pure text proof cache memory, which cuts the averThe two new computers are available
cessing. The MicroVAX II is rated at
age instruction-execution time to 200 ns.
now.
—Craig D. Rose
just under 1 million instructions/s.
The architecture also enables the CPU
Wang won't give mips figures, but a to call the next instruction while executWang Laboratories Inc., 1 Industrial Ave.,
Gartner Group survey pegs the VS 65,
ing a current instruction. The standard
Lowell, Mass. 01851.
which has the same CPU as the VS 6,
configuration includes 1 megabyte of
Phone (617) 459-5000
[Circle 341]
at 0.7 mips.
DEDICATED BUS. Wang points out that
office-automation tasks are more I/O-intensive than scientific processing and
that its computers excel in office automation because they have a microprocessor-controlled bus that is dedicated to I/O functions. The bus processor
GS Microelettronica SpA, Italy's
SGS bases the circuit on its 60-V
is built around a 16-bit 80186 microprincipal semiconductor component
Multiwatt BCD technology [Electronicsprocessor and includes a loadable conmaker, will soon deliver samples of its
Week, Dec. 10, 1984, p. 28], a process
trol memory and alocal memory to supfirst ICs fabricated in anew three-techthat combines bipolar-linear, CMOS, and
port peripherals. The bus processor also
nology process that offers arare combidouble-diffused MOS (D-MOS) power deintegrates several ports, including the
nation of low- and high-voltage devices
vices on a single chip.
Small Computer System Interface, into
on the same chip. The first circuit is a
The first customer to reap the advana single board.
highly efficient H-bridge motor driver,
tages of this innovative technology will
The VS 6can support up to 16 users
designated the L6202. Samples will bebe Ing. C. Olivetti & Co., SGS's northern
and a total of 24 peripherals. To speed
gin shipping by the end of this month.
Italian neighbor, which helped design

MOTOR DRIVER CHIP
CLAIMS 98% EFFICIENCY

S
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"In ASIC, the customer has to
be more than ajob number!'
"What do application specific IC
(ASIC) users need? We've been
answering that question for 20 years
and three basic beliefs hold fast.

Finally, to keep customers ahead,
we must be aleader in design
technology. Our cell-compilation
work is the natural next step.

One, no single ASIC option is
optimal for every circuit. So we
developed them all—gate arrays,
standard cells, and cell-based
custom.

Keeping pace with change is
one of the hardest skills to learn.
Gould AMI is leading the pack. Our
customers have the advantage

Two, we can't expect customers to
adapt to us. So we assembled the
most flexible design interfaces in
ASIC. Including gate array and cell
libraries for workstations, PC-based
systems and most others.

To optimize your ASICs, call us at
408-554-2311. Gould Inc., Semiconductor Division, manufacturer
of Gould AMI semiconductors.

Gould AMI ASIC:
Depend on it.

High Performance Solutions in Factory Automation, Computers,
Instrumentation, Defense and Semiconductors.
Circle 53 on reader service card
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IMAGE PROCESSING
ucts fall. The circuit can
be used for dc- and stepper-motor driving; one
chip drives either ade motor or one phase of abipolar stepper motor. Two
thirds of the chip's real
estate is taken up by a
four-transistor
D-MOS
output stage, with each
transistor consisting of
hundreds of elementary
DMOS transistors. The
other third of the silicon is
devoted to control logic.
The principal advantage
of the L6202 is its efficien
cy, a figure SGS sets offiEFFICIENCY. SGS's motor-control IC boasts 98% efficiency, cially
at "higher than
90%" for the Multiwatt
thanks to acombination of three process technologies.
BCD technology. But for
the first circuit Olivetti will be chalking this particular circuit, which dissipates
up substantial savings in production only 1.5 W while delivering 70 W to the
costs on its extensive line of electronic load and 1.5 A of output current, efficiency is rated at 98%.
typewriters and printers.
The L6202 is the most sophisticated
As aresult of the low dissipation, the
IC can be housed in aDIP and mounted
and complex mixed-technology IC on the
market, according to Aldo Romano, di- in equipment without a heat sink. This
rector of SGS's Application Specific Inte- simplifies pc-board design and makes
grated Circuit division, under whose ae- the part ideal for automatic board asgis most of the company's bipolar prodsembly. These advantages are the main

Best Western
has aFREE
$50 Bond for you!

All you have to do is go to any
Best Western and ask for aSt*r Night

Look tor the display at any Best
Western. Pick up your St*r Night

Bond Kit. Then, whenever you travel,
make your reservations at Best
Westerns, using their St*r system. When you have proof of
these twelve St*r Night stays,
send in the kit and Best Western

Bond Kit and get started now on
your $50 U.S. Savings Bond.

will have a$50 bond issued
to you or someone you love.

INDEPENDENT
WORLDWIDE
LODGING

eleetee•
aaefeee'

Each Best Western is independently Owned & Operated.
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motivation behind Olivetti's interest in
the technology.
The L6202 integrates control inputs
that are compatible with all standard
CMOS-logic and TL families and furnishes an external connection to the lower drains for the current-sensing resistors necessary for constant-current
chopper drives. The chip will also be
available in asecond version, the L6203,
which delivers 3A of output current.
The L6203 will be delivered in a
Multiwatt package and will require a
compact heat sink. SGS has set the price
of the L6202 at $3 apiece in large quantities.
-Robert T. Gallagher
SGS Microelettronica SpA, Via C. Olivetti
2, 20041 Agrate Brianza, Italy.
Phone (39-39) 65551
[Circle 339]

IMAGE PROCESSOR
BEATS 'REAL TIME'
Technology's Series 151 image
Imagi
processor works in 27 ms—faster than
ng

real time as defined by industry and RS170 standards, which specify that an entire frame be processed in 33.3 ms. In
addition, the system boosts processing
speed by offering users the ability to
selectively process only a portion of an
image. The company implements in
hardware a feature called area-of-interest processing, which lets users define
and process an image's subregion at a
10-MHz pixel rate.
"The Series 151 is the first personal
computer-based image-processing subsystem with the high performance required for many applications," says
Robert Birenbaum, marketing director
at the Woburn, Mass., company. Applications include machine vision and medical imaging.
The area-of-interest mode scans pixels
inside the subregion and ignores those
outside. One fourth of an image, for example, can be processed in 8ms.
YMEBUS BASED. The system is built
around a VMEbus and links with the
IBM Corp. Personal Computer AT. The
Series 151 includes three or four boards
connected to the PC AT by aproprietary
interface that gives the personal computer control of subsystem operation.
The FB-150 frame-buffer board has
three separate memories for frame storage: one organized as 512 by 512 by 16
bits and two as 512 by 512 by 8bits.
The ADI-150, an analog-to-digital interface board, links the Series 151 to
standard RS-170 and International Radio
Consultative Committee (50-Hz) cameras. It includes an 8-bit flash analog-toElectronics/April 14, 1986

"Why compromise in ASIC,
when you don't have to?"
"Don't let anyone tell you an ASIC
is an ASIC is an ASIC.
If that were true, you'd only need one
choice of application specific ICs.
But an ASIC solution is more than a
gate array. Or astandard cell. Or a
cell-based custom circuit. These are
simply different approaches to
your system solution.
Time-to-market, development cost
and performance needs make
every application unique. So no
single ASIC option can work best
every time.
There's no problem, though, unless
your vendor offers just one basic

ASIC option. You'll get an ASIC
design all right, but odds are it won't
be the optimal one.
At Gould AMI, you don't have to
compromise. We offer the complete
continuum of ASIC options. Iknow
some vendors make you do ASIC
their way. It's just not our way."
To optimize your ASICs, call us at
408-554-2311. Gould Inc., Semiconductor Division, manufacturer
of Gould AMI semiconductors.

Gould AMI ASIC:
Depend on it.

High Performance Solutions in Factory Automation, Computers,
Instrumentation, Defense and Semiconductors.
Circle 55 on reader service card

Bruce Bourbon
• VR Marketing
Gould AMI
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DATA CONVERTERS D COMPUTER GRAPHICS
digital converter providing digitization
of 256 gray levels and 16 lookup tables.
The board's output sections have 16 output lookup tables per color for pseudocolor display.
The ALU-150 pipeline processor handles fundamental image processing,
and users can add the optional RTC150 real-time convolver board to accelerate operations. The RTC-150 performs convolutions on matrices of 4by
4, 3by 3, and 16 by 1pixels. The board

hits 340 million operations/s in area-ofinterest mode, the company says, running convolutions 60% faster than competing systems.
The Series 151, including software,
costs $11,495 for the three-board version. The RTC-150 convolution-board option sells for $3,995.
-Debra Michals
Imaging Technology Inc. 600 W. Cummings Park, Woburn, Mass. 01801.
Phone (617) 938-8444
[Circle 342]

Start on Just Now

DAICEL

INTRODUCES

INFORMATION AGE

TECHNOLOGY

VIDEO DAC CHIP HAS
INTEGRATED RAM
Designed for high-performance graphics, the Bt451 Ramdac offers operating
speeds up to 125 MHz. The Bt451 integrates three 4-bit digital-to-analog converters plus adual-port 256-by-12-bit color-palette RAM on a monolithic CMOS
chip. Because shift registers are also located on the chip, it can be connected
directly to the frame buffer, eliminating
external ECL shift registers.
The internal 256-by-12-bit, dual-port
color lookup table supports up to 259
colors at a time-256 from the lookup
table and three from the on-chip overlay
palette out of 4,096 possible colors.
Operating in the commercial temperature range, the Bt415 comes in an 84-pin
grid array package. In quantities of
1,000, the 125-MHz version sells for
$105, the 100-MHz version for $92, and
the 75-MHz version for $79. Samples are
available now.
Brooktree Corp., 9950 Barnes Canyon Rd.,
San Diego, Calif. 92121.
Phone (619) 452-7580
[Circle 350]

GRAPHICS STATIONS
HAVE 45-NS WRITE TIME

"Chemitronics" combines advanced chemical and
electronic technology.
Our unique chemitronic
technology produces optical recording disks with
high reliability and low-cost volume production, and
is used at our ultramodern Harima plant to
manufacture optical disks (DRAW) with outside
diameters of 90, 120, 130, 200, and 300mm. These
laser-road large-capacity storage disks have many
information storage applications ranging from
external memory for computers to office automation
to video recording and herald a new stage in the
information revolution.

DAICEL CFEMICAL IWUSTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Head Office
Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan
Phone: [03] 507-3112 [optical. Disk
Division]
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL J
Facsimile: [03] 593-2708
56
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Daicel [U.S.A.] Inc.
611 West 6th Street, Room 2152
Los Angeles, CA 90017, U.S.A.
Phone: [213] 629-3656/3657
Daicel [Europa] GmbH
Künigsallee 92a, 4000 Düsseldorf 1.
F.R.Germany Phone: [0211] 134158

Two models are being added to CGX
Corp.'s 2030 color raster series of graphics work stations—the 2033 model IA
and the 2033 model 2. Among their features are a45-ns pixel-write time and a
2.5-megabyte system memory.
A feature called supercheék lets the
user identify and quickly fix occurrences of coincident, intersecting, or
overlapping geometries in adesign. Programmable function keys boost system
productivity, the company says.
The work stations can be hooked up

to IBM Corp. 370, 43XX, and 30XX
mainframe-based installations. Field upgrades to already-installed systems are
possible.
The IA is available now for $19,400;
the 2, which will be delivered in May,
goes for $20,900. The company offers
discounts for volume purchases.
CGX Corp., 43 Nagog Park, Acton, Mass.
01720. Phone (617) 263-3222 [Circle 354]
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Before the chips are down,
turn to Collins &Aikman
Static-Control Products.

Electrostatic discharge is costing manufacturers
like you billions of dollars ayear in product loss and
degradation.
You can stop it. With a new line of static-control
products so dramatically superior in construction and
design you won't believe your eyes.
Call toll-free for a free demonstration today.

Collins& Ailiman
Static-Control Products
P.O. Box 1447, 1702 Kimberly Park Drive
Dalton, CA 30722 (404)259-9711- Ext. 410
Telex No. 810-759-4404
Toll-Free Customer Service 1-800-235-8817

Circle 57 on reader service card

ver run ice hOW SOfTle people always seem to have
t
hi. right answer? No matter what the situation, they
al ways seem to be astep ahead.
And they're successful...the first in line to lead an
important project... the first in line for apromotion.
It's certainly not magic. Usually it's acombination of
hard work, brains, guts and desire.
It probably means they read Electronics
regularly.
Electronics has helped propel many amanager
and engineer to the front line...to the "leading edge" of
the industry. And lust as we've been providing many
of your colleagues with the right information, the
important information—when they need it most—so
too can we provide it foi you.
Every week an Electronics subscriber receives an
issue crammed with the latest information on new
products, developments, concerns and trends in the
worldwide electronics industry.
When you become asubscriber, we'll supply you with
the intelligence you nerd to make the big decision, or
the every day decision to further your career and reap
profits for your company. For ataste, just browse
through the issue you're holding.
But, you really don't have to believe us. Just ask the
person who's always astep ahead.
To become asubscriber, just complete and mail the
insert card in this magazine. If subscription card is
missing, write: Circulation Manager, Electronics,
P.O. Box 51I, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.

CAE for
Analog Circuit Designers

A

Fp5TER

than your HP AC Circuit Analysis for your
300, 217, 9836, 9816, 9920, 9845 and 9020
COMPONENT SENSITIVITY
PLUS:
•

-CUTPUT WAVEFORM for any INPUT
IZATOb

-IMPROVED ALGORITHMS

•98 NODES

COMPAT'BLE with HP DATA FILES

•TIME DOMAIN

•INTEGRATED with FFTand

•GROUP DELAY

MEASUREMENTS with HPIB

•RELATIVE PHASE

-6 YEAR TRACK RECORD

•NEGATIVE COMPONENTS

-30 DAY TRIAL

Now
on 4.0

ALSO: FFT WAVEFORM ANALYSIS
•4 TIMES FASTER than HP
•INTEGRATED into ONE FILE
THREE INTEGRATED MODULES:
AC-CAP
AC Circuit Analysis with OPTIMIZATION

$150.00

S,AMVE
PET Waveform Analysis for Time Domain

$150.00

PLOTFT
Time Domam Data Acquisition

tzso.00

Dovish. all prices for 9020 Computer version.

Electronics

The Voice of the industry

DEMO DISK AVAILABLE
COMTRAN INTEGRATED SOFTWARE
FROM

1C735 Burbank BaJlevatd •North Hollywood, California 91601
Contact Deane Jensen (2131876-0059. Closed Ftidays
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At last, the world's
best-selling portable compul
has alittle competition.

i7,% light

Introducing
the remarkable new
COMPAQ PORTABLE II

N

ow there's aportable personal computer so small,
so light, and so fast it defines a
new industry standard. From
the same company that set the
standard—COMPAQ:
The new advanced-technology
COMPAQ PORTABLE IITM has
all the advantages of the world's
best-selling full-function
portable—the original COMPAQ
Portable—plus it's even more
portable. And it's far more
powerful than most desktop
computers.
With its 80286 microprocessor, the COMPAQ PORTABLE II
can run all the popular business
software written for IBM' Personal Computers. At speeds three
to five times faster than the
COMPAQ Portable, IBM PC/X77
and other compatibles.

It's more computer
in less space
Never before has a computer
this small been capable of so
much. Making the COMPAQ

PORTABLE II 30% smaller and
17% lighter—with no reduction
in monitor size and abig gain in
functionality—was an engineering triumph. The result is afullfunction, advanced-technology
personal computer that's easy to
take on business trips or carry
from desk to desk.

Acomputer for now
and for the future
The COMPAQ PORTABLE II
excels in compatibility. And
because of its standard 360Kbyte diskette drive format,
your data diskettes will be fully
interchangeable with other
COMPAQ, IBM, and compatible
personal computers.
Expandability? An optional
10 -Megabyte fixed disk drive
stores over 5000 pages of data.
RAM expands to 2.1 Megabytes
without an expansion slot, and
with one expansion slot RAM
can expand to 4.1 Megabytes.
Since interfaces for the most
popular peripherals are already

built in, the two expansion slots
can be used for connecting your
computer to others: add a
modem, anetworking board, or
a board for communicating
with your mainframe.
No compromises
The COMPAQ PORTABLE II
puts tremendous computing
potential within the grasp of
every computer user. It's backed
by the service and the support
of over 2900 Authorized
COMPAQ Computer Dealers
worldwide. Plus, it's made by
the undisputed world leader in
portable personal computers.
And for that title, there's no
competition.
For the name of the dealer
nearest you, call toll-free 1-800231-0900 and ask for Operator
16. In Canada, call (416) 4498741. In Europe, telex
84117898630AB;
898630
COMPAQ TTx D.

IBM' is aregistered trademark and IBM PC/XTTm
is a trademark of International Business Machines
Corporation. 01986 COMPAQ Computer Corporation. All rights reserved.

COMPALI

It simply works better.
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MEETINGS

CUSTOM IC MEETING ZEROS IN ON CAD
mr he topic getting the most attention
at the Custom Integrated Circuits
Conference in Rochester, N. Y., is computer-aided design. Nine sessions on
CAD will double last year's five. The
remaining 14 sessions cover such topics
as surface-mounting, silicon compilers,
and gallium arsenide IC manufacturing.
CAD use is growing because there are
"many more model-based techniques,"
says Richard W. Bryant, technical program chairman and vice president of
Ford Microelectronics Inc., Colorado
Springs. The Georgia Institute of Technology will sort out the latest developments and trends on the use of CAD
design for analog ICs. The paper also
examines problems in adapting digital
IC design tools to analog IC design.
Though he readily admits that "work
stations are becoming more pervasive"
for design of custom ICs, Bryant takes
exception to the idea that breadboarding
is dead. A panel session titléd "Breadboarding vs. Logic Simulation" will explore views of those who say it is dead
and those who see it as very much alive.
One session on compilers will feature

apaper describing "an intelligent silicon
compiler." The paper details how the
unit translates behavioral descriptions
and user needs into standard cells.
The session on GaAs IC manufacturing will have amore nuts-and-bolts orientation than last year's more theoretical session. This time, "people will see a
rapidly maturing technology because papers are more factually supported and
include examples."
One of the most interesting papers to
Bryant will delve into surface-mounting
technology and reliability for very largescale-integration packages. In it, Texas
Instruments Inc. will discuss "approaches to reconcile large bar size, small
package geometry, high input/output,
high power dissipation, and inexpensive
material constraints." It will also discuss a board-assembly technique that
uses aunique solder-paste formulation.
A recurring theme at the meeting will
be the interrelationship between testing
and packaging as a problem area for
VLSI, Bryant says. "An untestable, yet
working, chip is still not worth very
much," he says.

CICC: Custom Integrated Circuits Conference, IEEE (Tom Foxall, Pacific Microcircuits

Carnahan Conference on Security Technology, IEEE (University of Kentucky, College of Engineering, Office of Engineering
Continuing Education, Lexington, Ky. 40506- ,

Ltd., 240 H St., Blaine, Wash. 98230), Riverside Convention Center, Rochester, N. Y.,
May 12-15.
Computer Standards Conference 1986,
IEEE Computer Society (1730 Massachusetts Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C. 200361903), Sheraton Palace Hotel, San Francisco, May 13-15.

0043), Carnahan House, University of Kentucky, Lexington, May 14-16.
Computer Ill: Establishing a Regulatory
Framework, Phillips Publishing Inc. (7811
Montrose Rd., Potomac, Md. 20854), Marriott
Crystal Gateway Hotel, Arlington, Va., May
15-16.

Electro/86, Mini/Micro Northeast, IEEE
and Electronic Representatives Association

Inspection,

(Electronic Conventions Management, 8110

Photomasks and Reticles, Semiconductor
Equipment and Materials Institute Inc. (625
Ellis St., Mountain View, Calif. 94043), Villa

Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90045),
Bayside Exposition Center and World Trade
Center, Boston, May 13-15.

Repair,

and

Protection of

Hotel, San Mateo, Calif., May 15-16.

Opto86: 6th European Optoelectronics Con-

Information Everywhere, Information In-

ference, ESI Publications (General Secretariat, ES] Publications, 12, rue de Seine, 75006
Paris, France), Palais des Congrès, Paris,
May 13-15.

dustry Association (P. 0. Box 76480, Washington, D. C. 20013-6480), Fairmont Hotel,
Denver, May 19-21.

CAT '86: Computer-Aided Technologies in
Manufacturing, World Computer Graphics
Association Inc. (2033 M St., N. W., Suite
399, Washington, D. C. 20036), Conference
Center, Stuttgart, West Germany, May 13-16.

Pack-Tronics '86: 1st International Conference & Exhibition on Protective Packaging
for Electronic Products (Schotland Business
Research Inc., Princeton Corporate Center, 3
Independence Way, Princeton, N. J. 08540),
Boston Marriott Burlington Hotel, Burlington,
Mass., May 19-21.

Information Management Exposition &
Conference,

Cahners

Exposition

Group

(999 Summer St., Stamford, -Conn. 06905),
Los Angeles Convention Center, Los Angeles, May 14-16.

Computer Standards Conference, IEEE
Computer Society (1730 Massachusetts
Ave. N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036), Renaissance Hotel, San Francisco, May 20-22.
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Circuit-Board-Artwork S
for the Design Engi
in a Hurr

For only $895, smARTWORK" lets
the design engineer create and
revise printed-circuit-board artwork on the IBM Personal Computer. You keep complete control
over your circuit-board artwork—
from start to finish.
Forget the tedium of taping it
yourself or waiting for a technician, draftsman, or the CAD
department to get to your project.
smARTWORIC is the only lowcost printed-circuit-board artwork
editor with all these advantages:
El Complete interactive control
over placement and routing
D Quick correction and revision
D Production-quality 2X artwork
from a pen-and-ink plotter
D Prototype-quality 2X artwork
from a dot-matrix printer

D Easy to learn and operate, yet
capable of sophisticated
layouts
D Single-sided and double-sided
printed circuit boards up to
10 x16 inches

The Smart Buy
At $895, smARTWORK" is proven,
convenient, fast, and a sound
value. Call us today. And put it to
work for yourself next week.

D Multicolor or black-and-white
display
System Requirements:
D IBM Personal Computer, XT, or
AT with 256K RAM, 2disk drives,
and DOS Version 2.0 or later
CI IBM Color/Graphics Adapter
with RGB color or black-andwhite monitor
D IBM Graphics Printer or Epson
FX/MX/RX series dot-matrix
printer
D Houston Instrument DMP-41
pen-and-ink plotter
D Optional Microsoft Mouse
Circle 61

on reader service car

Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993
Telephone: (317) 742-8428
Telex: 70-9079 WINTEK CORP UD
In Europe contact: RIVA Terminals Limited,
Woking, Surrey GU21 5JY ENGLAND,
Telephone: 04862-71001, Telex: 859502
"smARTWORK:" "Wintek." and the Wintek logo are
registered trademarks of Wintek Corporation

Electro-Optics
Engineers
At Martin Marietta Orlando Aerospace,
our tradition of excellence has made us
an industry leader responsible for such
sophisticated advances as LANTIRN, a
night navigational and targeting system
for jet attack aircraft and TADS/PNVS, a
helicopter fire control system. If you
want to advance your career in a city
that's advancing itself every day.. join
Orlando Aerospace with many exciting
opportunities including the following:
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INFRARED/IMAGING
ENGINEERS: Qualified candidates

will have a BS/MS in Electrical Engineering and 3+ years experience in FLIR
sensors, concepts, design, performance
predictions, analysis and signal processing to include a working knowledge of
optics, stabilization, video electronics
and multiplexing techniques.
Knowledge of lasers and optics as well
as EO systems experience in design, analysis and test is highly desirable.

.LAnT7gn

Téetriéting
-

SEEKER ELECTRONICS: Qualified candidates will possess a BSEE with 5 years experience in videoanalog-cicuit design. Should be familiar with electro-optics system design and integration as well as the ability
to be involved in analog circuit design, proposal writing and scheduling. A working knowledge of servo
systems, test equipment and digital electronics is desired.
ELECTRO-OPTICS ANALYSIS: Qualified applicants will compute performance on EO systems based
on scene/target characteristics, optical parameters, detectors, image processing and display. Qualified candidates
will have a BS/MS in Physics, EE or Optics with a minimum of 5 years experience in comprehensive modeling
and analysis of visual and IR EO systems.
EO SYSTEMS ENGINEERS: Qualified applicants will possess a BS/MS or PhDEE with experience in FLIR
system conceptual design, analysis, analog and digital circuits, information theory and video circuits. Candidates
will be utilized as major programs sub-system engineer and proposal team volume leader.
These positions offer challenges to excel in your dicipline with a company that excels in its industry. Now consider your lifestyle option: located in Orlando, Florida, Martin Marietta can offer its employees a city with a
unique blend of cosmopolitan features. Orlando is growing at a comfortable pace—with affordable housing
and no state income tax. If you're looking for activities, there are a wide variety of recreational, cultural and
social events to choose from. Or, just relax and enjoy our year-round sunshine. Orlando Aerospace offers excellent salaries, a complete benefits package and a liberal relocation policy.
To learn more about our company, location, and career opportunities, send your resume in confidence to:
Martin Marietta Orlando Aerospace, Bruce Czarniak, Employment Department, ELEC-414, P.O. Box 5837,
MP #24, Orlando, Florida 32855.

If you have access to a PC, dial 1-800-JOBLIST and find out via
simple communication about all the opportunities we have to offer.

We are an equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship is required.

/Yr 77Ar MAI /71E7714
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Daicel Chemical Industrial Inc.

Electronic Expert For Hire. I do Microprocessor hardware/software, assembly
language. Analog, digital design in my N.Y.
lab or worldwide. Project rates. Mr. Barry
Masel (718) 476-1516.
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Infotek Systems
SCHEMA is a complete, integrated schematic
drawing software package for IBM Personal Com-

$

Jensen Transformers
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Kyowa Electronic
Instrument Co. Ltd.

2nd Cover

puters. Use SCHEMA with your PC to draw schematics and automatically generate design documentation such as Wire and Net Lists, Bills of
Materials, Design Rule Checks, et. SCHEMA is
$495 and supports most common PC hardware

To place your
recruitment message
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configurations. Call or write today for afree demo

Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc.

OMATION, INC.
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up your PC

Z/SPICE professional circuit simulation
Full version $245
Student version $79
box 737, college place, wa 99362
(509)-529-7025

RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCalc 2automates MIL-HDBK-217D on your IBM PC!
Very easy to use. Demo package $50.
T-CUBED SYSTEMS
(818) 991-005/
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ELECTRONICS WEEK
ENCORE STARTS
SELLING PRODUCTS
Encore Computer Corp. has
sold seven of its Unix-based
Multimax multiprocessor systems to customers including
universities and Argonne National Laboratory. The Marlboro, Mass., company began
life in 1983 with an industry
all-star team but failed to sell
even one computer system
until this year. Encore also
has sold its software subsidiary, Foundation Computer
Systems Inc. of Cary, N. C.,
to Sperry Corp.
NTT SEEKS OK
FOR AIR PHONE
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Corp. is expected to receive quick approval from Japan's minister of posts and
telecommunications for its
plan to offer airplane telephone service, which could
begin as early as the end of
the month. The service,
which will be for outgoing
calls only, will initially be
available on the 80 largestcapacity airplanes of Japan's
three major airlines serving
domestic
routes.
Airline
phone service has been in trial operation in the U. S. for
18 months [Electronics Week,
Dec. 10, 1984, p. 17].
BOOK-TO-BILL RATIO
CONTINUES CLIMB
The semiconductor recovery
continued in March, says the
Semiconductor Industry Association, as the book-to-bill
ratio rose to 1.15, a21-month
high and the seventh consecutive
monthly
increase.
March bookings were 26.7%
over those of March 1985,
and 58% more than the September 1985 low point.
SINCLAIR SELLS
COMPUTER ASSETS
Sir Clive Sinclair has sold
the personal computer activities of Sinclair Research Ltd.
to UK compatriot Amstrad
Consumer Electronics plc for
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just over $7 million. Those activities produced some 90% of
Sinclair's revenues in 1985, so
the sale effectively closes
down the company that all
but created the European
home computer business.
Plagued through much of its
history by production and
stock-control problems, Sinclair had been in serious financial difficulties for more
than a year. Most industry
sources consider the price a
bargain.
VARIAN UNCOVERS
OVERCHARGES
An internally initiated investigation at Varian Associates
has revealed that engineering
hours may have been inaccurately reported to the government, which may have resulted in overcharges, according
to a spokesman. The Palo
Alto company says the inquiry involves a small number
of employees in the Microwave Tube Division working
on government purchase orders prior to late 1983. The
inquiry, which has been going on for a number of
weeks, is directed by Varian's legal department.
UCCEL TO BUY
BIG SOFTWARE FIRM
In the biggest step yet of its
year-long efforts to refocus
products on more profitable
businesses, Uccel Corp. of
Dallas will acquire an as-yetunnamed 1100 million to
$200 million" software house.
Within the past year, Uccel,
which specializes in mainframe software and financial
applications, has made a series of smaller mergers, buying up more than ahalf dozen software companies.
OLIVETTI MAY BUY
TRIUMPH-ADLER
Though neither company will
officially confirm or deny the
reports, industry sources say
Ing. C. Olivetti & C. is very
close to agreement on adeal
that would give it control of

Volkswagen AG's troubled
office-equipment subsidiary,
Triumph-Adler. The move
would be the latest and most
ambitious in aprogram of acquisitions by Italy's foremost
producer of office-automation
and data-processing equipment, which last year led to
the purchase of Great Britain's ailing Acorn Computer
Group plc.
HEWLETT DONATES
$50 MILLION
William R. Hewlett, who cofounded Hewlett-Packard Co.
with David Packard in 1939,
has pledged $50 million to his
alma mater, Stanford University—the largest commitment
from one person the school
has ever received. Most of
the money—$40 million—is
earmarked for redevelopment
of Stanford's research facilities into a new science and
engineering commons. The
rest of the Hewlett funds
will be used to attract matching grants.
ARIANE SELECTED
BY JAPANESE
The Paris-based Arianspace
Co. has been picked by one
of two new Japanese satellite
communications
ventures,
Space Communications Corp.,
to handle two launches set
for 1988. It has made an advance payment of $200,000 to
reserve space. Space Communications, owned by Mitsubishi Electric Corp., has agreed
to purchase the satellites,
each with 35 transponders,
from Ford Aerospace & Communications Corp.
ITT, AUSTRIA
START R&D CENTER
I
TT Corp. and the Austrian
state-owned enterprise Elin
have established a research
center in Vienna for work in
basic system components.
Goals include the development of fault-tolerant computer systems, software design methods, real-time programming languages for

telecommunications and process control, and the application of artificial intelligence.
Starting in temporary quarters and employing 30 people,
the center is expected to employ 70 scientists within
three years, and to have
moved into its own facility.
Funds will come from Elin,
ITT and its Austrian subsidiary, and from government
research contracts.
ASHTON-TATE TO
MARKET JAVELIN
Ashton-Tate Co., the Torrance, Calif., supplier of microcomputer software, and
Javelin Software
a
Cambridge, Mass., software
developer, have signed amajor joint-marketing agreement.
Ashton-Tate
has
agreed to sell in overseas
markets Javelin's business
analysis software package,
which is also called Javelin.
Ashton-Tate executive vice
president Ron Posner said
the agreement lets his company add "a major plank" to
its product line, while giving
Javelin access to overseas
markets without the financial
overhead of setting up its
own distribution operation.
INTEL REPORTS
QUARTER LOSS
"We think the first quarter
was the bottom of the cycle,"
said Intel Corp. president Andrew S. Grove as he reported
a net loss of $22 million for
the period. This cOmpares
with net income of $11 million for the same period last
year. Grove offered two reasons for Inters poor showing
for the quarter ending March
29. IBM Corp., the Santa
Clara, Calif., company's largest customer, worked off inventory and bought less, and
there was unusually strong
demand for selected systems
products in the fourth quarter. Grove also noted that
prices appear to be firming in
many
areas,
particularly
memories, which were hit
hardest in 1985.
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WE HAVE THE BEST
LOCATION FOR HI-TECH
INVESTMENT IN ASIA
low interest loans.
•Favorable government
attitudes toward hi-tech industries.
•Well-established infrastructure.
•A modern community boasting
housing, clinic, bilingual school,
recreational center and other public
facilities.
Scores of international companies
are already operating successfully in
this Science-based Industrial Park. Join
them and make it your base in Asia, too.

As Taiwan's answer to the
Silicon Valley, this ambitious,
innovative Science-based Industrial
Park has alot to offer, making it
one of Asia's best choice for hi-tech
investors worldwide.
•An access to Taiwan's bountiful resource of scientific and
technical brainpower.
•Up to 49% government
joint venture.
•Attractive tax incentives and

4111rjL Xs'
SCIENCE-BASED INDUSTRIAL PARK
2 HSIN ANN ROAD, HSINCHU, TAIWAN, REPUBLIC OF CHINA
TEL:(035)773311
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Portable Development System
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CMOS ICE
Only from OKI:
application ease,
speed and economy—backed by exclusive
OKI technology and warranty.
MOS ICE with its own bond-out
e p for true realtime In-Circuit
Emulation—at high speeds to 16
z, with unlimited breakpoints.

Only

CMOS ICE with extended hostcomputer options: OKI's portable
EASE 80051/59 is totally compatible
with any PCDOS, ISIS or CP/M-base
system:'

MOS ICE with aflash trace
included in its 2K x 64 realtime trace
buffer memory.

And you can ease your application
along even faster and more costeffectively, by starting out with the
EPROM-piggyback development
chips now available from
OKI for every MCU
in our optimized.
80051-59 family.

CMOS ICE with EPROM programmer built-in, ready and able to debug
the complete 8-bit 51/52/59 family—
in either CMOS or NMOS.
•a1

CMOS ICE with extended software
options: macro-assembler, linker and
symbo ' debugger.
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80051/b9 Development Jase Available Now!
Order complete data from OKI for:
( )OKI EASE 80051/59 ICE System

err.

-

( ) OKI 8-bit MCIT Piggyback Development Chips
( ) OKI 80051-59 Single-Chip MCIJ Family
Name/Title
Company
Address
City
PCDOS is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation
ISIS is atrademark of Intel Corporation
CPiAil is atrademark of Digital Research Corporation.

State

Zip

Return coupon to Customer Service: OKI Semiconductor.
650 N. Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Tel (408) 720-1900
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